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*Items in this online catalog are in limited supply and are no longer listed in our print catalogs, so this may be your last chance to purchase them.*

**Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adult &amp; Explicit Fiction</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amateur Sleuths</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Books</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Mysteries</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartoons &amp; Comic Strips</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s Books</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classics &amp; Literary Fiction</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comedy &amp; Farce in Fiction</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coming-Of-Age Novels</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contemporary &amp; Cutting Edge Fiction</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtroom Dramas</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erotic Short Stories</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Saga Novels</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy Novels &amp; Story Collections</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Detectives</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fictional Biographies</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gay &amp; Lesbian Fiction</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost &amp; Horror Story Collections</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic Novels &amp; Comics</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardboiled Detectives &amp; Private Eyes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Mysteries</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horror Novels</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Fiction</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Person Mysteries</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Fiction</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Mysteries &amp; Detectives</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mysteries &amp; Whodunits</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Procedurals</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romance</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Fiction</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherlock Holmes</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Stories</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Story Anthologies</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spies &amp; Espionage</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrillers</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westerns &amp; Cowboy Stories</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women in Fiction</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE POACHER’S SON  By Paul Doiron.  Garneau warden Mike Bowditch discovers an unexpected voice on his answering machine: his father, Jack, a hard-drinking womanizer and illegal poacher. An even more frightening call comes the next morning when police inform Mike that a cop has been murdered, and Jack is the prime suspect. 344 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. Item #6708619  $7.95

A DARKER SHADE OF BLUE  By John Harvey. These stories by Harvey features characters like Frank Elder, who tried to turn his back on police work and failed. Jack Kiley, ex-cop and now a London based PI, and the renowned jazz loving and much loved Detective Inspector Charlie Resnick, these finely crafted vignettes perfectly encapsulate life in the badlands of contemporary Britain. 366 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6983375  $4.95

THE MADWOMAN UPSTAIRS  By Catherine Loew. As the last remaining descendant of the Bronte family, Samantha Whipple is used to stirring up speculation, especially on the topic of a long-rumored Bronte estate. With the reluctant aid of her charming but inscrutable Oxford professor, Samantha plunges into a vast literary scavenger hunt. 337 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. Item #6841449  $4.95

FALSE NEGATIVE  By Joseph Koenig. Newspaperman Adam Jordan’s byline ran above two big articles in the early editions. One of them got him fired. The other landed him a job writing true crime pieces for the Real Detective magazine. The story he’s working on now involves a beauty contestant found tangled on an Atlantic City beach. 251 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. Item #2818531  $4.95

ORDEAL  By Jorn Lier Horst. When Sofie inherits her grandfather’s house, with a locked safe bolted to the floor in the basement, Journaline Writing is with her when the safe is opened. What they discover leads Chief Inspector William Wisting on a trail of murder. 337 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99. Item #5927289  $6.95

TELL THE TRUTH, SHAME THE DEVIL  By Melina Marchetta. When Bish O’Fitey, a recently suspended cop receives word that a bus carrying his daughter has been bombed, he rushes to her side. As Bish delves into the deadly bus attack, the ghosts of older crimes become impossible to ignore. The only person who knows what has been uncovered will reveal the destruction of a family. 408 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00. Item #5801439  $4.95

BOOKED TO DIE  By John Dunning. After losing his job because of his brand of off-duty justice, ex-Denver homicide detective Cliff Janeway turns to his lifelong passion and opens a small bookshop—all the while searching for evidence to put a suspected killer away. 321 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00. Item #5789508  $18.95

WOMAN WITH A GUN  By Phillip Margolin. Convinced that proof of a woman’s guilt, or innocence, is somehow connected to a photograph being exhibited at an acclaimed photographer’s retrospective, aspiring novelist Stacey Kim, embarks on a relentless investigation. 294 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. Item #2865173  $4.95

JEALOUSY  By Nancy Bush. The Crissmans were once one of Portland’s most powerful families. There’s still enough fortune left to sow mistrust between Lucy, her sister Layla, their brother Kyle, and his grasping wife Kate. When a charity event at the Crissman lodge ends in a fatal poisoning, Lucy becomes a prime suspect. 472 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. Item #6984525  $5.95

KEEPER’S REACH  By Carla Neggers. Emma Sharpe and Colin Donovan, two of the FBI’s most valuable agents, are preparing for their next big assignment—their wedding—when Colin’s brother Mike alerts them that one time friends from his military past are on Sharpe and Donovan home turf. As a tangled web of secrets unravels before them, Emma and Colin face their greatest danger yet. 393 pages. Mira Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. Item #6571336  $5.95

THE CHEF’S SECRET  By Madeline Duggan. When a teacher is murdered, the chef’s pupil investigate the mystery and find others involved with the victim. 296 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $13.95. Item #599246X  $4.95

GOLD HEARTED RIVER  By Keith McCafferty. When a woman goes missing in a spring snowstorm in Montana, and is found dead in a bear’s den, Sheriff Martha Ettinger reunites with her once-again lover Sean Shanahan to investigate. 317 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. Item #6937144  $11.95

THE ALCHEMIST’S ILLUSION  By Gigi Pandian. Centuries-old alchemist Zie Faust is tired of running from her past. She’s finally got her life on track in Portland, Oregon, gardening and cooking in her fixer-upper house with her mischievous best friend, Dorian the gargoylike chef. It’s perfect—until she discovers that her old mentor has been imprisoned, and the only person who knows where has been murdered. 330 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #2866676  $11.95

LIES SHE TOLD  By Catie Holahan. The lines between novelist Liz Cole’s fiction and her reality eerily blur when the body of her husband’s best friend is pulled from the East River, and her husband is arrested for his murder. Before her deadline is up, Liza will have to face up to the truths about the people around her, including her own. 327 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6939007  $9.95

OLD LAND, DARK LAND, STRANGE LAND  By John F. Sutter. An unabridged 1996 republication edition. The characters in these mysteries might look like ordinary small town folk, but some of them harbor an appalling capacity for greed, lust, and revenge, unsavory motivations that lead to a fascinating variety of crimes. Intriguing tales of detection that are also character studies of American rural life. 269 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Item #6718744  $4.95

JOE LEDGER: Unstoppable  By J. Maberry. Presents original short stories about Joe Ledger and the Department of Military Sciences by 22 critically acclaimed contributors such as: Larry Correia; Scott Sigler; Mira Grant; and Steve Allen. If you have to call Joe Ledger, the stakes must be high. 374 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6973051  $4.95
Mysteries & Whodunits

**A BRILLIANT DEATH** By Robin Yocum. The information provided by a former detective proves to be dangerous for Travis and his friend Mitch while investigating the death of Travis’s mother who died in a boating accident on the Ohio River many years earlier. 272 pages. Seventh Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #641453 $4.95

**DRIVE** By James Sallis. Driver works as a stunt driver by day and a getaway driver by night. He drives, that’s all—until he’s double-crossed. 158 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Item #806702 $3.95

**COPPER KETTLE** By Frederick Ramsay. Jesse Sutherlin returns to Buffalo Mountain a hero of WWI, but his cousin and fellow soldier who also has returned is less fortunate and gets killed while tending to a family moonshine still. Jesse decides to investigate his cousin’s death, only to end up arrested for the murder. Now he has just four days to find the real culprit. 225 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Item #617326 $11.95

**BUTADES** By T.P. Sweeney. Butades, the town’s resident artist, is given the job of documenting the crime scenes in his small rural community. But without motive or suspect, and the death count mounting, the Police Chief becomes unhinged and no one remains free of suspicion. 195 pages. Lighthouse. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. Item #6751679 $2.95

**DEVIL SENT THE RAIN** By Lisa Turner. Homicide Detective Billy Able and partner Frankie Malone are called to a bizarre crime scene on the outskirts of town. A high-society attorney has been murdered while dressed in a wedding gown. When the death exposes illegal practices in the victim’s family law firm, the scandal is enough to rock the southern city’s social world. 337 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. Item #659883 $4.95

**HOME BODY** By Gerry Boyle. Jack has reformed his bad boy ways and settled into seeming domestic tranquility. But the quiet life is short lived when Jack rescues a homeless teen from a brutal gang beating. But this gesture rewards him with yet another descent into violence, murder, and the dark underworld of street hustles and night club showboats. 433 pages. Islandport. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #876293 $6.95

**HEADLINE MURDER** By Peter Bartram. It’s August 1962 and Colin Crampton, crime reporter, is desperate for a front-page story. When he learns that the seafarers’ crazy-golf proprietor, Arnold Trumper is missing, and his vanishing act is linked to an unsolved murder, he scents a front-page scoop. 248 pages. Roundline. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #5684164 $6.95

**TERMINATED** By Ray Daniel. Uber-geek Tucker and his beautiful wife Carol, developed controversial security software together until the day he was fired and she was murdered. Tucker is determined to track down the truth behind the killing no matter what the cost. He discovers a most important project is in danger of being snatched— and there are people willing to kill to get their hands on it. 324 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. Item #5927927 $3.95


**SIGN OF THE CROSS** By Anne Emery. Monty Collins has always wished for an articulate client and now he has one. Father Brennan Burke is the prime suspect in the murder trial of a young girl. But Monty would rather blow his blues harp in the bars of Halifax than deal with his client, who has concealed much of his New York past. When another body is found, a murder trial becomes inevitable. 329 pages.

**FORCE OF NATURE** By Jane Harper. When five colleagues go on a corporate retreat in the wilderness, one of the women doesn’t come out. Federal Agent Aaron Falk retreats in the wilderness, one of the women dies missing. 353 pages. Norton.


**THE WILL TO KILL** By Mickey Spillare & M.A. Collins. Taking a midnight stroll along the Hudson River, Mike Hammer gets more than he bargained for— a partial corpse on an ice floe. The body is that of a butcher who spent the last years of his life working for a millionaire— also now deceased— and his notoriously privileged children. Were both master and servant murdered? 235 pages. Titan. Pub. at $22.99. Item #2933446 $5.95

**MURDER NEVER KNOCKS** By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Mike Hammer has landed an unlikely job: security detail for a Hollywood producer throwing a fancy party. Hammer and his beautiful P.I. partner Velda find that violence follows them into the swankiest of crime scenes. And that’s not the only mystery to solve: Someone has a contract out on Mike. 283 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. Item #5968158 $5.95

**THE YELLOW DIAMOND** By Andrew Martin. Detective Inspector Beckett Brady, who staffed the Taplow Investigation Unit, finds an isolated woman dead on her farm. Enters investigator Beckett Brady, who decides to investigate his cousin’s death, only to return is less fortunate and gets killed when she uncovers a scandal involving a female politician, his Burning Secret, and the unyielding young mother caught in the web of small-town secrets.

**ECHO VALLEY: A Power Hungry Politician, His Burning Secret, and the Unyielding Young Mother Caught in the Web of Small-Town Secrets** By Jennifer Vaughn. Bo Carmichael is a reformed drug addict who was once the most glamorous Russian in most glamorous Russians in London— including the beautiful Anna, who challenges his professional integrity. 316 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $24.95. Item #5601842 $4.95

**THE SILK WORM** By Robert Galbraith. When renowned Owen Quine goes missing, his wife calls in private detective Cormoran Strike. But as Strike investigates, it becomes clear that there is more to Quine’s disappearance than his wife realizes. And when Quine is found brutally murdered, it becomes a race against time to find the killer. 656 pages. Mulholland. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99. Item #9455003 $7.95

**POLICE** By Jo Nesbo. Stain police officers’ bodies are being found at the scenes of unsolved murders, they’ve investigated. Normally Harry Hole would be on the case but the unpedantic detective has gone missing. Meanwhile, there is a man lying in coma at the hospital that is being guarded by police. 562 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #6707505 $11.95

**THE MURDER OF HARRIET KROHN** By Karin Fossum. Told through the eyes of a killer, this clever tale follows Charlie Torp, a former gambler who plans to rob a wealthy old woman to pay off his debt. When she’s found dead, the only clue left for Inspector Sejer is an abandoned bouquet. Charlie should feel relieved, but Sejer’s case record is too perfect to ignore. 242 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6907040 $4.95

**KILL FEE** By Barbara Paul. The freelance hit man knows a unique approach to his profession: clients don’t know they’ve hired the assassin until after the murder. Pluto looks for a conflict between two people, kills one, and invoices the other. When Lt. James Murtaugh of the N.Y. Police Department takes on the case it leads to a suspenseful battle between the detective and the relentless contract killer. 250 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #5971772 $7.95

**THE BRANSON BEAUTY** By Claude Booth. Arriving at the accident scene of the old showboat, the Branson Beauty sheriff Hank Worth is not expecting to discover high school track star Mandy Bryson’s body locked inside the captain’s private dining room. Suddenly Hank finds himself embroiled in a murder investigation that’s up against a web of small-town secrets.

**THE BRANSON BEAUTY** By Claude Booth. Arriving at the accident scene of the old showboat, the Branson Beauty sheriff Hank Worth is not expecting to discover high school track star Mandy Bryson’s body locked inside the captain’s private dining room. Suddenly Hank finds himself embroiled in a murder investigation that’s up against a web of small-town secrets.

**THE BRANSON BEAUTY** By Claude Booth. Arriving at the accident scene of the old showboat, the Branson Beauty sheriff Hank Worth is not expecting to discover high school track star Mandy Bryson’s body locked inside the captain’s private dining room. Suddenly Hank finds himself embroiled in a murder investigation that’s up against a web of small-town secrets.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE CUCKOO’S CALLING</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Robert Galbraith. When a troubled supernodel falls to her death from the balcony of her London home, it is assumed that she committed suicide. However, her brother has his doubts and calls in private detective Cormoran Strike to investigate. 578 pages. Mulholland. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99.</td>
<td>Robert Galbraith</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>Mulholland</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6945119</td>
<td><strong>NIGHTBLIND</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Ragnar Jónasson. Ari Thor Arason is a local policeman who has an uneasy relationship with the villagers in an idyllically quiet fishing village in northern Iceland where no one locks their doors. But the peace of this community is shattered by the murder of one of Ari’s colleagues, and it falls to him to find the killer. 213 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.</td>
<td>Ragnar Jónasson</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>St. Martin’s</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6946674</td>
<td><strong>INVISIBLE DEAD</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Sam Wiebe. Dave Wakeiland is an ex-cop turned private investigator with next to zero business sense, taking on impossible cases that frequently don’t pay. His latest case is even worse than usual: a terminally ill woman has enlisted him to find her adopted child, with only the thinnest of tips to guide him. 334 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.</td>
<td>Sam Wiebe</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>Quercus</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6946674</td>
<td><strong>RED DOG</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Terry Mort. In this 1930s caper, Private Investigator to the stars, Riley Fitzhugh finds himself caught up in the case of a missing Hollywood beauty—and a stolen Monet. 295 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95.</td>
<td>Terry Mort</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5877555</td>
<td><strong>STEALING FIRE</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Win &amp; Meredith Bleivins. When Nasaqo detective Yazzie Goldman stops a hood hassling an old man, he has no idea that his action has triggered a long tail into trouble. The old man turns out to be Frank Lloyd Wright, and Yazzie will take him into his home to protect him. 333 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.</td>
<td>Win &amp; Meredith Bleivins</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>Forge</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>681087X</td>
<td><strong>RATTLE</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Andrew Mayne. When a church burns in rural Appalachia, the bizarre trail of carnage suggests diabolical forces are at work. Charged with explaining the inexplicable, the FBI’s Dr. Ailes and Agent Knock once again turn to the ace up their sleeve: Agent Jessica Blackwood, a former prodigy from a family dynasty of illusionists. 411 pages. Bourbon Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.</td>
<td>Andrew Mayne</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>Bourbon Street</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6951732</td>
<td><strong>BLOOD UPON THE SNOW</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Hilda Lawrence. A republication of the original published in 1944. Private detective Mark East arrives at Crestwood, an elegant estate, to pose as a private secretary to archaeologist Joseph Stonemar. After a snowstorm completely isolates everyone from the outside world, the occupants start dying under mysterious circumstances. 213 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.</td>
<td>Hilda Lawrence</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>Dover</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6857658</td>
<td><strong>PRIZED POSSESSIONS</strong>&lt;br&gt;By L.R. Wright. When her husband Charlie disappears, it becomes apparent that Emma was the only person who didn’t recognize how desperate he had been to leave. Then there’s Eddie, who is dangerously obsessed with a pretty young student. When Inspector Karl Alberg is called in to solve the missing husband case, the two disparate incidents converge, with a discovery no one saw coming. 275 pages. Felony &amp; Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.</td>
<td>L.R. Wright</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>Felony &amp; Mayhem</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6860697</td>
<td><strong>BLOOD ON THE SHORE</strong>&lt;br&gt;By J.D. Allen. P.I. Jim Bean is a terminally ill woman has enlisted him to find her adopted child, with only the thinnest of tips to guide him. 334 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.</td>
<td>J.D. Allen</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>Quercus</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6962254</td>
<td><strong>19 SOULS</strong>&lt;br&gt;By J.D. Allen. P.I. Jim Bean is a straightforward man, and he likes his cases to follow suit. But when his latest client asks him to find her missing brother Daniel, Jim has no idea how complicated his life is about to become. 328 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.</td>
<td>J.D. Allen</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>Midnight Ink</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6803601</td>
<td><strong>MONET MURDERS</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Terry Mort. In this 1930s caper, Private Investigator to the stars, Riley Fitzhugh finds himself caught up in the case of a missing Hollywood beauty—and a stolen Monet. 295 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95.</td>
<td>Terry Mort</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6869461</td>
<td><strong>GODLESS COUNTRY</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Alaric Hunt. A Manhattan heelless hires Clayton Gudtrie to protect her from a gruesome stalker, so Guthrie and Rachel Vasquez run a trap operation to catch the stalker. While searching through the grimy industrial guts of Brooklyn for him they discover a previous victim—but the killer remains elusive. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99.</td>
<td>Alaric Hunt</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>St. Martin’s</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>678367X</td>
<td><strong>STEALING FIRE</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Win &amp; Meredith Bleivins. When Nasaqo detective Yazzie Goldman stops a hood hassling an old man, he has no idea that his action has triggered a long tail into trouble. The old man turns out to be Frank Lloyd Wright, and Yazzie will take him into his home to protect him. 333 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.</td>
<td>Win &amp; Meredith Bleivins</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>Forge</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5877455</td>
<td><strong>NIGHTBLIND</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Ragnar Jónasson. Ari Thor Arason is a local policeman who has an uneasy relationship with the villagers in an idyllically quiet fishing village in northern Iceland where no one locks their doors. But the peace of this community is shattered by the murder of one of Ari’s colleagues, and it falls to him to find the killer. 213 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.</td>
<td>Ragnar Jónasson</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>St. Martin’s</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6951732</td>
<td><strong>BLOOD UPON THE SNOW</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Hilda Lawrence. A republication of the original published in 1944. Private detective Mark East arrives at Crestwood, an elegant estate, to pose as a private secretary to archaeologist Joseph Stonemar. After a snowstorm completely isolates everyone from the outside world, the occupants start dying under mysterious circumstances. 213 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.</td>
<td>Hilda Lawrence</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>Dover</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6857658</td>
<td><strong>PRIZED POSSESSIONS</strong>&lt;br&gt;By L.R. Wright. When her husband Charlie disappears, it becomes apparent that Emma was the only person who didn’t recognize how desperate he had been to leave. Then there’s Eddie, who is dangerously obsessed with a pretty young student. When Inspector Karl Alberg is called in to solve the missing husband case, the two disparate incidents converge, with a discovery no one saw coming. 275 pages. Felony &amp; Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.</td>
<td>L.R. Wright</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>Felony &amp; Mayhem</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6860697</td>
<td><strong>BLOOD ON THE SHORE</strong>&lt;br&gt;By J.D. Allen. P.I. Jim Bean is a straightforward man, and he likes his cases to follow suit. But when his latest client asks him to find her missing brother Daniel, Jim has no idea how complicated his life is about to become. 328 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.</td>
<td>J.D. Allen</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>Midnight Ink</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6803601</td>
<td><strong>MONET MURDERS</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Terry Mort. In this 1930s caper, Private Investigator to the stars, Riley Fitzhugh finds himself caught up in the case of a missing Hollywood beauty—and a stolen Monet. 295 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95.</td>
<td>Terry Mort</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6951732</td>
<td><strong>BLOOD UPON THE SNOW</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Hilda Lawrence. A republication of the original published in 1944. Private detective Mark East arrives at Crestwood, an elegant estate, to pose as a private secretary to archaeologist Joseph Stonemar. After a snowstorm completely isolates everyone from the outside world, the occupants start dying under mysterious circumstances. 213 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.</td>
<td>Hilda Lawrence</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>Dover</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6857658</td>
<td><strong>PRIZED POSSESSIONS</strong>&lt;br&gt;By L.R. Wright. When her husband Charlie disappears, it becomes apparent that Emma was the only person who didn’t recognize how desperate he had been to leave. Then there’s Eddie, who is dangerously obsessed with a pretty young student. When Inspector Karl Alberg is called in to solve the missing husband case, the two disparate incidents converge, with a discovery no one saw coming. 275 pages. Felony &amp; Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.</td>
<td>L.R. Wright</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>Felony &amp; Mayhem</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6860697</td>
<td><strong>BLOOD ON THE SHORE</strong>&lt;br&gt;By J.D. Allen. P.I. Jim Bean is a straightforward man, and he likes his cases to follow suit. But when his latest client asks him to find her missing brother Daniel, Jim has no idea how complicated his life is about to become. 328 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.</td>
<td>J.D. Allen</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>Midnight Ink</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Female Detectives**

**OATH OF HONOR** By Lynette Eason. Police officer Isabelle St. John is determined to discover who murdered her partner, and her investigation sends her headfirst into a criminal organization, possibly with cops on the payroll — including someone from her own law-enforcement family. 362 pages. Revell. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

Item #2991155 $3.95

**BORROWING DEATH** By Cathy Pegau. After three months in Cordova, Charlotte is getting accustomed to frontier life and enjoying a reunion with her brother Michael, the town doctor and coroner. When a fire claims the life of the hardware store owner, Michael suspects foul play, giving the town of Cordova another murder to solve. 248 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

Item #684622 $9.95

**SILHOUETTE OF DEATH** By Summer R. Maddox. The death of a former, trusted friend sends special agent Liz Ryan down a road of revenge. But with nothing to go on but a lone suitcase, Ryan must find and stop a killer who wants to destroy her entire team. 288 pages. Blackstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

Item #688007 $4.95


Item #685916X $4.95

**THE RED CHAMELEON** By Erica Wright. After the death of the suspect that K. Kathleen Stone is following, she must tune up her rusty skills as an undercover cop to catch a killer. As she begins investigating the upper echelons of New York, she soon finds herself stepping on the toes of her former best friend, Detective Ellis Dekker. 241 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

Item #6766455 $4.95

**THE LOST WOMAN** By Sara Blaedel. A woman is shot through her kitchen window. The victim is a Danish citizen who’s been on the missing persons list for two decades. Louise tight assignee to the case discovers her lover Eik reported the dead woman missing. Blindsided by Eik’s connection to the case, Louise must set aside her own emotional turmoil if she hopes to find the killer. 338 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Item #690548X $5.95

**REPORT FOR MURDER/COMMON MURDER** By Val McDermid. Novels. In Report for Murder, we meet self-proclaimed “cynical socialist/lesbian feminist journalist” Lindsay Gordon as she investigates the vicious murder of a cellist who is found garotted with her own cello strings. In Common Murther, we find Lindsay using her investigative expertise when her former lover is accused of murder. 480 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

Item #6877097 $12.95

**DEATH IN ROUGH WATER** By Francine Mathews. When Joe Duarte, a fishing boat captain is swept overboard during a storm, his death is pronounced accidental. But his estranged daughter is convinced it’s murder. She enlist’s her old friend, detective Merry Folger, to help. 331 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6825052 $4.95

**STAGED 4 MURDER** By J.C. Eaton. A much despised cast member, from the local theater production of The Mousetrap is found dead. Listening to her mom, private investigator Phee Kimberl is drawn into all the backstabbing and backstage gossip. But things heat up after discovering a threatening note left on her windshield, which could mean curtains for another victim. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Item #6932495 $5.95

**INTO THE BLACK NOWHERE** By Meg Gardiner. Women are disappearing. One vanishes from a movie theater, another is ripped from her car at a stoplight. Rookie FBI agent Caitlin Hendrik, newly assigned to the FBI’s elite Behavioral Analysis Unit, fears that a serial killer is roaming the dark roads outside Austin, Texas, and now they enter a desperate game of cat and mouse with a cunning killer. 352 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00

Item #6874452 $9.95

---

**Female Detectives**

**SAMHAIN SECRETS** By Jennifer David Hesse. After her recent promotion to junior partner, Kell is putting in overtime to juggle her career and her private Wiccan spiritual practice. But when her aunt is found dead, Kell must wield her one of kind magic to banish negative energy if she’s going to catch a killer this Samhain season. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Item #6955150 $4.95

**CHOKED UP** By Janey Mack. When undercover cop, Malice McGrade, is targeted by a killer, the man’s gathering evidence for comes to her rescue. Now on the inside, she sets up a daring sting operation to take him down. But can she pull it off before her family of overprotective Irish cops blow her cover? 364 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

Item #5920140 $4.95

**THE KILLING LESSONS** By Saul Black. For San Francisco homicide detective Valerie Hart, the trial of victims from two haunted and driven killers has brought her from obsession to the edge of physical and psychological destruction. But the murders at the Cooper farmhouse didn’t go according to plan — there was a survivor who now holds the key to the killings. 404 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6880089 $3.95

**BLOOD AND BONE** By Samantha Adams. The serenity of Valley Farm is shattered with the discovery of a dead body. When Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope arrives on the scene, a corpse is unearthed. A perplexing mystery is unfolding, made even more bizarre by the victims’ shared hobby: catching moths. 388 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6864444 $12.95

**A CIRCLE OF WIVES** By Alice L’Pilante. Dr. John Taylor has been found dead. As detective Samantha Adams investigates his seemingly admirable life, a fractured world of domestic discord emerges—namely his secret marriage to three different women in three cities. When they all show up to his funeral, suspicions run high. 311 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

Item #6825140 $4.95

**THE MOTH CATCHER** By Ann Cleeves. The serenity of Valley Farm is shattered with the discovery of a dead body. When Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope arrives on the scene, a corpse is unearthed. A perplexing mystery is unfolding, made even more bizarre by the victims’ shared hobby: catching moths. 388 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6864444 $12.95

**BLOOD AND BONE** By Samantha Adams. The serenity of Valley Farm is shattered with the discovery of a dead body. When Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope arrives on the scene, a corpse is unearthed. A perplexing mystery is unfolding, made even more bizarre by the victims’ shared hobby: catching moths. 388 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6864444 $12.95

**DEATH IN ROUGH WATER** By Francine Mathews. When Joe Duarte, a fishing boat captain is swept overboard during a storm, his death is pronounced accidental. But his estranged daughter is convinced it’s murder. She enlist’s her old friend, detective Merry Folger, to help. 331 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6825052 $4.95

**STAGED 4 MURDER** By J.C. Eaton. A much despised cast member, from the local theater production of The Mousetrap is found dead. Listening to her mom, private investigator Phee Kimberl is drawn into all the backstabbing and backstage gossip. But things heat up after discovering a threatening note left on her windshield, which could mean curtains for another victim. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Item #6932495 $5.95

**INTO THE BLACK NOWHERE** By Meg Gardiner. Women are disappearing. One vanishes from a movie theater, another is ripped from her car at a stoplight. Rookie FBI agent Caitlin Hendrik, newly assigned to the FBI’s elite Behavioral Analysis Unit, fears that a serial killer is roaming the dark roads outside Austin, Texas, and now they enter a desperate game of cat and mouse with a cunning killer. 352 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00

Item #6874452 $9.95

---

**Female Detectives**

**THE LOST WOMAN** By Sara Blaedel. A woman is shot through her kitchen window. The victim is a Danish citizen who’s been on the missing persons list for two decades. Louise tight assignee to the case discovers her lover Eik reported the dead woman missing. Blindsided by Eik’s connection to the case, Louise must set aside her own emotional turmoil if she hopes to find the killer. 338 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Item #690548X $5.95

**REPORT FOR MURDER/COMMON MURDER** By Val McDermid. Novels. In Report for Murder, we meet self-proclaimed “cynical socialist/lesbian feminist journalist” Lindsay Gordon as she investigates the vicious murder of a cellist who is found garotted with her own cello strings. In Common Murther, we find Lindsay using her investigative expertise when her former lover is accused of murder. 480 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

Item #6877097 $12.95

**DEATH IN ROUGH WATER** By Francine Mathews. When Joe Duarte, a fishing boat captain is swept overboard during a storm, his death is pronounced accidental. But his estranged daughter is convinced it’s murder. She enlist’s her old friend, detective Merry Folger, to help. 331 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6825052 $4.95

**STAGED 4 MURDER** By J.C. Eaton. A much despised cast member, from the local theater production of The Mousetrap is found dead. Listening to her mom, private investigator Phee Kimberl is drawn into all the backstabbing and backstage gossip. But things heat up after discovering a threatening note left on her windshield, which could mean curtains for another victim. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Item #6932495 $5.95

**INTO THE BLACK NOWHERE** By Meg Gardiner. Women are disappearing. One vanishes from a movie theater, another is ripped from her car at a stoplight. Rookie FBI agent Caitlin Hendrik, newly assigned to the FBI’s elite Behavioral Analysis Unit, fears that a serial killer is roaming the dark roads outside Austin, Texas, and now they enter a desperate game of cat and mouse with a cunning killer. 352 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00

Item #6874452 $9.95

---
### Female Detectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6612458</td>
<td>TWO CAN PLAY</td>
<td>By Kate Kessler</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>Redhook</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6764776</td>
<td>WEB OF DECEIT</td>
<td>By Katherine Howell</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>St. Martin's</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600491</td>
<td>BLOOD'S ECHO</td>
<td>By Isabella Maldonado</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>PM Press</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6726216</td>
<td>THE DEAD GROUND</td>
<td>By Claire McGowan</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>Midnight Ink</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6875220</td>
<td>MORTAL SINS</td>
<td>By Anna Porter</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>585461X</td>
<td>TIME OF DEPARTURE</td>
<td>By Douglas Schofield</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>St. Martin's</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6808912</td>
<td>THE GRAVES</td>
<td>By Pamela Wechsler</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>Minotaur</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6789129</td>
<td>WHAT DOESN'T KILL YOU</td>
<td>By Aimee Hix</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>Midnight Ink</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6789129</td>
<td>THE DARK</td>
<td>By VM Giambanco</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>St. Martin's</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5813819</td>
<td>QUICKSAND</td>
<td>By Carolyn Baugh</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5899885</td>
<td>BLOOD LAKE</td>
<td>By Kenneth Wishnia</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5758686</td>
<td>DEATH BY DUMPLING</td>
<td>By Vivien Chien</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5699274</td>
<td>ALL THE SECRET PLACES</td>
<td>By Anna Carlisle</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>Crooked Lane</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686077X</td>
<td>CARVED IN DARKNESS</td>
<td>By Maegan Beaumont</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Amateur Sleuths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5904688</td>
<td>Iced UNDER</td>
<td>By Barbara Ross</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6752950</td>
<td>POTIONS AND PASTRIES</td>
<td>By Bailey Cates</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6763134</td>
<td>DEADLY JEWELS</td>
<td>By Jeannette de Beaureau</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6789129</td>
<td>PARCHMENT AND OLD LACE</td>
<td>By Laura Childs</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Amateur Sleuths

### MUFFIN TO FEAR
- **By Victoria Hamilton.** While newweds muffin baker Merry Wynter is on her honeymoon, her friend Fish invites a ghost-hunting TV crew to investigate Wynter Castle. When two of the show’s bickering cast members are found dead, it’s up to Merry and her new husband Virgil to find the culprit. 295 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

### AUNT DIMITY & THE VILLAGE WITCH
- **By Nancy Atherton.** Amelia Thistle has unearthed a fragment of a family diary hinting that the Mad Witch of the village of Finch might be one of her ancestors. With Aunt Dimity’s otherworldly help, Lori digs in to solve the mystery of Mistress Meg’s—the Mad Witch—and Amelia’s connection. 280 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

### BLOODSTAINS WITH BRONTE
- **By Katherine Bolger Hyde.** Widowed professor Emily Cavanaugh is remodeling Windy Corner, a Victorian mansion she recently inherited into a writers’ retreat. Meanwhile to raise money, Emily and her housekeeper, Katie, host a murder mystery dinner on Halloween night—but the pretend corpse turns up really dead. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99

### DIPPED TO DEATH
- **By Kelly Lane.** Eva Knox can’t fathom why her old boyfriend Dyon would show up at her family olive plantation in Georgia, 1,000 miles from his home in Boston. And when his body is found drowned in the pond, Eva starts digging to find the real killer before her family goes down for the murder! 356 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

### NEEDLE AND DREAD
- **By Elizabeth Lynn Casey.** When a group arrives at Rose’s new sewing shop for a do it yourself weekend, one of the group pushes everyone’s buttons. When she winds up dead in the project room, it’s up to Tori and the gang to stitch together the clues before their friend Rose’s reason for living is ripped apart at the seams. 294 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

### THE UNFORTUNATE DECISIONS OF DAHLIA MOSS
- **By Max Westrose.** Dahlia Moss is good at two things: playing video games and getting into trouble. When an eccentric stranger offers Dahlia two thousand dollars to catch a thief in an online game, she jumps at the chance—but things get complicated when her employer turns up dead! 321 pages. Redhook. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

### THE ASTONISHING MISTAKES OF DAHLIA MOSS
- **By Max Westrose.** One astonishing mistake leads to another when Dahlia Moss stumbles across a corpse at a gaming tournament and ends up kidnapped—not once, but twice. That’s the thing about Dahlia, she never recognizes her mistakes until right before things go terribly wrong. 320 pages. Redhook. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

### SISTERHOOD IS DEADLY
- **By Lindsay Emory.** If Margot Blythe wants to keep rival sororities and suspicious but dangerously cute, local policeman from bringing Delta Beta’s reputation down, it’s up to her to find out the truth about a suspicious death. Could a sorority sister have committed an unimaginable sin—like murder? 278 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $24.95

### THE NOVEL HABITS OF HAPPINESS
- **By Alexander McCull Smith.** Through a mutual acquaintance, philosopher and amateur sleuth Isabel Dalhouse is introduced to a six-year-old boy who has been experiencing unexplained illnesses. When she locates a house that the boy has described, an uncanny mystery begins to unfold before her. 257 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $24.95

### THE CASE OF JENNIE BRICE
- **By Mary Roberts Rinehart.** An eager young reporter and other amateur detectives join Mrs. Pitman in her crusade to solve the murder of one of her tenants, and their efforts lead to a budding romance that might help bring the lonely landlady back into the family fold. Originally published in 1913. 110 pages. Dover. Paperbound.

### DEATH OF AN OLD SINNER
- **By Dorothy Salisbury Davis.** The sudden death of General Ransom Jarvis plunges his son, Jimmy and housekeeper, Mrs. Norris into a bizarre case headed up by Jasper Tully, chief investigator for the Manhattan district attorney’s office. With more lives at stake, the trio follows lead after lead into a web of crime that only the canny housekeeper can clean up. 268 pages.

## Amateur Sleuths

### THE FINISHING SCHOOL
- **By Joanna Goodman.** When Kenzie, now a bestselling writer, is invited as a guest to the 100th anniversary of her former school, the Lycee Internationale Suisse, she begins to probe the cover-up of her former roommate’s death—and unearths a frightening underbelly of lies and abuse at the prestigious establishment. 333 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

### MOURNING IN MINIATURE
- **By Margaret Grace.** For someone who recreates scenes in reality baking show, newly divorced lifestyle entrepreneur Hope Early thought things were finally on the upswing—until she comes face-to-face with a murderer. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

### DITCHED 4 MURDER
- **By J.C. Eaton.** Working as a private investigator, Sophie Kimball is drawn into the case of a murder where the victim was found outside her panicked mother’s front door. With a killer on the loose, and her Aunt Ina’s wedding to plan, she vows to figure out the plot—if working with bridezilla doesn’t kill her first! 339 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

### DEATH AT AN OLD SINNER
- **By Dorothy Salisbury Davis.** The sudden death of General Ransom Jarvis plunges his son, Jimmy and housekeeper, Mrs. Norris into a bizarre case headed up by Jasper Tully, chief investigator for the Manhattan district attorney’s office. With more lives at stake, the trio follows lead after lead into a web of crime that only the canny housekeeper can clean up. 268 pages.

## Amateur Sleuths

### FULL BODIED MURDER
- **By Christine E. Blum.** Transplanted Annie “Halsey” Hall accidentally stumbles into the wrong address for the Wine Club meeting and finds a dead woman lying face down in the backyard. When the suspicions about her past come into play she enlists the talents of the Wine Club ladies to help prove that she isn’t a killer. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

### WEEDING OUT TROUBLE
- **By Heather Webber.** Landscaper Nina Quinn would do anything for her employees. When Kit Pipe, her right-hand handyman, goes missing, Nina immediately starts digging into his disappearance. But all she finds is Daisy Bedinghaus, Kit’s ex—and she’s dead as dirt. 210 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

### KILLER MOST FERMENTED
- **By Christine E. Blum.** When New York transplant Halsey starts digging for her tiny dream vineyard, the last thing she expects to unearth is an elderly woman. With the help of the Wine Club and her enthusiastic yellow lab, Halsey must untangle the twisted tendrils of the mystery to end a murderer’s reign of terror. 282 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date Published</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 573079 | MISS JULIA LAYS DOWN THE LAW | By Ann B. Ross | Poisoned Pen | Pub. at $26.99 | $4.95 | Julia leaves the event vowing to have nothing more to do with that rude woman, only to receive a mission from Pastor Ledbetter that lands her right back on Connie’s doorstep—and on Lieutenant Peavey’s list of suspects. 307 pages. |}
| 5705444 | MRS. MALORY AND DEATH IS A WORD | By Hazel Holt | Berkley | Pub. at $7.99 | $5.95 | A successful reporter is dead, his writings, papers, and books boxed away in his wife Eva’s garage. When that garage is mysteriously set ablaze—and Eva meets her own husband Eva’s garage. When that garage is found dead in the vacant store next door, it’s clear of business at TenHuis Chocolade, and Lee and JoAnna Carl. The approach of Easter means a rush for a Santa Fe gallery, in order to flush out the reluctant Ben is persuaded to return to the house and investigate the mystery of the corpse—which promptly disappears. 216 pages. |}
| 5720850 | THE CHOCOLATE BUNNY BROUHAAHA | By Johnna Call | Berkley | Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 | $5.95 | The approach of Easter means a rush of business at TenHuis Chocolade, and Lee and JoAnna Carl. The approach of Easter means a rush for a Santa Fe gallery, in order to flush out the reluctant Ben is persuaded to return to the house and investigate the mystery of the corpse—which promptly disappears. 216 pages. |}
| 5880653 | NO. 17 | By J. Jefferson Farjeon | Morrow | Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 | $5.95 | When the inscrutable spouse is found dead in the vacant store next door, it’s clear of business at TenHuis Chocolade, and Lee and JoAnna Carl. The approach of Easter means a rush for a Santa Fe gallery, in order to flush out the reluctant Ben is persuaded to return to the house and investigate the mystery of the corpse—which promptly disappears. 216 pages. |}
| 6824724 | SWAG BAGS AND SWINDLERS | By Dorothy Howell | Poisoned Pen | Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 | $5.95 |aunch of Eldery, director of Hollywood Haven retirement home, dead on his office floor—and the list of suspects is longer than her last credit card statement. Then her kind-of-ex-boyfriend is a suspect in a different murder. Now there’s more than one killer ready to select Haley’s final outfit. 264 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00 |}
| 5778474 | THE DIVA SERVES HIGH TEA | By Krista Davis | Berkley Prime Crime | Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 | $5.95 | The Diva serves high tea to Krista Davis. When The Parlour opens up in town, domestic diva Sophie Winston finally has a place to satisfy her cravings for all things tea and crumpet. But when the owner of the antique store located across the street turns up dead, Sophie finds herself steeped in a mystery where she’ll have to strain a killer from a strange brew of suspects. 290 pages. |}
| 5894020 | DEATH AT A WHISKER | By T.C. Tottenp | Collins | Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 | $9.95 | Two more deaths occur at a house party and Oliver’s ex-fiancee, Sydney McCall and her right-hand tabby, Toby, are helping her sister Kat run the local animal shelter. When shopping-channel queen Ulla Townsend turns up dead after making an appearance at the shelter’s latest fundraising event, Syd and Toby begin to investigate, finding no shortage of suspects. 314 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 |}
| 6806260 | THE QUESTION OF THE UNFAMILIAR HUSBAND | By E.J. Copperman & J. Cohen | Felony & Mayhem | Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 | $12.95 | When Samuel Hoening’s newest client asks about the true identity of her so-called husband, Samuel-recruits his former associate, Janet Washburn, for insight into a subject that’s beyond his grasp—marriage. When the inscrutable spouse is found dead in Samuel’s office, he feels he’s been taken for a fool. So the new question is who killed the unfamiliar husband? 280 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 |}
| 5927862 | THE JANUS STONE | By Ely Griffiths | Mariner Books | Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 | $11.95 | The Janus stone is found dead in the vacant store next door, it’s clear of business at TenHuis Chocolade, and Lee and JoAnna Carl. The approach of Easter means a rush for a Santa Fe gallery, in order to flush out the reluctant Ben is persuaded to return to the house and investigate the mystery of the corpse—which promptly disappears. 216 pages. |}
| 688301X | DEATH IN THE DOLOMITES | By David P. Wagner | Berkley | Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 | $5.95 | When the inscrutable spouse is found dead in the vacant store next door, it’s clear of business at TenHuis Chocolade, and Lee and JoAnna Carl. The approach of Easter means a rush for a Santa Fe gallery, in order to flush out the reluctant Ben is persuaded to return to the house and investigate the mystery of the corpse—which promptly disappears. 216 pages. |}
| 2854732 | PATCHWORK CONNECTIONS | By Carol Dean Jones | Poisoned Pen | Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 | $9.95 | When six-year old Sarah reaches out to the retirement community she now lives in, she finds friends, activities, and new hobbies. In this fourth installment of the series, Sarah’s daughter, Martha, begins to play a larger role in her life, bringing a troubled past and impending danger. 294 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 |}
| 2810328 | MURDER AT THE FLEA CLUB | By Matthew Head | Felony & Mayhem | Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 | $9.95 | When a nightclub singer is murdered, the timely arrival of the addressable Finney saves the day—and Hoop. 191 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 |}
| 587287X | LITTLE ELVISES | By Timothy Hallinan | Poisoned Pen | Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 | $5.95 | When six-year old Sarah reaches out to the retirement community she now lives in, she finds friends, activities, and new hobbies. In this fourth installment of the series, Sarah’s daughter, Martha, begins to play a larger role in her life, bringing a troubled past and impending danger. 294 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 |}
| 5985323 | LITTLE ELVISES | By Timothy Hallinan | Poisoned Pen | Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 | $3.95 | When six-year old Sarah reaches out to the retirement community she now lives in, she finds friends, activities, and new hobbies. In this fourth installment of the series, Sarah’s daughter, Martha, begins to play a larger role in her life, bringing a troubled past and impending danger. 294 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 |}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher &amp; Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6778836</td>
<td>THE 9 DARL HOURS</td>
<td>By Lenore Glen Oxford. In 1941 San Francisco, Carmen Ferris has grown weary of her boring job as a file clerk in a warehouse. But for good or for ill, life is about to provide a cure, in the form of a strange man living in her apartment, kidnappers hanging out in the fire-escape, and all traces of her life scrubbed clean, 187 pages. Felony &amp; Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6878644</td>
<td>THE SO BLUE MARBLE</td>
<td>By Dorothy B. Hughes. Originally published in 1940. Griselda Satterlee, daughter of the princess of Rome, has left her career as an actress behind and is traveling to Manhattan to reinvent herself as a fashion designer. But when she is confronted by the aristocratic Montefierrow twins who believe she has something they want, and her estranged sister arrives on the scene--the murders begin. 194 pages. Peruser. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6986285</td>
<td>A PERFECT MANHATTAN MURDER</td>
<td>By Tracy Kely. Nic and Nigel are trying to enjoy the A-list after-party for their playwright friend's Broadway debut, but the churchlike behavior of Harper's theater-critic husband, Dan, is dampening the fun. When Dan is killed, the sleuthing duo grab their Bullmastiff Skippy and set out on a hunt for answers. 229 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6981766</td>
<td>THE CHAMPAGNE CONSPIRACY</td>
<td>By Ellen Crosby. Love, blackmail, murder and intrigue blend like a full-bodied wine in this installment of the Virginia Vineyard mystery series. On the eve of a snowstorm, winemakers Lucie and Quinn get a visit from Quin’s cousin Gino. He insists that it’s time a long-standing family mystery finally be solved. 362 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6992401</td>
<td>LAW AND AUTHOR</td>
<td>By Erika Chase. Bob Miller, a member of Ashton Corners Mystery Readers, is looking forward to spending time with his granddaughter Darla. But when a man is found dead in Morly Matthew’s backyard, Darla becomes the prime suspect, and its up to the book club to uncover the real story before another victim is written into the plot. 291 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3618544</td>
<td>HOPE NEVER DIES</td>
<td>By Andrew Shaffer. When his favorite Amtrak conductor dies in a suspicious accident, “Uncle Joe” Biden feels a familiar desire to serve, and he leaps into the role of amateur sleuth, with a little help from his old friend President Barack Obama. Part action thriller, and part mystery, this tale imagines life after the Oval Office. 301 pages. Quirk. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695779X</td>
<td>KALE TO THE QUEEN</td>
<td>By Nell Hampton. Chef Carrie Ann Cole is about to embark on a journey of a lifetime as the new personal chef to the Royal Family at Kensington Palace. No sooner has Carrie Ann touched down across the pond and donned her apron than a dead body crops up beneath the royal kale beds. But the royal appetites wait for no one and Carrie Ann must solve the murder and still get supper on the table on time. 289 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6932398</td>
<td>A BRUSH WITH DEATH</td>
<td>By Ali Carter. In the village of Spire, murder is abound. Rich landowner Alexander, 9th Earl of Greengrass, is caught with his trousers down in the village graveyard yard before meeting a gruesome end. Luckily Susie Mahl happens to be on hand. With her artist’s eye for detail and her curious nature she’s on the scent for murder. 307 pages. Oneworld. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690598X</td>
<td>THE LOST SISTHERHOOD</td>
<td>By Anne Fortier. Sweeping from England to North Africa to Greece and the ruins of ancient Troy, a breathtaking, passionate adventure of two women on parallel journeys, separated by time, who must fight to keep the lives and legacy of the Amazons from being lost forever. 585 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6986371</td>
<td>BETTER DEAD</td>
<td>By Pamela Koplitz. As the owner of a charming Louisiana bed and breakfast, Holly Davis believes in Southern hospitality. But the draw she faces this time is welcoming the ghost of her cheating husband. He’ll agree to move on, but not until Holly helps bust up the drug smuggling ring he was involved with. 375 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6778887</td>
<td>HEARSE AND GARDENS</td>
<td>By Kathleen Bridge. Interior designer Meg Barrett agrees to help her friend clear out furniture from the massive Montauk estate of wealthy art broker Harrison Falks. When Meg stumbles upon the skeleton of the Harrison’s son—who vanished years ago with one of his father’s paintings—he realizes that dealing with the rich and famous can really be murder. 293 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5705428</td>
<td>THE GIRLS IN THE HIGH-HEELED SHOES</td>
<td>By Michael Kurland. Two-Headed Mary, a philanthropic panhandler, is missing. So is Billie Trask, who disappeared with a Broadway show’s weekend take. Could either of them have followed chorus girl Lydia Laurent, whose dead body was found in Central Park? New York World columnist Alexander Brass and assistant Morgan DeWitt mount the search. 249 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Amateur Sleuths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6726224</td>
<td>FROM BAD TO WURST</td>
<td>Maddy Hunter</td>
<td>Midnight Ink</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5845874</td>
<td>SAY NO MOO</td>
<td>Maddy Hunter</td>
<td>Midnight Ink</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6789110</td>
<td>DOWNWARD FACING DEATH</td>
<td>Michelle Kelly</td>
<td>Midnight Ink</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280610X</td>
<td>CITY ON EDGE</td>
<td>Stefanie Pintoff</td>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6859240</td>
<td>CANAL DAYS CALAMITY</td>
<td>Jamie M. Fox</td>
<td>Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4579976</td>
<td>JOHN DOE</td>
<td>Stephen Hunter</td>
<td>HarperPerennial</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Missing Person Mysteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>661244X</td>
<td>THE TOURIST</td>
<td>Robert Dickinson</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5866261</td>
<td>LITTLE GIRL LOST</td>
<td>Brian McGilloway</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6665446</td>
<td>UNDER THE WIRE</td>
<td>Dennis Wheatley</td>
<td>Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6185986</td>
<td>HOTELS OF NORTH AMERICA</td>
<td>Rick Moody</td>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6859240</td>
<td>DESPERATE MEASURES</td>
<td>Jo Bannister</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6796400</td>
<td>THE KINDNESS</td>
<td>Polly Samson</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5905281</td>
<td>THE WALKING MAN</td>
<td>Mo Hayder</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4571649</td>
<td>THE WALKING MAN</td>
<td>Mo Hayder</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Missing Person Mysteries**

**THE NIGHTMARE ENSUING**
By Dena Nienaber
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 7991090

**THE DAYLIGHT MARRIAGE**
By Heidi Pittor
Algonquin. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 4540166

**Police Procedurals**

**SKELETON GOD**
By Eliot Pattison
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 7996873

**MEAN BUSINESS ON NORTH GANSON STREET**
By S. Craig Zahler
Doubleday. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 674172

**Courtroom Dramas**

**FOX IS FRAME**
By Lachlan Smith
Mystery L. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 6616534

**Missing Person Mysteries**

**THE DAYLIGHT MARRIAGE**
By Heidi Pittor
Algonquin. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 4540166

**Thrillers**

**SS-G8**
By Len Deighton
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
Item # 2865033

**REMEMBER ME THIS WAY**
By Sabine Durrant
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item # 2840054

**FIGHT OR DIE**
By James Hilton
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
Item # 2872137

**ONLY EVER YOU**
By Rebecca Drake
Paperbound. Pub. at $13.94
Item # 2841481

**THE PASSENGER**
By F. R. Talley
Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95
Item # 6860559

**Thrillers**

**TRAP THE DEVIL**
By Ben Coes
Paperback. Pub. at $26.99
Item # 688114X

**THE WINTER GIRL**
By Matt Marinovich
Paperback. Pub. at $26.99
Item # 6892118

**THRILLERS**
By John Grisham
Paperback. Pub. at $22.99
Item # 6982361

**Detective**

**THE PRISONER**
By John Grisham
Paperback. Pub. at $22.99
Item # 6915191

**PENDULUM**
By Adam Hamdy
Item # 6854520

**THE PEW C LIENT BRIEF**
By John Grisham
Item # 698343X

**THE PRISONER**
By Omar Shahid Hamid
Item # 6910850

**INSPECTOR OF THE DEAD**
By David Morrell
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99
Item # 6820381

**Thrillers**

**FOREVER AND A DEATH**
By Donald E.
Westlake
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 674172

**THE SEASON IN HELL**
By Jack Higgins
Paperbound. Pub. at $13.94
Item # 2858098

**JUST BETWEEN US**
By Rebecca Drake
Item # 6860559

**TRAP THE DEVIL**
By Ben Coes
Paperback. Pub. at $26.99
Item # 688114X

**THE WINTER GIRL**
By Matt Marinovich
Paperback. Pub. at $26.99
Item # 6892118

**Thrillers**

**FOREVER AND A DEATH**
By Donald E.
Westlake
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 674172

**THE PEW C LIENT BRIEF**
By John Grisham
Item # 698343X

**THE PRISONER**
By John Grisham
Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
Item # 6915191

**PENDULUM**
By Adam Hamdy
Item # 6854520

**THE PRISONER**
By Omar Shahid Hamid
Item # 6910850

**INSPECTOR OF THE DEAD**
By David Morrell
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99
Item # 6820381

**Thrillers**

**FOREVER AND A DEATH**
By Donald E.
Westlake
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 674172

**THE SEASON IN HELL**
By Jack Higgins
Paperbound. Pub. at $13.94
Item # 2858098

**JUST BETWEEN US**
By Rebecca Drake
Item # 6860559

**Thrillers**

**FOREVER AND A DEATH**
By Donald E.
Westlake
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 674172

**THE SEASON IN HELL**
By Jack Higgins
Paperbound. Pub. at $13.94
Item # 2858098

**JUST BETWEEN US**
By Rebecca Drake
Item # 6860559

**Thrillers**

**FOREVER AND A DEATH**
By Donald E.
Westlake
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item # 674172

**THE SEASON IN HELL**
By Jack Higgins
Paperbound. Pub. at $13.94
Item # 2858098

**JUST BETWEEN US**
By Rebecca Drake
Item # 6860559
**Thrillers**

**PUPPET MASTER** By D. Brown & J. DeFelice. Louis Massina is revolutionizing the field of robotics. Recruited to pursue criminals running a massive financial scam he agrees to deploy a surveillance "bot." But when Massina is thrust into a dangerous conspiracy, he unleashes the greatest cyber-weapons in the world and becomes the Puppet Master. 487 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99 Item #689707 $5.95

**THE WOLVES OF WINTER** By Tyrell Johnson. Lynn McBride has learned much since society collapsed in the face of nuclear war and the relentless spread of the disease. Forced to forge ahead in the snow drifted Canadian Yukon, she meets the enigmatic Jack, who brings with him dark secrets of the past. 312 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00 Item #980140 $6.95

**PRETTY GIRLS** By Karin Slaughter. It's been more than twenty years since Claire and Lydia last spoke. Neither has recovered from the disappearance of their sister Julia two decades earlier—and the shocking murder of Claire's husband brings the sisters together in a wary truce, as they unearth the secrets that destroyed their family. 575 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 Item #5991188 $7.95

**THE MAYOR OF LEXINGTON AVENUE** By James Sheehan. Growing up on the mean streets of New York City, Johnny and Mikey always had each other's backs. The two friends were inseparable—until one fateful night set them on different paths. Johnny to a life as a high-powered attorney and Mikey to a shattered existence behind bars. Now, haunted by guilt over Mikey's conviction, Johnny finds his one last shot at redemption. 400 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 Item #2811790 $3.95

**THE QUALITY OF SILENCE** By Rosamund Lupton. Astrophysicist Yasmin and her daughter Ruby arrive in a remote part of Alaska, only to learn that Ruby's father, Matt, has been the victim of a catastrophic accident. Unable to accept his death, the pair set out to find him. The ability to parse the charade will either be her triumph or her undoing. 294 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00 Item #6860478 $4.95

**THE WOLF ROAD** By Beth Lewis. Armed with nothing but her knife and the hard lessons Trapper has drilled into her, Elka, who now knows his terrible secret, flees into the frozen north in search of her real parents. But judging by the trail of blood dogging her footsteps, the hostile heartland she must cross won't let her go without a fight. 356 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 Item #5857353 $4.95

**THE WOVEN OVER** By Chuck Wendig. On the road again, this time to Florida, Miriam Black hasn't left Trapper behind—and he won't be letting the little girl he rescued go without a fight. 356 pages. Crown. Pub. at $15.99 Item #7638099 $3.95

**THE CORMORANT** By Chuck Wendig. During a blizzard in Telluride, Colorado, a group of snowboarders see a hooded figure on a cliff top. Frightened by the man's behavior, they flee and leave the snowboarder to his fate. But as they reach the safety of town, they realize the man who tried to kill them was actually a nun. The nun’s cry for help has led her to a mountain retreat where she has been murdered. When the nun is found dead, the snowboarders are the only people who saw her. And the only ones who could have killed her. 334 pages. Saga Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 Item #7675022 $3.95

**DEADLY WATERS** By Camilla Way. When Edie's estranged father shows up, Edie is certain that he must have something to do with the disappearance of their sister Julia two decades ago. But it doesn't take long for Edie to realize her father's true motives. Edie's past and Jude's present are one and the same. 391 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 Item #6860108 $3.95

**MIDNIGHT WINGS** By lizard. When a meth addicted looter digs up what might be the most valuable artifact in history, he becomes a target for a group of gangsters and blood money, desperately trying to突出 his family’s past and stay alive in a changing city where death looms over every corner. 400 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $25.95 Item #6967575 $6.95

**THE LONELY HEARTS KILLER** By Simone Zelitch. Jewish historian Judith Klemmer is filming a documentary about the country of Judenstaat in WWII, all the while grappling with the loss of her husband to a sniper’s bullet. Her work is derailed when she gets controversial footage of one of the country’s founding fathers–along with a note: “They lied about the murder.” 320 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.99 Item #6879040 $5.95

**INSIDIOUS** By Catherine Coulter. FBI agents Savich and Sherlock are investigating the possible poisoning of a powerful society icon. Meanwhile, Agent Cam Witter leads the hunt for the Starlet Slasher, a serial killer targeting actresses in Los Angeles. 447 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 Item #6964148 $7.95

**TESTAMENT** By David Gibbons. Marine archaeologist Jack Howard’s latest diving discovery might just be his most ancient and most mysterious yet. He must fuse past and present as he never has done before in a terrifying final showdown on a desperate mission for humanity. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 Item #6742034 $4.95

**A NECESSARY END** By Holly Brown. Thirty-nine-year-old Adrienne has tried before to adopt a child, but this time, nothing is going to get in her way–even if her husband Gabe is ambivalent about fatherhood. Now the birth mother wants to live with them for a year, to get a fresh start, or so she says. It seems a small price to pay, and with Gabe suddenly on board, that could possibly go wrong? 386 pages. Item #6854400 $4.95

**QUIET NEIGHBORS** By Catriona McPherson. Jude found the old bookshop last summer and now, in the depths of winter, Lowell’s store is a warm, safe place. The long dead and the books they left behind have tales to tell, and the bookshop is not the haven it seems to be. Lowell’s past and Jude’s present are a dangerous blend of secrets, and someone is coming to light the taper that could destroy everything. 339 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**DANCING WITH THE TIGER** By Lili Wright. When a meth addicted looter digs up what might be the most valuable artifact in history, he becomes a target for a group of gangsters and blood money, desperately trying to突出 his family’s past and stay alive in a changing city where death looms over every corner. 400 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $25.95 Item #6967575 $6.95

**THE WOLVES OF WINTER** By Tyrell Johnson. Lynn McBride has learned much since society collapsed in the face of nuclear war and the relentless spread of the disease. Forced to forge ahead in the snow drifted Canadian Yukon, she meets the enigmatic Jack, who brings with him dark secrets of the past. 312 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00 Item #980140 $6.95

**WATERING EDDIE** By Camilla Way. When Edie becomes overwhelmed by the needs of her new baby and sinks into a bleak despair, she thinks that there’s no one to turn to. But someone’s been watching her, waiting for the chance to prove once again what a perfect friend she can be. And Edie’s about to learn a new lesson—those who have hurt us deeply or whom we have hurt–never let us go, not entirely. 291 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 Item #6860108 $3.95

**THE LONELY HEARTS KILLER** By Simone Zelitch. Jewish historian Judith Klemmer is filming a documentary about the country of Judenstaat in WWII, all the while grappling with the loss of her husband to a sniper’s bullet. Her work is derailed when she gets controversial footage of one of the country’s founding fathers–along with a note: “They lied about the murder.” 320 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.99 Item #6879040 $5.95

**INSIDIOUS** By Catherine Coulter. FBI agents Savich and Sherlock are investigating the possible poisoning of a powerful society icon. Meanwhile, Agent Cam Witter leads the hunt for the Starlet Slasher, a serial killer targeting actresses in Los Angeles. 447 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 Item #6964148 $7.95

**TESTAMENT** By David Gibbons. Marine archaeologist Jack Howard’s latest diving discovery might just be his most ancient and most mysterious yet. He must fuse past and present as he never has done before in a terrifying final showdown on a desperate mission for humanity. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 Item #6742034 $4.95

**A NECESSARY END** By Holly Brown. Thirty-nine-year-old Adrienne has tried before to adopt a child, but this time, nothing is going to get in her way–even if her husband Gabe is ambivalent about fatherhood. Now the birth mother wants to live with them for a year, to get a fresh start, or so she says. It seems a small price to pay, and with Gabe suddenly on board, that could possibly go wrong? 386 pages. Item #6854400 $4.95

**QUIET NEIGHBORS** By Catriona McPherson. Jude found the old bookshop last summer and now, in the depths of winter, Lowell’s store is a warm, safe place. The long dead and the books they left behind have tales to tell, and the bookshop is not the haven it seems to be. Lowell’s past and Jude’s present are a dangerous blend of secrets, and someone is coming to light the taper that could destroy everything. 339 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**DANCING WITH THE TIGER** By Lili Wright. When a meth addicted looter digs up what might be the most valuable artifact in history, he becomes a target for a group of gangsters and blood money, desperately trying to突出 his family’s past and stay alive in a changing city where death looms over every corner. 400 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $25.95 Item #6967575 $6.95

**THE LONELY HEARTS KILLER** By Simone Zelitch. Jewish historian Judith Klemmer is filming a documentary about the country of Judenstaat in WWII, all the while grappling with the loss of her husband to a sniper’s bullet. Her work is derailed when she gets controversial footage of one of the country’s founding fathers–along with a note: “They lied about the murder.” 320 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.99 Item #6879040 $5.95

**INSIDIOUS** By Catherine Coulter. FBI agents Savich and Sherlock are investigating the possible poisoning of a powerful society icon. Meanwhile, Agent Cam Witter leads the hunt for the Starlet Slasher, a serial killer targeting actresses in Los Angeles. 447 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 Item #6964148 $7.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5093148</td>
<td>THE MOSCOW CIPHER</td>
<td>Scott Mariani</td>
<td>A gripping thriller that explores a complex web of secrets and lies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2806312</td>
<td>THE FIFTH PETAL</td>
<td>Brunonia Barry</td>
<td>Follows a woman who uncovers a terrifying plot involving a mysterious flower.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6981920</td>
<td>DEAD LETTERS</td>
<td>Caite Dolan-Leach</td>
<td>The story of a young woman who discovers a dangerous secret behind her past.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5989531</td>
<td>★ BLAME</td>
<td>Jeff Abbott</td>
<td>A chilling tale of a man who must confront the truth about his family and their involvement in a deadly conspiracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2806193</td>
<td>★ THE DARKEST HEART</td>
<td>Dan Smith</td>
<td>A psychological thriller that explores the dark depths of the human psyche.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5989532</td>
<td>THE LANGUAGE OF SECRETS</td>
<td>Ausma Zehanat Khan</td>
<td>A suspenseful narrative that dives into the hidden worlds of espionage and politics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6763944</td>
<td>WHAT REMAINS OF ME</td>
<td>Alison Gaylin</td>
<td>A haunting story of a woman's journey through a world of secrets and mysteries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5627523</td>
<td>MARK OF THE BEAST</td>
<td>Adolphus A. Anekwe</td>
<td>A gripping thriller that explores themes of faith, identity, and the struggle for truth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5989533</td>
<td>★ THE SURVIVOR</td>
<td>Dian Mills, Karis Walker</td>
<td>A gripping suspense novel that explores the dangerous world of espionage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6921450</td>
<td>CONTAINMENT</td>
<td>Hank Parker</td>
<td>A thrilling tale of a group of people who must face their worst fears and darkest secrets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2806194</td>
<td>★ FREEDOM'S CHILD</td>
<td>Jak Miller</td>
<td>A heart-pounding thriller that explores the limits of love and loyalty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5989534</td>
<td>WHAT REMAINS OF ME</td>
<td>Reona Zanetti</td>
<td>A suspenseful tale of a woman's journey through a world of secrets and mysteries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6921582</td>
<td>SHE RIDES SHOTGUN</td>
<td>Jordan Harper</td>
<td>A gripping thriller that explores the dangers of a woman's journey to uncover a killer's identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5989535</td>
<td>★ My Sister's Bones</td>
<td>Nuala Ellwood</td>
<td>A heart-wrenching tale of a woman's quest for the truth behind her family's past.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>694261X</td>
<td>★ THE DARKEST HEART</td>
<td>Dan Smith</td>
<td>A suspenseful tale that explores the depths of human psyche and the power of secrets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7848804</td>
<td>★ THE ELIZA</td>
<td>Sara Shepard</td>
<td>A compelling tale of a woman's journey to uncover the truth behind a family's secrets and lies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7105391</td>
<td>SAVING JASON</td>
<td>Michael Sears</td>
<td>A gripping thriller that explores the boundaries of loyalty and the dangers of the spy world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6942407</td>
<td>DEADLY SILENCE</td>
<td>Rebecca Zanetti</td>
<td>A suspenseful tale of a woman's journey to uncover the truth behind a family's secrets and lies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5989536</td>
<td>★ THE SURVIVOR</td>
<td>Dian Mills, Karis Walker</td>
<td>A gripping suspense novel that explores the dangerous world of espionage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
money laundering and white-collar corruption. 308 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00

Item #695531 $4.95

THE TUNNEL By Carl-Johan Vallgren. Pt. Danny Katz decides to investigate the death of his former drug dealer Ramon, and the disappearance of Ramon’s girlfriend Jenny. Katz finds his old addiction threatening to reassert itself as his investigation leads him into the dark corners of Stockholm’s black market. Will Katz be able to discover the truth behind Ramon’s death and Jenny’s disappearance and escape his own demons? 341 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99

Item #691544 $6.95

BIG LAW By Ron Lieberman. When Carney Blake, a young partner at a prestigious law firm in New York, is suddenly asked to represent the plaintiffs in a class-action suit—and not the usual corporate bad guys—he warily accepts. As he digs deeper he uncovers corruption that goes straight to the top of his firm along with the truth behind Ramon’s death and Jenny’s disappearance and escape his own demons? 341 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99

Item #689019 $4.95

★ WYATT’S HURRICANE By Desmond Bagley. David Wyatt has developed a sixth sense about hurricanes. He’s convinced that the predicted Hurricane Mabel will change course to strike the island of San Fernandez and its capital, St. Pierre. But nobody believes him. And that’s only one of the threats to San Fernandez. 307 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

Item #2788594 $9.95

★ INTO THE WATER By Paula Hawkins. A single mother turns up dead at the bottom of the river that runs through town. Earlier in the summer, a teenage girl met the same fate. They are not the first women lost to these dark waters, but their deaths dredge up secrets long submerged. 368 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

Item #6891977 $11.95

★ HOME IS THE SAILOR By Day Keene. After years at sea, Swede Nelson just wanted to find a nice girl and settle down. What he found was Corliss Mason, sensual, irresistible and deadly. Soon Swede’s helping Corliss cover up a killing, but how long can they get away with murder? And why can’t he shake the feeling he’s been set up? 204 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

Item #6889476 $3.95

THE GILDED LIFE OF MATILDA DUPLAINE By Alex Brunkhorst. While on assignment to dig up quotes for the obituary of a film producer, journalist Thomas Cleary meets Matilda Duplaine, a beautiful and mysterious woman in Bel-Air. His fascination with her enigma sparks a secret love affair, but it will soon devolve into a spiral of lies and secrets. 312 pages. Mira Books. Pub. at $26.99

Item #6704867 $2.95

PULL ME UNDER By Kelly Luce. Born and raised in Japan, Chizuru Akitani flees Japan to the Caribbean with his girlfriend and seventy million dollars of judgment money. Determined to retrieve the money Beth investigates her way through a maze of black market. Will Katz be able to discover the truth behind Ramon’s death and Jenny’s disappearance and escape his own demons? 341 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99

Item #6846092 $4.95

THE DOMINO EFFECT By Davis Bunn. Esther Larsen, a top risk analyst at one of the country’s largest banking institutions, is becoming more and more convinced that she has uncovered a ticking bomb with potential to make the 2008 market crash look minor. With global markets on the brink, and her own life in danger, Esther is locked in a race against the clock. 325 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

Item #6888660 $3.95

DEAR MR. M By Herman Koch. From alternating points of view, Koch weaves together a tale of a writer, M, in decline, a teenage couple, a missing teacher, and a single book that entwines all of their fates. Thanks to M’s novel, supposedly a work of fiction, everyone seems to be linked forever, until something unexpectedly spins the story off its rails. 400 pages. Hogarth. Pub. at $29.00

Item #2806219 $4.95

OVER YOUR DEAD BODY By Dan Wells. John and Brooke are on their own, hitchhiking from town to town as they hunt the last of the Withered through the Midwest—but the Withered are hunting them back, and the FBI is close behind. With each new town, each new truck stop, each new highway, they get closer to a vicious killer who defies every principle of profiling. 303 pages. Tor. Pub. at $26.99

Item #5778743 $17.95

THE AGE OF REINVENTION By Karine Tuil. Manhattan criminal defense attorney Sam Tahar has it all: fame, fortune and marriage to a prominent socialite. But his achievements stem from a lie: he isn’t who he pretends to be. A tangled love triangle collides with the War on Terror and his secret seems certain to be revealed. 399 pages. Washington Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

Item #68825X $2.95
**THRILLERS**

**THE LAST DAWN** By Joe Gannon. Ajax Montoya is heading to El Salvador to save the brother of his ex-flame–whom he could not save–and he’s not alone. Gladys Dario, who Ajax rescued and for his trouble was committed to a nut house, is ready to back his play even if it costs her own life. Now all they have to do is parachute into the hottest war in the Americas. 378 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

Item #5763952 $3.95


Item #6980902 $3.95

**YOU WERE NEVER REALLY HERE** By Jonathan Ames. Joe’s abrasive childhood and the horrors he witnessed as a Marine and an FBI agent have left him safeguarded. When he is hired to save the daughter of a corrupt New York senator held captive at a Manhattan brothel, he walks into a dangerous conspiracy. 97 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95.

Item #6961828 $3.95

**THE FIRE WITNESS** By Lars Kepler. Detective Joona Linna gets pulled into the investigation of a horrific murder at a group home for teenage girls. One girl is dead and another is missing. As the investigation unfolds, things prove to be more complicated than they could’ve imagined. 289 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

Item #6823807 $5.95


Item #6823734 $5.95

**A KILLING FOR CHRIST** By Pete Hamill. The man in priest’s garb gets out of the elevator at the top floor, leaving the gate ajar. He removes the rifle from under his habit and opens the breech. Now the target arrives. The man on top of the building sights down the rifle at the small figure below. His finger is on the trigger–ready to gun down His Holiness. 272 pages. Akaisha. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95.

Item #6609996 $3.95

**THE SPOILERS** By Jonathan Moore. The search for a killer soon entwines with a toxicologist’s hunt for the woman he has become obsessed to find. Emmeline–the woman he met at the bar where the last victim was seen before disappearing. The closer he gets to each, the more dangerous his world becomes. 275 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00.

Item #5918391 $3.95

**VANISHING GAMES** By Robert Hobbs. Although the two of them haven’t talked since they botched a job six years ago, Angela, who oversees pirates, and Jack, known for making things disappear, are back together again. Now they’re facing down a crime boss, a hit and a conspiracy bigger than anything they’ve encountered and more dangerous than they could’ve imagined. 289 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

Item #2781900 $9.95

**WINTERLONG** By Mason Cross. Emma Faraday, newly appointed head of the secret unit Winterlong, is determined to tie up loose ends. And Carter Blake is a very loose end. Blake may be the best there is at tracking down people who don’t want to be found, but Winterlong taught him everything he knows. If there’s anyone who can find him and kill him–it’s them. 406 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95.

Item #6881149 $9.95

**THE RIVER AT NIGHT** By Victoria Pettersson. With only 24 hours to save her abducted fiancé, Kristine sets out through the searing Mojave Desert, searching among gaudy roadside casinos, abandoned highway stops and a landscape rife with unimaginable horrors. 338 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $25.99.

Item #6549848 $3.95

**PERLMANN’S SILENCE** By Pascal Mercier. Philip Permann, a prominent linguist, has come to speak at a gathering of renowned international colleagues. Derailed by the death of his wife, he is unable to write his keynote address, and plagiarizes his colleague’s who will not be attending. When it seems he will attend after-all, Permann’s mounting despiration drives him to his fates. 328 pages. Mira Books. Pub. at $26.99.

Item #6539290 $7.95

**THE LONGEST SILENCE** By Debra Webb. Joanna Guthrie was free. She had been for eighteen years. What really happened during the longest fourteen days of her life, when she and two other women were held captive by the worst kind of killer, wasn’t something she could talk about. But when more women go missing, she knows her prolonged silence will only seal their fates. 328 pages. Mira Books. Pub. at $26.99.

Item #6681000 $3.95

**THE TRAP** By Jonathan Moore. The search for a killer soon entwines with a toxicologist’s hunt for the woman he has become obsessed to find. Emmeline–the woman he met at the bar where the last victim was seen before disappearing. The closer he gets to each, the more dangerous his world becomes. 275 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00.

Item #5818875 $3.95

**THE POISON ARTIST** By Jay Heale. The search for a killer soon entwines with a toxicologist’s hunt for the woman he has become obsessed to find. Emmeline–the woman he met at the bar where the last victim was seen before disappearing. The closer he gets to each, the more dangerous his world becomes. 275 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00.

Item #5818675 $3.95

**THE FREEDOM TRAP** By Desmond Bagley. The Scaperons, an organized gang which gets long term inmates out of prison, spring a notorious Russian double agent. The trail leads Owen Stannard to Malta, and to the killer masterminding the gang. Stannard must try to outwit both men, who have nothing to lose and everything to gain by his death. 268 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

Item #7819384 $9.95

**THE FIRE WITNESS** By Lars Kepler. Detective Joona Linna gets pulled into the investigation of a horrific murder at a group home for teenage girls. One girl is dead and another is missing. As the investigation unfolds, things prove to be more complicated than they could’ve imagined. 289 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

Item #5763952 $3.95

**THE HOUSE WITH NO ROOMS** By Wesley Thomson. In the summer of 1976, a little girl came upon a deserted garden in the Botanical Gardens. The girl thought she saw a woman lying dead on the floor, but when she looked again the woman had gone. Forty years later, Stella Darnell is investigating a case, that draws her into the obsessive world of botany, and towards an unsolved murder. 431 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

Item #2781999 $11.95

**AMERICA'S DEATH WATERS** By Joseph Ciccotello. A young American woman, Lana, is dead. When her body is found at the bottom of the Hotel Chevalier's elevator, the investigation begins. New York police need to find out who is behind this murder. 326 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

Item #6681093 $4.95

**THE TRAP** By Melanie Raabe. Renowned author and recluse Linda Conrads resolves to use her only means of communication with the outside world—the plot of her next novel—to lay an irresistible trap for the man responsible for her younger sister’s murder. But Linda’s memories of that traumatic night are called into question. Is this man really a heartless killer or merely a helpless victim. 343 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00.

Item #6781536 $4.95


Item #6549848 $3.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6800890</td>
<td>RECKLESS CREEPER</td>
<td>Alex Kava</td>
<td>Ryder Creed and his K-9 Unit</td>
<td>375 pages</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6811845</td>
<td>EVERYTHING YOU WANT ME TO BE</td>
<td>Mindy Meija</td>
<td>For Hattie Hoffman, a desire for something more leads to a brutal death.</td>
<td>340 pages</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5800690</td>
<td>DEADOUT</td>
<td>Jon McGregor</td>
<td>A detective and his organic farmer girlfriend are distracted from their Martha’s Vineyard vacation by a mysterious plague that’s killing the island’s honeybees. When the Storma Corporation offers to supply local farmers with genetically modified bees, things spin out of control and they must stop Soma’s venomous plot before it spreads to the mainland—and the world.</td>
<td>397 pages</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5914973</td>
<td>THE RIPPER GENE</td>
<td>Michael Ransom</td>
<td>Neuroscientist turned FBI profiler Lucas Maddren is relocated to the New Orleans FBI field office. But death has followed Maddren in the form of the Snow White Killer. Victims are slashed, each holding an apple and marked with letters in blood—a signature evocative of Maddren’s own mother’s murder. 303 pages.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5935986</td>
<td>THE SLEEPING WORLD</td>
<td>Gabrielle Lucille Fuentes</td>
<td>Spain, 1917. Military rule is over. Amid the chaos is Mosca, an intelligent, disillusioned university student, whose younger brother is among the “disappeared,” taken by the police two years ago. But Mosca believes her brother is alive and she is willing to risk her life to find him. 292 pages. Touchstone.</td>
<td>Pub. at $24.00</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5873754</td>
<td>THE MISSING ONE</td>
<td>Lucy Atkins</td>
<td>When Kail MacKenzie’s mom Elena dies of cancer, Kal struggles to mourn a woman whose relationship with her daughter was intensely erratic. Some answers emerge in a stockpile of old postcards found in Elena’s studio. But with those answers come only more questions, inspiring Kal to venture to British Columbia—where truly dark secrets await.</td>
<td>440 pages</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5871721</td>
<td>THE PAYING GUESTS</td>
<td>Sarah Waters</td>
<td>London, 1922. Mrs. Wray and her unmarried daughter Frances must take in tenants to make ends meet. The Barbers are a modern young couple whose friendship causes loyalties to shift, secrets to be confessed, and dangerous desires admitted. The most ordinary of lives can explode into passion and drama, and no one can foresee just how far the trouble will reach. 566 pages. Riverhead.</td>
<td>Pub. at $28.95</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5845408</td>
<td>A LOVE LIKE BLOOD</td>
<td>Marcus Sedgwick</td>
<td>In 1944, just days after the liberation of Paris, Charles Jackson sees a man in a dark tunnel, apparently drinking the blood of a murdered woman. Seven years later, he sees that same man delivering in the company of a beautiful young woman. When they leave the restaurant, Charles follows. 310 pages. Pegasus.</td>
<td>Pub. at $25.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5972391</td>
<td>THE PAYING GUESTS</td>
<td>Sarah Waters</td>
<td>London, 1922. Mrs. Wray and her unmarried daughter Frances must take in tenants to make ends meet. The Barbers are a modern young couple whose friendship causes loyalties to shift, secrets to be confessed, and dangerous desires admitted. The most ordinary of lives can explode into passion and drama, and no one can foresee just how far the trouble will reach. 566 pages. Riverhead.</td>
<td>Pub. at $28.95</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5865467</td>
<td>BLACK-EYED SUSANS</td>
<td>Julia Heaberlin</td>
<td>As a 16-year-old, Tessa was found in a Texas field over a grave of bones, barely alive, with only fragments of memory as to how she got there. Her testimony put a man on death row. Now almost two decades later, as the clock ticks toward the execution, Tessa fears for her sanity, not sure that the killer isn’t actually still on the loose and the wrong man is in jail. 354 pages. Ballantine.</td>
<td>Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5855198</td>
<td>THE UNDYING</td>
<td>Averi Dean</td>
<td>Best friends since childhood, Eric, Rori, and Celia’s bond is potent and passionate—but its intensity can be volatile. When the trio follows Celia’s dream of buying and renovating a dilapidated hotel, new jealousies arise and long-held suspicions emerge, leading to the ultimate betrayal. 272 pages. Mira Books.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5935987</td>
<td>THE SLEEPING WORLD</td>
<td>Gabrielle Lucille Fuentes</td>
<td>Spain, 1917. Military rule is over. Amid the chaos is Mosca, an intelligent, disillusioned university student, whose younger brother is among the “disappeared,” taken by the police two years ago. But Mosca believes her brother is alive and she is willing to risk her life to find him. 292 pages. Touchstone.</td>
<td>Pub. at $24.00</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5854996</td>
<td>DEATH AT THE RIVER</td>
<td>Mary SanGiovanni</td>
<td>When a gang of teenagers urgently needs a getaway, they’re given a dilapidated old house on a secluded island. Unfortunately, the situation—and its occupants—prove far more dangerous than the teens could’ve imagined.</td>
<td>384 pages. Touchstone.</td>
<td>Pub. at $24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5727931</td>
<td>THE PAYING GUESTS</td>
<td>Sarah Waters</td>
<td>London, 1922. Mrs. Wray and her unmarried daughter Frances must take in tenants to make ends meet. The Barbers are a modern young couple whose friendship causes loyalties to shift, secrets to be confessed, and dangerous desires admitted. The most ordinary of lives can explode into passion and drama, and no one can foresee just how far the trouble will reach. 566 pages. Riverhead.</td>
<td>Pub. at $28.95</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5846533</td>
<td>THE UNDYING</td>
<td>Averi Dean</td>
<td>Best friends since childhood, Eric, Rori, and Celia’s bond is potent and passionate—but its intensity can be volatile. When the trio follows Celia’s dream of buying and renovating a dilapidated hotel, new jealousies arise and long-held suspicions emerge, leading to the ultimate betrayal. 272 pages. Mira Books.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5808790</td>
<td>THE OTHER OREGON</td>
<td>Steve Anderson</td>
<td>Greg seems an utterly improbable informant. He’s an idealistic Cascadia independence proponent from Portland. But when the FBI calls on Greg to go undercover to investigate a dangerous militia movement in rural Oregon, Greg is the exact kind of long-straggling friend from the country, Donny, could have deep ties to the militia. 284 pages. Yucca.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5972391</td>
<td>THE PAYING GUESTS</td>
<td>Sarah Waters</td>
<td>London, 1922. Mrs. Wray and her unmarried daughter Frances must take in tenants to make ends meet. The Barbers are a modern young couple whose friendship causes loyalties to shift, secrets to be confessed, and dangerous desires admitted. The most ordinary of lives can explode into passion and drama, and no one can foresee just how far the trouble will reach. 566 pages. Riverhead.</td>
<td>Pub. at $28.95</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5935987</td>
<td>THE SLEEPING WORLD</td>
<td>Gabrielle Lucille Fuentes</td>
<td>Spain, 1917. Military rule is over. Amid the chaos is Mosca, an intelligent, disillusioned university student, whose younger brother is among the “disappeared,” taken by the police two years ago. But Mosca believes her brother is alive and she is willing to risk her life to find him. 292 pages. Touchstone.</td>
<td>Pub. at $24.00</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>691215X</td>
<td>CHOKE HOLD</td>
<td>Christa Faust</td>
<td>Angel Dare went into Witness Protection to escape her past. Not her past as a porn star, but as a killer who took down the sex slavery ring that destroyed her life. But sometimes the past just won’t stay buried. 252 pages. Hard Case Crime.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6574467</td>
<td>WOLVES IN THE DARK</td>
<td>Gunnar Staalesen</td>
<td>Varg Veum has descended into a self-destructive spiral. When traces of child pornography are found on his computer, he’s accused of being part of a pedophile ring and thrown into prison. When a chance presents itself, Varg finds himself on the run. With the police on his tail, he takes on his hardest, and most personal case yet. 305 pages. Orenda.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Pages</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#681770</td>
<td>PUTIN'S GAMBIT</td>
<td>Dobb &amp; J.O. Born</td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>352 pages</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6763545</td>
<td>THE GENTLEMAN FROM JAPAN</td>
<td>James Church</td>
<td>Flatiron</td>
<td>273 pages</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5804795</td>
<td>MAESTRA</td>
<td>L.S. Hilton</td>
<td>Morrow</td>
<td>317 pages</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#695409X</td>
<td>THE HOT COUNTRIES</td>
<td>Martin</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>747 pages</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6463820</td>
<td>DEFECTORS</td>
<td>Joseph Kanon</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>290 pages</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6889247</td>
<td>DRONE COMMAND</td>
<td>Mike Maden</td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>313 pages</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6769232</td>
<td>SECOND LIFE</td>
<td>J.S. Watson</td>
<td>Washington Sq. Press</td>
<td>204 pages</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6788208</td>
<td>WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW</td>
<td>JoAnn Charney</td>
<td>Penguin</td>
<td>260 pages</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#597271X</td>
<td>THE ENGLISH TEACHER</td>
<td>Yiftach Reicher Atir</td>
<td>Penguin</td>
<td>376 pages</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6733820</td>
<td>WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW</td>
<td>JoAnn Charney</td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>402 pages</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5804795</td>
<td>MAESTRA</td>
<td>L.S. Hilton</td>
<td>Morrow</td>
<td>317 pages</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#692756</td>
<td>DEFECTORS</td>
<td>Joseph Kanon</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>290 pages</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6578523</td>
<td>SECOND LIFE</td>
<td>J.S. Watson</td>
<td>Washington Sq. Press</td>
<td>204 pages</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5733820</td>
<td>WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW</td>
<td>JoAnn Charney</td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>402 pages</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#689256</td>
<td>DEADLY ENEMY</td>
<td>Paul Doherty &amp; J.O. Born</td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>302 pages</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6889247</td>
<td>DRONE COMMAND</td>
<td>Mike Maden</td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>313 pages</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5804795</td>
<td>MAESTRA</td>
<td>L.S. Hilton</td>
<td>Morrow</td>
<td>317 pages</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ONE KILLER FORCE
By Dalton Fury
In this fourth Delta Force adventure, Delta Force commander Major Kolt “Racer” Raynor, still recovering from near-fatal wounds suffered at an American nuclear plant, is thrust into a new battle with some of the toughest killers he’s ever faced—U.S. Navy SEALs. 321 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99.

$5.95

THE MANDELBAUM GATE
By Muriel Spark
When Barbara Vaughn’s boyfriend joins an archaeological excavation to search for additional Dead Sea Scrolls, Barbara takes the opportunity to explore the Holy Land. But this is 1960, and with the nation of Israel still in its infancy, the British retreating, and the Eichmann trials, she uncovers much deeper mysteries than found at tourist sites. Road. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

$7.95

THE ART OF WAR
By Stephen Coonts
As China’s military grows on its neighbors in the South China Sea, America goes on high alert. But a far more ominous danger lurks closer to home: a nuclear weapon has been planted in Norfolk, Virginia—the site of the biggest naval base on the planet. It falls on CIA director Jake Grafton to stop imminent catastrophe. 514 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

$11.95

THE GENEVA TRAP
By Stella Rimington
When a Russian intelligence officer comes to MI5 with vital information about the imminent cyber-sabotage of an Anglo-American defense program, he will only speak to Liz Carlyle. The information he brings will send Liz on one of her most daunting missions yet: stopping the Cold War from heating up all over again. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

$7.95

AN AFFAIR OF STATE
By Pat Frank

$9.95

JUSTICE UNDER THE AX OF THE ABSURD
By Michael H. Millias
Dr. Tareq, a psychologist and criminologist, investigates the case of Mikha Midas, an American/Syrian philosopher who shows no criminal tendencies. Tareq needs to know Mikha’s moral character and whether he could be persuaded to spy on one of his cultures, at the request of the other. But what if Tareq is a spy? On Macatuey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

$2.95

SHOW ME A HERO
By Ted Allbeury
An unbridled republication of the 1992 edition. Recognizing his devotion to the Party, the Soviets dispatch Aarons to New York where he establishes a flourishing espionage network. Growing disenchanted with Moscow over the years, Aarons turns double agent maintaining his Soviet contacts but all the while conducting secret meetings with presidents.

$9.95

ACT OF BETRAYAL
By Matthew Dunn
Years ago intelligence officer Will Cochrane was sent on a mission in Berlin. Now years later, members of the Berlin mission are being targeted for assassination. Cochrane must use all his training and formidable skills to outrun the FBI and uncover a shocking conspiracy that will rock the foundations of our nation.

$9.95

THE GREAT IMPERSONATOR
By E. Phillips Oppenheim
A republication of the original 1920 edition. The disgraced and formerly penniless aristocrat Sir Everard Dornley returns from German East Africa reforming and wealthy man, determined to take his place in society. But is he Sir Everard—or is he the German spy, Baron Leopold von Ragastein?

$7.95

THE SEEDS OF TREAson
By Ted Allbeury
Although this group of characters, both men and women, operate under different motivations and circumstances, their roles in the intelligence community will connect them as they frantically attempt to evade a day of reckoning. 298 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

$5.95

HOSTAGE
By Jamie Doward
A terrorist network that controls the illicit trade in guns, drugs, oil and cigarettes is preparing to murder one hundred U.S. and British energy workers unless a ransom is paid. Only Kate Pendragon can see how everything is linked, and that both MI5 and the CIA are being manipulated as part of a grotesque marketing campaign. 362 pages.

$6.95

THE CYCLOPS INITIATIVE
By David Wellington
Jim Chapel pledged his life to protect his country from its enemies. But now the one-armed special forces soldier turned spy is on the wrong side of the law. The person he trusts most, known only as Angel, is suspected of terrorism. He has only one option—go rogue to prove Angel has been framed. 377 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99.

$9.95

DECODED
By Mai Jia
Rong Jinzhao, an autistic math genius with a past shrouded in myth, is forced to abandon his academic pursuits when he is recruited into Unit 701—a top secret Chinese intelligence agency whose sole purpose is code breaking. He discovers his former teacher and friend is now working for the enemy. But this is only the first of many betrayals. 315 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00.

$4.95

PAY ANY PRICE
By Ted Allbeury
As the world still reels from the Kennedy assassinations, an American intelligence operative uncovers a sinister conspiracy—the CIA has joined with the Mafia and communist Cuba to create sleeper agents, unwitting pawns hypnotized to kill on command. And London wants in, setting its sights on the IRA. 230 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

$6.95

A CONSPIRACY OF RAVENS
By Terence McCauley
James Hicks has spent his entire life and career fighting terrorism for the organization known as The University. Now Hicks has discovered his true enemy—the criminal organization known as The Vanguard, and he will have to use every resource at his disposal to defeat them. 318 pages. Polis Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

$5.95

THE CROSSING
By Ted Allbeury
British spy-catcher Joe Shapiro attempts to convince the CIA to exchange a high-powered Communist agent for the seemingly unimportant U.S. pilot Francis Gary Powers. But Shapiro’s own superiors doubt his intentions and wonder if he has more than a professional interest in this case. 217 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

$6.95

SHERLOCK HOLMES VS. CTHULHU: The Adventure of the Deadly Dimensions
By Lois H. Gresh
A series of grisly murders rocks London. At each location, only a jumble of bones remains of the deceased, along with a bizarre sphere covered in strange symbols. The persons responsible are gaining so much power that even Holmes’s greatest enemy fears them and seeks an unholy alliance. 437 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

$11.95

SHERLOCK HOLMES
By Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

$12.95

The Last Detective
By Peter Lovesey
A woman’s body has been found in the lake near Bath. There are no marks on her, no murder weapon, and no one to identify her. Detective Superintendent Peter Diamond must locate two missing letters attributed to Jane Austen and defy his superiors in order to save a woman accused of murder. 382 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

$7.95
THE ARMADA BOY  By Kate Ellis. Archaeologist Neil Watson discovers the body of a D-Day veteran from the wreckage of the Armada. Watson requests the assistance of an old friend, D.I. Wesley, who is also researching a group of American veterans. Two strangers in a strange land have died violently. Could the same motives be at work? 218 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

THE BURSAR’S WIFE  By E.G. Roddod. Sylvia Booker hires Cambridge private Investigator George Kocharyan, worried her daughter has fallen into the wrong crowd. But she is actually sneaking to the apartment of an older man, for unsuspecting reasons. Kocharyan also learns that the unhateful wife he has been investigating has been found dead. As the investigations proceed he begins to wonder if the cases are connected. 395 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

THE BIG BOW MYSTERY  By Israel Zangwe. On a chilly December morning in London’s East End, a landlady unsuccessfully attempts to rehouse a tenant whose door is locked and bolted from the inside. Her neighbor, a retired Scotland Yard detective, breaks the door down to find the tenant with his throat cut and no weapon in sight. 96 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95.

THE HAUNTED SEASON  By G.M. Mallet. The usually-absent lord and lady of Tolliegh Hall have been in residence for some weeks now, and villagers are hoping for a return to the good old days, when the lord of the manor sprinkled benefits across the village like fairy dust. Those hopes are put to bed with one sudden and suspicious death, luring ex-spy turned cleric Father Max Tudor to the scene. 286 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99.

MAXWELL’S REVENGE  By M.J. Trow. After being reluctantly thrust into the role of Acting Headmaster, Peter Maxwell works in conjunction with the police, including his lovely fiancé DS Jacque Carpenter, to try to unravel the mystery of why everyone at a staff luncheon becomes seriously ill. 416 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.

WIDOWS  By Lynda La Plante. When a security van heist goes disastrously wrong, three armed robbers are burnt to death, and three women are left widows. When the deceased gang boss’ wife Delly, discovers the detailed plans for the failed heist, she and the other widows decide to finish the job their husbands started. 424 pages. Zaffre. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.

I SAW A MAN  By Owen Sheers. Journalist Caroline Marshall dies while on assignment in Pakistan. Her grief-stricken husband, Michael, leaves their cottage in Wales and returns to London, where he becomes close with a family and marks the beginning of a long healing process. Michael’s period of recovery comes to an abrupt end when a terrible accident brings the burden of life. 257 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $25.95.


DEAD BORN  By Joan Lock. Detective Sergeant Best is sent undercover to lodge next door to a suspected baby farm. While shadowing an alleged “child dropper,” he finds himself caught up in one of Britain’s worst civilian tragedies—the 1978 sinking of the Princess Alice. 192 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

VERA  By Elizabeth von Arnim. Deeply in love with Evarard Wemyss, Lucy Entwistle has just one dark spot in her happy life: the shadowy figure of Wemyss’s first wife, Vera, who died in mysterious circumstances. Returning home from their wedding, the blissful newlyweds decide to address the sinister mystery. 271 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.


AUNT DIMITY & THE SUMMER KING  By Nancy Atherton. In the English village of Finch, two cottages are on the market, but something—or someone—seems to be driving promising buyers away. Suspecting that something is simmering under the sunny facade of a local inventor, Loni Shepherd enlists the otherworldly help of Aunt Dimity to get to the bottom of things. 228 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00.

THE MASQUE OF A MURDERER  By Susanna Calkins. On a freezing winter afternoon in 1667, Lucy accompanies the magistrate’s daughter, Sarah, to the home of a severely injured Quaker man. She stumbles down the Quaker’s last utterances, but she’s unprepared for what he reveals to her that someone deliberately pushed him into the path of the horses because of a secret he has recently uncovered. Lucy feels compelled to seek the truth, with the help of the magistrate’s son, Adam. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99.

RIOT MOST UNCOUHT  By Daniel Friedman. 1907, Cambridge, England. A woman is murdered in a boardinghouse, and the volunteer watchman has no idea how to investigate such a serious crime. Enter 19-year-old Lord Byron, for whom such a case is a welcome diversion from other matters—namely his failing grades and mounting student debts. 296 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99.

DUST AND DESIRE  By Conrad Williams. Private Investigator Joel Sorrell agrees to find the mysterious Kara Geenan’s missing brother. Then an attempt on his life is made, and Kara vanishes. A vicious serial killer is on the hunt and Joel suspects that answers may lie in his own distant past. 368 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

EVEN DOGS IN THE WILD  By Ian Rankin. Newly minted civilian John Rebus is feeling restless. Being a cop is in his blood and he’s failing miserably at retirement. So when Detective Inspector Siobhan Clarke and Malcolm Fox ask for his help on a baffling case, Rebus doesn’t need long to consider his options. 345 pages. Orion. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95.

FRONT PAGE MURDER  By Peter Bartram. This Swingtime Series British mystery is equal parts thriller and humor. Archie Flowered is to hang for the murder of rival actor Percy Despart. Convinced of his innocence, Archie’s niece Tammy persuades Evening Chronicle reporter Colin Crampton to take up the case. 317 pages. Roundtree. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

THE CASE OF THE GILDED FLY  By Edmund Crispin. Gervase Fen, an Oxford don and part-time sleuth, is preparing for a new term. When a playwright chooses Oxford for the premiere of his latest play, a cast member is found shot dead. Most of the actors have a reason to get rid of the fateful tatties and few have alibis. Gervase Fen volunteers to step in. 224 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.
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**British Mysteries**

- **THE ROAD TO HELL** by Gillian Galbraith. When the body of a half-naked woman is discovered in an Edinburgh park, and then the naked corpse of a prominent clergymen is found in another park, DS Alice Rice wonders if the same killer is at work, and what the connection is between the motiveless attacks. 289 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

- **STRANGE GODS** by Annamaria Alfieri. 1911. Vera McIntosh is in love and out of place. The daughter of a Scottish missionary, she no longer fits in with the Kikuyu with whom she grew up. Only in Colonial police officer Justin Tulliver’s arms does she feel at home. But he’s begun to doubt the government he represents. Those doubts multiply when Vera’s uncle is killed. 221 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.

- **ELEMENTARY MURDER** by A.J. Wright. 1894. Wigan. Shortly after being dismissed as a candidate for a teaching position at George Street Elementary School, Miss Dorothea Gadowirth is found dead in a classroom. Detective Sergeant Michael Brennan is called in to investigate the apparent suicide, but he suspects foul play. 351 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

- **THE PLAY OF DEATH** by Oliver Potsch. 1670. Simon Fronwieser is in the town of Oberammergau to bring his son to boarding school. But when an actor in the town’s Passion play is murdered—crucified just like the character he is playing—Simon’s father-in-law, Jakob Kuisl, along with his family must investigate the town’s dark secrets in order to unravel the mystery. 493 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00.

**Historical Mysteries**

- **LADY COP MAKES TROUBLE** by Amy Stewart. In 1915, lady cops were not expected to chase down fugitives on the streets of New York City. But Constance Kopp never did what anyone expected. And although Constance and her sisters aren’t living the quiet life anymore, she will be forced to prove herself again. 310 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.


- **THE FORGOTTEN ROOM** by Karen White et al. 1945. When critically wounded Captain Cooper Ravenel is brought to a private hospital on Manhattan’s Upper East Side, the young Dr. Kate Schuyler discovers a complex mystery that connects three generations of women in her family to a single room in a Gilded Age mansion. 371 pages. New American Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00.

- **AWAY WITH THE FAIRIES** by Kerry Greenwood. Melbourne, 1928. Miss Phryne Fisher is asked to investigate the puzzling death of a famous author and illustrator of fairy stories. To do so, she takes a job within the women’s magazine that employed the victim, and soon finds herself ensnared in her colleagues’ deceptions. 240 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95.

- **DATE WITH THE EXECUTIONER** by Edward Marston. 1817. Dawn breaks over London, and the scene is set for a duel between a lady’s ardent admirers. Paul and his twin, Peter, are determined to see justice done and a race against the Runners begins, where the brothers must pick a path through threads of inheritance and treachery. 350 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

- **WOLF ON A STRING** by Benjamin Black. Prague, 1959. Christian Stern’s discovery of a dead woman leads him to become entangled in the machinations of several ruthless couriers, and before long the Holy Roman Emperor himself asks his new friend to solve the mystery of the woman’s murder. 308 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

- **EXCELLENT INTENTIONS** by Richard Hull. First published in 1938. Great Barwick’s least popular man is murdered on a train. Twelve jurors sit in court. Four suspects are identified—but which of them is on trial? As Attorney General Anratheru Blayton leads the court through prosecution and defense, Inspector Fenby carries out his investigation. 200 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

- **A FAMINE OF HORSES** by P.F. Chisholm. In 1592, Sir Robert Carey comes to Carlisle to take up his new post as Deputy Warden of the West March. But he is quickly challenged by the murder of a boy, the possible betrayal of a disappointed rival, the ire of his mistress’s husband, and the question regarding the hundreds of horses being stolen. 250 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

- **THE SINS OF THE FATHER** by C.B. Hanley. England, 1217. Much of the country is in the iron grip of Louis of France and his collaborators, and civil war rages as the forces of the boy king try to fight off the French. Into this is thrust Edwin Weaver, ordered by his lord the earl to solve a murder which might have repercussions not just for him, but for the future of the realm. 256 pages. Mystery Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

- **A WAY WITH DEATH** by Paul Doherty. Sir Hugh of St. Andrew’s is in the town of Edinburgh, and the scene is set for a duel between a lady’s ardent admirers. Paul and his twin, Peter, are determined to see justice done and a race against the Runners begins, where the brothers must pick a path through threads of inheritance and treachery. 350 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

- **EXCELLENT INTENTIONS** by Richard Hull. First published in 1938. Great Barwick’s least popular man is murdered on a train. Twelve jurors sit in court. Four suspects are identified—but which of them is on trial? As Attorney General Anratheru Blayton leads the court through prosecution and defense, Inspector Fenby carries out his investigation. 200 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

- **A FAMINE OF HORSES** by P.F. Chisholm. In 1592, Sir Robert Carey comes to Carlisle to take up his new post as Deputy Warden of the West March. But he is quickly challenged by the murder of a boy, the possible betrayal of a disappointed rival, the ire of his mistress’s husband, and the question regarding the hundreds of horses being stolen. 250 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

- **THE SINS OF THE FATHER** by C.B. Hanley. England, 1217. Much of the country is in the iron grip of Louis of France and his collaborators, and civil war rages as the forces of the boy king try to fight off the French. Into this is thrust Edwin Weaver, ordered by his lord the earl to solve a murder which might have repercussions not just for him, but for the future of the realm. 256 pages. Mystery Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.
**PURITAN** By David Hingley. 1664. Following adventures she would sooner forget in New York, Mercia Blakewood is hopeful that she has gained the leverage with the King she needs to reclaim her family’s home back in England. But when the forests of New England are tainted by murder, Mercia will not rest until the killer is found. 446 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**NO MORE DYING** By David Roberts. February, 1939, and Lord Edward Corinth embarks on his most important investigation yet. When MI5 learns that an enemy agent has been dispatched to assassinate Winston Churchill, Edward is tasked with identifying the killer, and Edward and Verity Browne enter a tense race against time to find the assassin. 264 pages. Constable. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

**DEATH COMES TO THE SCHOOL** By Catherine Lloyd. When the small village of Kurland St. Mary’s peace is disrupted by an anonymous letter accusing Lucy Kurland of witchcraft, she learns that she is not the only one to have received such a malicious letter. And when the local schoolteacher is murdered, Lucy offers to help out in the classroom, hoping the children might reveal a clue about the murder, and the letterwriter. 291 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**KITTY PECK AND THE CHILD OF ILL-FORTUNE** By Kate Griffin. Late nineteenth-century. Kitty Peck reluctantly inherits a criminal empire from her grandmother, the formidable Lady Ginger, while the local schoolteacher is murdered, Lucy offers to help out in the classroom, hoping the children might reveal a clue about the murder, and the letterwriter. 291 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**THE PEKING MAN IS MISTAKEN** By Claire Taşdemir. In the 1920s, on a hill near Peking (now Beijing), scientists discovered a huge cache of human bones, some more than half a million years old. Then, in 1941, they disappeared. No one knows what happened, but there are plenty of theories, many with political implications. Here, the author presents her own speculation in compelling novel form. 339 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**THE DARKNESS WITHIN** By Alanna Knight. The year is 1906 and the Faro family gather in Okfly to support grieving widow Emily, but their attention is caught by strange activity afloat the royal yacht anchored nearby. When a body is washed ashore, neither Faro nor his daughter Rose can resist the mystery unraveling on the island coastline. 286 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**FRIEND & FEO** By Shirley McKay. Hew Curran finds himself once again in the company of his sister Meg and her husband, physician Giles Locke, in their most challenging case yet. The king’s escape from captivity throws all into confusion, and as Hew’s loves and loyalties are put to test, his own life and future are no longer secure. 323 pages. Polygon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**AN EMPIRE FOR RAVENS** By M. Reed & E. Mayer. Emperor Justinian’s former Lord Chamberlain, John, gets a letter from a friend Felix, who is in Rome, in some kind of trouble. Upon entering Rome, John is arrested. Learning that Felix is missing, John is sent to lodge at Felix’s quarters. When a young woman servant is found dead, John has many mysteries to solve before his execution. 260 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**PYTHAGOREAN CRIMES** By Telcros Michaelides. Athens, 1929. Stefanos Kantartzis is murdered, and his best friend, Michael Igerinos, was the last person to see him alive. While being questioned, Michael recalls the second International Congress of Mathematics in Paris and wonders: could the solution to a mathematical problem drive someone to murder? 272 pages. Paracordine.

**MY TRUE LOVE LIES** By Lenore Glen Offord. In the wake of WWI, San Francisco is crammed with equal parts military and beatniks. Noel Bruce straddles both camps—a straight-laced officer for the Navy by day, a flamboyant art-school party girl by night. The party comes to a screeching halt, however, when a dead body turns up in a sculpture’s studio. 224 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**THE DEVIL’S COLD DISH** By Eleanor Kuhns. 1796. Traveling teacher Will Rees is back home on his farm in Maine with his teenage son, his pregnant wife, their five adopted children, and endless farm work. When a man is found murdered after arguing with Rees, he becomes the suspect. Now he has to find the murderer to reveal the truth. 323 pages. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**RUSTICATION** By Charles Palliser. Winter, 1663. Addicted to opium and tormented by sexual desire, 17-year-old Richard Sherrone has been rusticated from Cambridge under a cloud of suspicion. He finds temporary refuge with his mother and sister, but when threatening letters begin to circulate among his neighbors, Richard finds himself the leading suspect in a series of crimes. 327 pages. Norton. Pub. at $23.95

**THE SCRIBE** By Matthew Guinn. Disgraced former detective and Civil War veteran Thomas Canby partners with Atlanta’s first African American police officer, Cyrus Underwood, to track down a serial murderer who seems to be targeting the city’s wealthiest black entrepreneurs. 292 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**BLACK GOLD** By Matt Braun. It’s the Roaring Twenties, and a reservation in Oklahoma is spewing oil. Osage tribal members are being killed for their oil royalties, while a corrupt sheriff turns his back on the murders. Determined to bring down the mandrill are Special Agent Frank Gordon and U.S. Marshal Will Proctor. 264 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**THE VILLE RAT** By Martin Limon. South Korea, 1970s. A young Korean woman is found strangled to death on the frozen banks of the Sonyu River with only a carefully calligraphed poem in her sleeve. George Sueño and Esme Bascorn, sergeants in the U.S. 8th Army CID are called in by the formidable KNP detective Gil Dwn-up to investigate. 274 pages. Soho. Pub. at $26.95

**DETROIT BREAKDOWN** By D.E. Johnson. Will Anderson and Elizabeth Hume are called to the vast Eloise Insane Asylum outside of Detroit, where Elizabeth’s cousin Robert is a patient and now a murder suspect. Certain of Robert’s innocence, they begin an investigation with the help of Detective Riordan. 322 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

**A DECLINE IN PROPHETS** By Charles Swan. 1863. Will Anderso and Elizabeth Hume are called to the vast Eloise Insane Asylum outside of Detroit, where Elizabeth’s cousin Robert is a patient and now a murder suspect. Certain of Robert’s innocence, they begin an investigation with the help of Detective Riordan. 322 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

**PLAGUE LAND** By S.D. Sykes. Beset by familial tragedy brought on by the Black Plague, Oswald de Lacy finds himself the reluctant Lord of Somershill Manor in medieval England. But before he can settle in, the shocking death of a young girl—supposedly at the hands of a band of dog-headed men—demands his attention. 336 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95
More Mysteries & Detectives

**A DROP OF CHINESE BLOOD** By James Church. Introduces Inspector O's nephew, Major Bing, the long suffering chief of the Chinese Ministry of State Security operations on the border with North Korea. Bing's mission is to find the beautiful Madame Fang, who has slipped into North Korea, and bring back a missing Chinese security official. 304 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $24.99. Item #677906 $3.95

**RESURRECTION MEN** By Ian Rankin. Rebus is off the case-literally. A few days into a murder inquiry Rebus blows up at DCS Gill Templar, and is sent to the Scottish Police college for "retraining." Then Rebus is asked to act as a go-between for gangster Big Ger Cafferty, and DS Siobhan Clarke is brought closer to Cafferty than she ever expected. 484 pages. Orion. Paperbound.

**WE'LL SLEEP WHEN WE'RE OLD** By Pino Corrias. When a fire devastates film producer Oscar Martello's villa and he goes missing, his muse, the beautiful actress Jacaranda Rizi is suspected of the crime. But could she have orchestrated something so sinister? More important, could she have done it alone, or has Andrea, Oscar's best friend, played some role in the disaster? 291 pages. Atla. Pub. at $26.00. Item #679246 $2.95

**MAIGRET AND THE TALL WOMAN** By Georges Simenon. A visit from the tall, thin woman he arrested many years ago leads Maigret on a tortuous investigation in which he struggles with a formidable suspect. 172 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00. Item #682789 $9.95

**THE BLACK NOTEBOOK** By Patrick Modiano. In 1960s Paris, Jean, a young writer adrift, met his wife, the chess prodigy Solange, and wrote her love story in his notebook. But could she have orchestrated something so sinister? More important, could she have done it alone, or has Andrea, Oscar's best friend, played some role in the disaster? 131 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #677996 $4.95

**THE TEMPLARS’ LAST SECRET** By Martin Walker. When a woman archaeologist's body is found near the ruins of a Knights Templar stronghold in the French town of St Denis, chief of police Bruno Courreges is called in. He learns the dead woman, who has ties to Islamic terrorists, was searching for a religious artifact. This heightens the pressure to unravel the mystery. 317 pages. Vintage. Item #278646 $5.95


**PRAYER FOR THE DEAD** By James Oswald. Detective Inspector Tony McLean is on the case when the search for a missing journalist uncovers the scene of a carefully staged murder. In a sealed chamber deep in the heart of Gilmerton cove, a mysterious network of caves sprawling beneath Edinburgh, the body is discovered in a macabre ritual. 340 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. Item #691222 $7.95

**THE OSLO CONSPIRACY** By Asle Skredderberg. A scientist is found dead in Rome. Before she was strangled to death, she managed to scribble a few words on a piece of paper. When Milo Cavelli learns that the victim’s kid brother has been given a couple of years to live, and she is on the cusp of finding a link between the two murders. 353 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99. Item #670922 $6.95

**THE NIGHTMARE** By Lars Kepler. One summer night police discover the lifeless body of a young woman on an abandoned yacht. The next day, a man is found hanging in his completely empty apartment. Detective Joona Linna is called in to investigate, and with the help of a young Swedish Security Police detective named Saga, he soon discovers a surprising connection between the two deaths. 549 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #619467 $12.95

**THE SWORD OF JUSTICE** By Leif GW Persson. Murder isn’t often good news, but when mafia lawyer Thomas Eriksson has been killed, it’s time for D.S. Evert Backstrom to celebrate. But his mood is soon spoiled when he’s assigned to the frustrating case, as narrowing down the list of people who wanted Eriksson dead is almost impossible. 709 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #690994 $9.95

**THE WATERS OF ETERNAL YOUTH** By Donna Leon. Commissario Guido Brunetti finds himself drawn into one of his most curious cases yet. Fifteen years ago, a teenaged girl was saved from drowning by an alcoholic passerby—but not before suffering irreparable brain damage. Her savior claims he saw her being thrown into the canal, but the girl can’t corroborate. 292 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. Item #695379 $11.95

**THE SWORD OF JUSTICE** By Leif GW Persson. Murder isn’t often good news, but when mafia lawyer Thomas Eriksson has been killed, it’s time for D.S. Evert Backstrom to celebrate. But his mood is soon spoiled when he’s assigned to the frustrating case, as narrowing down the list of people who wanted Eriksson dead is almost impossible. 709 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #690994 $9.95

**THE MISSING GUESTS OF THE MAGIC GROVE HOTEL** By David Cussaret. When wealthy foreign travelers start to go missing across Thailand, Detective Wiriya Mookjai fears that a killer is at large and turns to nurse ethicist, Ladarat Patalung, for help. The only thing in common the travelers have, is a brief stay at a mysterious resort known as the Magic Grove Hotel. 376 pages. Redhook. Pub. at $15.99. Item #677005 $5.95

**TOKYO KILL** By Barry Lancet. After the tragedy of San Francisco’s Japantown murders, antiques dealer Jim Brodie is in Japan for a well-earned vacation. But checking in at the P.I. firm Brodie inherited from his father, he is met with a new case: A Japanese WWII veteran tells of violent attacks on wealthy foreign travelers committed in Tokyo. 329 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6784614 $3.95

**DECLAN’S CROSS** By Carla Neggers. For marine biologist Julianne Maroney, two weeks in tiny Declan’s Cross on the south Irish coast is a chance to heal her broken heart. Also on retreat are FBI agents Emma Sharpe and Colin Donovan. Soon a dark conspiracy connecting them all unfolds amidst the breathtaking scenery of Declan’s Cross, and the race is on to stop a ruthless killer. Includes bonus short story Rock Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. Item #6571204 $5.95
**More Mysteries & Detectives**

- **BLACK KNIGHT IN RED SQUARE**
  By Stuart M. Kaminsky. A terrorist is targeting foreigners in Moscow’s Metropole Hotel to embarrass the Soviet state, and the killer will happily sacrifice any Russian who gets in the way. To keep the killings under wraps, the Kremlin hands the investigation over to discreet police detectives Rolf Rodnick, 237 pages.  
  *Price cut to $4.95*  
  Item #457258X

- **THE DREAM OF A WIDOW**
  By Sara Gruen. Set against the backdrop of World War II, the story follows a woman as she navigates the challenges of war and espionage, 300 pages.  
  Item #510305X

- **NEVER COMING BACK**
  By Hans Koppel. Mike Zetterberg’s life in Helsingborg, Sweden, is overturned when his wife, Yvva, vanishes. As he battles suspicion from the police and his own despair, Mike is unaware that Yvva is still alive, drawn into a tangled plot of revenge that leads back into Yvva and her abductor’s shared past. 393 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.  
  Item #2778262

- **DREAMLAND**
  By Jane Skacelivities. The coast is still littered with the remnants of the past, and a young woman finds herself drawn into the secrets of the town, 335 pages.  
  Item #577405

- **SMALLER AND SMALLER CIRCLES**
  By F.H. Batarcan. In an impoverished Filipino neighborhood, the evicted bodies of prey boys are piling up, and no one is seeking justice. That’s where two Jesuit priests step in to help.  
  Item #2778263

- **HEAD COUNT**
  By Judith Cutler. Assuming the headship at a nearby school, Jane Cowan finds that all is not smooth sailing. With multiple disappearances, mysterious figures are spotted, and Jane seems to be the target of violence. She cannot help but become closely involved with police investigations. 318 pages.  
  Item #457261

- **IMPURE BLOOD**
  By Peter Markoff. In the heat of a French summer, Captain Paul Darac of the Nice Brigade Comel in is called to a highly sensitive crime scene. A man has been murdered in the midst of a prayer group, but no one saw how it was done. The more Darac and his team learn about the victim, the longer their list of suspects grows. 539 pages.  
  Item #694907

- **MAIN STREET**
  By Sinclair Lewis. Republication of the work first published in 1920. The setting is Gopher Prairie, a bastion of prosaic, small-minded, middle-class values. Its newest inhabitant is the beautiful young Carol Kennicott, who dreams of transforming her adopted hometown into an oasis of beauty, refinement, and culture. 400 pages.  
  Item #577294X

- **THE ASSASSINATION OF MARGARET THATCHER**
  By Hilary Mantel. Cutting to the heart of human experience, Mantel brutally and acutely writes about marriage, class, family, and sex. Mantel’s penetrating characterization and unsparring eye are once again fully on display with stories of dislocation and family fracture, of whimsical infidelities and sudden deaths. 289 pages.  
  Item #6888569

- **THE THIRTY-NINE STEPS/TH E MERRY ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD**
  By John Buchan. Novels.  
  Item #2778424

- **UNGODLY FAMES**
  By Rudyard Kipling. Republication of the work originally published in 1895. The tales of Robin Hood tell of little John, Will Scarlet, and Allan a Dale, and how they came to join the band along with all the exploits of Robin Hood and his band. Includes the original illustrations and page decorations. 296 pages.  
  Item #681754X

- **DON QUIXOTE**
  By Miguel de Cervantes. Republication of the work first published in 1755. This work’s driving “knights”, Don Quixote, and his loyal squire, Sancho Panza, rank among fiction’s most recognized characters. They head a cast of characters that comprises a diverse array of beliefs and perspectives in seventeenth-century Spain. 942 pages.  
  Item #2778157

**Classics & Literary Fiction**

- **UNCLE TOM’S CABIN**
  By Harriet Beecher Stowe. Stowe’s powerful abolitionist novel fueled the fire of the human rights debate in 1852. Denouncing the institution of slavery in dramatic terms, this incendiary novel quickly draws the reader into the world of slaves and dramatic terms, this incendiary novel quickly draws the reader into the world of slaves and master class. 296 pages.  
  Item #6868008

- **MAIN STREET**
  By Sinclair Lewis. Republication of the work first published in 1920. The setting is Gopher Prairie, a bastion of prosaic, small-minded, middle-class values. Its newest inhabitant is the beautiful young Carol Kennicott, who dreams of transforming her adopted hometown into an oasis of beauty, refinement, and culture. 400 pages.  
  Item #577294X

- **THE ASSASSINATION OF MARGARET THATCHER**
  By Hilary Mantel. Cutting to the heart of human experience, Mantel brutally and acutely writes about marriage, class, family, and sex. Mantel’s penetrating characterization and unsparring eye are once again fully on display with stories of dislocation and family fracture, of whimsical infidelities and sudden deaths. 289 pages.  
  Item #6888569

- **THE THIRTY-NINE STEPS/TH E MERRY ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD**
  By John Buchan. Novels.  
  Item #2778424

- **UNGODLY FAMES**
  By Rudyard Kipling. Republication of the work originally published in 1895. The tales of Robin Hood tell of little John, Will Scarlet, and Allan a Dale, and how they came to join the band along with all the exploits of Robin Hood and his band. Includes the original illustrations and page decorations. 296 pages.  
  Item #681754X

- **DON QUIXOTE**
  By Miguel de Cervantes. Republication of the work first published in 1755. This work’s driving “knights”, Don Quixote, and his loyal squire, Sancho Panza, rank among fiction’s most recognized characters. They head a cast of characters that comprises a diverse array of beliefs and perspectives in seventeenth-century Spain. 942 pages.  
  Item #2778157
**Classics & Literary Fiction**

**EREWHON/EREWHON REVISITED** By Samuel Butler. Novels. Repub lication of the works first published in 1901. In Erewhon, sickness is a punishable crime, criminals receive compassionate medical treatment, and machines are banned, lest they evolve and take over. These books are unspiring in their treatment of the hypocrisies of Victorian society. 382 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Item #2776642 $4.95

**OLIVER TWIST** By Charles Dickens. The story of the orphaned Oliver who is brought up in a harsh workhouse, then initiated into the criminal world of Fagin and his gang, before being eventually rescued by a loving family. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilded edges and includes a ribbon bookmark. Illus. 600 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 Item #6946690 $9.95

**THE PRINCESS AND CURDIE** By George MacDonald. A great classic fairy-tale originally published in 1882, the story of Curdie’s quest is the sequel to George MacDonald’s *The Princess and the Goblin*. Illus. 221 pages. Jane Nissen. Paperbound. Item #69933068 $4.95

**WISE BLOOD** By Flannery O’Connor. Her haunting first novel tells the story of Hazel Motes, a 22-year-old who Falls under the spell of a “blind” street preacher named Asa Hawks and his degenerate daughter. To prove himself a greater cynic than Hawks, Hazel found the Church Without Christ, but is still thwarted in his efforts to lose God. 236 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 Item #2838060 $4.95

**HARD TIMES** By Charles Dickens. Republication of the work first published in 1854. Thomas Gradgrind raises his children, Tom and Louisa, in a stiffing and arid atmosphere of grim practicality. Without a moral compass to guide them, the children sink into lives of desperation and despair. 223 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Item #2776693 $4.95

**PENGUIN ISLAND** By Anatole France. Republication of the work first published in 1909. When a bumping holy man mistakenly baptizes a colony of penguins, God endows the animals with souls and their formerly peaceful community declines into a maelstrom of violence and sin. 345 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Item #2786996 $5.95

**THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY** By Henry James. Isabel Archer travels from her home in Albany, New York, eager to discover what life has to offer in Europe. Determined to shape her own destiny, she rejects two eligible suitors—one American and one English—in her pursuit of freedom. 510 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Item #8956491 $4.95

**THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE & OTHER DARK TALES** By Robert Louis Stevenson. The charming Dr. Jekyll could not be more different to the violent and depraved Mr. Hyde—until, that is, he takes a potion of his own concoction which leaves him a greater cynic than Hawkes. Illus. 224 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $7.95

**THE WILD GEESE** By Ogai Mori. The young heroine, Otama, is surrounded by skilfully drawn characters, her weak willed father, her virile and calculating lover, and the handsome, sensitive and his son, Pantagruel. More than four centuries later, the terms gargantuan and Rabelaisian are synonymous with earthy humor, a surrealistic food and drink, and pleasures of the flesh. 807 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Item #2778106 $11.95

**THE RIVER'S END** By James Oliver Curwood. A republication of the work originally published in 1919 under the title *The River’s End: A New Story of God’s Country*. For four long years Denwiel Coninson has chased outlaw John Keith across the Canadian Arctic. These unlikely friends and virtual twins devise a daring plot in which they swap identities to give Keith a chance to redeem himself. 303 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 Item #6882072 $9.95

**MR HYDE & OTHER DARK TALES** By Francois Rabelais. Republication of the work first published in 1900. This comic masterpieces chronicles the adventures of a giant, Gargantua, and his son, Pantagruel. Three late-Victorian gentlemen, the terms gargantuan and Rabelaisian are synonymous with earthy humor, a surrealistic food and drink, and pleasures of the flesh. 807 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Item #277836X $11.95

**THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA** By Gaston Leroux. Republication of the work first published in 1910. The lights of the Paris Opera House dim and a lonely singer holds the audience spellbound. Two men are rivals for her love: one a beloved childhood friend—and the other a terrifying phantom who haunts the theater and wields a strange power over her. 206 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Item #277836X $11.95

**THE EYES OF ASIA** By Rudyard Kipling. Kipling’s final fictional work on India–presents a fascinating collection of “letters” telling the story of how four Indian soldiers of different backgrounds and their loved ones confronted the horrors of the Great War. Illus. 103 pages. Kashi House. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.50 Item #6835201 $9.95

**ULYSSES** By James Joyce. Republication of the work first published in 1922. This controversial classic transforms a single day in Dublin into an experimental epic. Joyce’s psychological novel vividly recreates the sights, sounds, and voices of June day in 1904 within a structure loosely based on Homer’s *Odyssey*. 730 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Item #2778482 $11.95

**THE EYES OF ASIA** By Rudyard Kipling. Kipling’s final fictional work on India–presents a fascinating collection of “letters” telling the story of how four Indian soldiers of different backgrounds and their loved ones confronted the horrors of the Great War. Illus. 103 pages. Kashi House. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.50 Item #6835201 $9.95

Classics & Literary Fiction

★ THE LIFE & OPINIONS OF TRISTRAM SHANDY, GENTLEMAN By Laurence Sterne. A forerunner of psychological fiction, and considered a landmark work for its innovative use of narrative devices, Tristram Shandy was both celebrated and vilified when first published in 1759. This is a reprint of a 1925 edition. 526 pages. Dover. Paperback. $4.95

THE BOOK OF BLAM By Aleksandar Tisman. A gripping tale of a modern day retelling of the book of Job. The war is over. Miroslav Blam walks along the former Jew Street, and he remembers the stories of all the people in his life who are now all dead. Blam lives, but the war he survived will never be over for him. 226 pages. NYRB. Paperback. $12.95

★ THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF JOAQUIN MURIETA: The Celebrated California Bandit By John Rollin Ridge. This story is based on the bandit who inspired the creation of Zorro. Murieta was a Mexican immigrant who was thwarted in his pursuit of a wife and child, and now is going to tell his story. 213 pages. Peter Owen. Paperback. $17.00

Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction

WHAT WAS MINE By Helen Klein Ross. Lucy Wakefield is a seemingly ordinary woman who does something extraordinary in a desperate moment: she takes a baby girl from a shopping cart and raises her as her own. It’s a secret she manages to keep for over two decades. What follows is a ripple effect that alters the lives of many and challenges our understanding of motherhood. 322 pages. Gallery. Paperback.

THE HEATHER BLAZING By Colm Toibin. Eamon Redmond is a judge in Ireland’s high court, a man remote from his wife, his son and his daughter. The life he has built for himself is distinguished by order and by achievement. When it begins to slip away, he is pulled sharply into the present, and finds himself revisiting his past. 243 pages. Picador. Paperback. $9.95

I’LL TAKE YOU THERE By Wally Lamb. Felix is a film scholar who runs a movie club in what was once a vaudeville theater. While setting up a film, he’s confronted by the ghost of Lois Weber, a motion picture director from the silent film era. Lois invites Felix to revisit, in some cases relive, scenes from his past as they are projected onto the cinema’s big screen. 254 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. $15.99

THE HUMMINGBIRD By Stephen P. Kieman. Hospice patient Barclay Reed, a cumudgeonly retired history professor, wants Deborah to read to him from his final and unfinished book, a little-known story from WWII. It may just hold the key to helping her husband Michael, suffering from PTSD. Together, nurse, patient and soldier embark on an unforgettable emotional journey that transforms them all. 312 pages. Morrow. Paperback. $15.99

MOVIE STAR BY LIZZIE PEPPEr By Hilary Liltfin. Actress Lizzie Pepper was America’s Girl Next Door, and her marriage to Hollywood megastar Rob Mars was tabloid gold. But fame, beauty, and wealth weren’t enough to keep their marriage together—and now Lizzie is going to tell her side of the story. From her lonely holidays to her husband’s deep commitment to a repressive mind-body group, she reveals the other side of fame. 336 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $15.00

THE SUNLIGHT PILGRIMs By Jenni Fagan. It’s November 2020, and the world is bracing for what is expected to be the worst winter on record. In the Scottish village of Clachan Falls, 12 year old Stella and her survivalist mother scrape together a living. When Dylan arrives, life shifts course for all three of them as secrets that link them are revealed. 272 pages. Hogarth. Paperback. $26.00

THE DARK NET By Benjamin Percy. The Dark Net is real. This force is threatening to spread virally into the real world unless it can be stopped by members of a ragtag crew: Twelve-year-old Hannah fitted with a Mirage tech suit to combat her blindness, Lela a technophobic journalist, Mike a onetime child evangelist, and Derek a hacker with a cause. 256 pages. HMH. Paperback. $20.00

SWEETNESS #9 By Stephen Eirik Clark. It’s 1973, and David has landed his dream job as a Flavorist-in-Training, working in the secretive industry where chemists create the flavors for everything from the cherry in your soda, to the butter on your popcorn. But instead of blowing the whistle on a dangerous sweetner, he remains silent. Years later his family is suffering the side effects from this product.

ABOVE THE WATERFALL By Ron Rash. Appalachian sheriff Les is just weeks from retirement when he is forced to contend with the ravages of crystal meth and his own compulsion. Meanwhile Becky, a park ranger with a haunting past, finds solace amid the North Carolina mountains. Drawn together by a reverence for the natural world, they are plunged into deep and dangerous events.

★ SPY OF THE FIRST PERSON By Sam Shepard. Vivid, haunting, and deeply moving, this is the final work from the Pulitzer Prize-winning writer, actor and musician, drawn from his transformative last years. An unflinching expression of the vulnerabilities that make us human and an unbound celebration of family and life. 82 pages. Vintage. Paperback. $14.00

THE BRIEF WONDROUS LIFE OF OSCAR WAO By Junot Diaz. Oscar is a sweet but disastrously overweight ghetto nerd, who dreams of becoming the Dominican Tolkien. But Oscar may never get what he wants. Blame the fuku—a curse that has haunted Oscar’s family for generations, following them on the epic journey from the Dominican Republic to the U.S. and back again. 340 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. $16.00

The Peculiar Miracles of Antoinette Martin By Stephanie Knpiper. Ten-year-old Antoinette has a form of autism and possesses a powerful gift, the ability to heal with her touch. Her gift comes at a price, since each healing puts her own life in jeopardy. And Antoinette’s family comes to realize the sacrifices that must be made to keep this very special child safe. 325 pages. Algonquin. Paperback. $25.95

JACOB’S FOLLY By Rebecca Miller. In 18th-century Paris, Jacob Cerf is a Jew, a peddler of knives, saltcellars and snuffboxes. More than 200 years later, Jacob is reincarnated as a fly in 21st-century Long Island. But even the tiniest of insects can influence the world, as he, a volunteer firefighter and a young Orthodox Jewish woman are about to find out. 371 pages. FSG. Paperback. $26.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6805396</td>
<td>Contemporary &amp; Cutting Edge Fiction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>157 pages</td>
<td>Bloombsury Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5991854</td>
<td>THE SILENT WIFE</td>
<td>By A S. A. Harrison. Told in alternating voices, this is the story about a marriage in the throes of dissolution, a couple headed for catastrophe, concessions that can’t be made, and promises that won’t be kept. 326 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6561381</td>
<td>A WINDOW OPENS</td>
<td>By Elisabeth Egan. AlicePearl is a mostly happily married mother, an attentive daughter, an ambivalent dog owner, a part-time editor, a loyal neighbor, and a Zen commuter. She is not a cook, a decorator, an active PTA member, a natural caretaker, or the breadwinner. But when things go haywire, Alice realizes the question is not whether it’s possible to have it all, but what does she—AlicePearl—want the most? 370 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6845673</td>
<td>DODGERS</td>
<td>By Bill Beverly. East is only 15, but he’s already a seasoned gang member from the streets of South Central Los Angeles. When the cops bust his uncle, East steps up to find a key witness—in Wisconsin. With three other young men, East embarks on a cross country trip, leaving the only home they’ve ever known and into an America that is entirely alien to them. 290 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6663153</td>
<td>A CLUE TO THE EXIT</td>
<td>By Edward St. Aubyn. Ricocheting helplessly from writing to passion to isolation in the desert. Charlie Fairburn—successful screenwriter, ex-husband and absent father with six months to live—attempts to achieve some measure of understanding before he dies. 168 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5981056</td>
<td>THE BLACK BOX</td>
<td>By Alek Popov. A darkly comic satire about greed and corruption, which is to be found in every corner of every society, whether in the former Eastern bloc or the West, or between the former East and the West. 254 pages. Peter Owen. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6815138</td>
<td>THE SNOW QUEEN</td>
<td>By Michael Cunningham. Follows four conflicted characters in their collective search for transcendence: a man who finds faith after a bizarre vision; a struggling musician who relies on drugs as his only bastion of creativity; a woman staring down mortality itself; and the cynical but perversely maternal older woman at the dying woman’s side. 258 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6563055</td>
<td>THE GUARD</td>
<td>By Peter Terrin. In this post-apocalyptic satire, two security guards live in the basement of a luxury apartment block, protecting its wealthy denizens. Over the course of a weekend, all the residents leave the building, except for one man. What if there are no people left on earth to guard? 200 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5807336</td>
<td>REVELATIONS OF THE AQUARIAN AGE</td>
<td>By Barbara Hand Clow. Shortly after his wedding, Armando Pierleoni reveals his painting of the love between Jesus and Mary Magdalene to his bride. Jennifer. Deeply affecting all who see it, the alchemical portrayal leads the couple and their friends on a contemporary journey into esoteric mysteries of divine marriage, sacred sexuality and the transformative powers of holy relics. 310 pages. Bear &amp; Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6815138</td>
<td>BURNING DOWN GEORGE ORWELL’S HOUSE</td>
<td>By Andrew Ervin. Ray Weller, who was just arrived from Cameroon with grand ambitions of success for him and his family. Jende’s new job for a senior partner at Lehman Brothers draws him and his family into the privileged orbit of the city’s financial elite. But when the financial world crumbles, his bosses’ secrets threaten to spill out into 382 pages. 4th Estate. Pub. at $26.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5824664</td>
<td>NOW IT’S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE</td>
<td>By Dale Peck. When the 500th person they know dies of AIDS, Colin and Justin flee New York City. They end up in Galatia, a Kansas town founded by freed slaves in the wake of the Civil War whose population is now divided, evenly but uneasily, between African Americans descended from the town’s founders and Caucasians who buy up more of the town’s land with each passing year. The couple is implicated in a harrowing crime, they find they can’t outrun their own tortured history. 456 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8701141</td>
<td>BEHOLD THE DREAMERS</td>
<td>By Imbolo Mbue. New York, 2007. Jenda Jonga has just arrived from Cameroon with grand ambitions of success for him and his family. Jende’s new job for a senior partner at Lehman Brothers draws him and his family into the privileged orbit of the city’s financial elite. But when the financial world crumbles, his bosses’ secrets threaten to spill out into 382 pages. 4th Estate. Pub. at $26.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9021189</td>
<td>GETTING EVEN</td>
<td>By Sarah Rayner. How would you feel if your best friend at work betrayed you? Won a coveted promotion by having an affair, then teamed you up with a mere junior, leaving you feeling completely demoted? For Ivy, there’s no question—revenge. But is Ivy really the innocent party, or is she hiding secrets of her own? 312 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5790287</td>
<td>TIGERMAN</td>
<td>By Nick Harkaway. Sergeant Lester Ferris is a good man in need of a rest. But the perfect place for Lester to retire is also the perfect location for a multinational array of shady business. He soon finds that he has no choice but to find out what kind of hero the island will need. 357 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5781176X</td>
<td>CHANCE</td>
<td>By Ken Nunn. Into the bleighted life of neuropsychiatrist Eldon Chance walks Jaclyn Blackstone, an attractive and abused housewife suffering from dissociative identity disorder. When Dr. Chance ends up in bed with the patient (or is it her alter ego?) it sets off a twisted and harrowing head trip that will bring the doctor’s life to the brink of implosion. 321 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5766246</td>
<td>I AM RADAR</td>
<td>By Reif Larsen. A kaleidoscopic tale both heartbreaking and dazzling, beginning with the mystifying birth of Radar Radmonovic, but exploding into a surreal journey across the globe and through history.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>656 pages</td>
<td>Penguin. Pub. at $29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6902189</td>
<td>BEHOLD THE DREAMERS</td>
<td>By Imbolo Mbue. New York, 2007. Jenda Jonga has just arrived from Cameroon with grand ambitions of success for him and his family. Jende’s new job for a senior partner at Lehman Brothers draws him and his family into the privileged orbit of the city’s financial elite. But when the financial world crumbles, his bosses’ secrets threaten to spill out into 382 pages. 4th Estate. Pub. at $26.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5824664</td>
<td>NOW IT’S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE</td>
<td>By Dale Peck. When the 500th person they know dies of AIDS, Colin and Justin flee New York City. They end up in Galatia, a Kansas town founded by freed slaves in the wake of the Civil War whose population is now divided, evenly but uneasily, between African Americans descended from the town’s founders and Caucasians who buy up more of the town’s land with each passing year. The couple is implicated in a harrowing crime, they find they can’t outrun their own tortured history. 456 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5824664</td>
<td>NOW IT’S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE</td>
<td>By Dale Peck. When the 500th person they know dies of AIDS, Colin and Justin flee New York City. They end up in Galatia, a Kansas town founded by freed slaves in the wake of the Civil War whose population is now divided, evenly but uneasily, between African Americans descended from the town’s founders and Caucasians who buy up more of the town’s land with each passing year. The couple is implicated in a harrowing crime, they find they can’t outrun their own tortured history. 456 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5824664</td>
<td>NOW IT’S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE</td>
<td>By Dale Peck. When the 500th person they know dies of AIDS, Colin and Justin flee New York City. They end up in Galatia, a Kansas town founded by freed slaves in the wake of the Civil War whose population is now divided, evenly but uneasily, between African Americans descended from the town’s founders and Caucasians who buy up more of the town’s land with each passing year. The couple is implicated in a harrowing crime, they find they can’t outrun their own tortured history. 456 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5824664</td>
<td>NOW IT’S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE</td>
<td>By Dale Peck. When the 500th person they know dies of AIDS, Colin and Justin flee New York City. They end up in Galatia, a Kansas town founded by freed slaves in the wake of the Civil War whose population is now divided, evenly but uneasily, between African Americans descended from the town’s founders and Caucasians who buy up more of the town’s land with each passing year. The couple is implicated in a harrowing crime, they find they can’t outrun their own tortured history. 456 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction

★ TO SEE YOUR LOVE SUFFER By Tyrann Preston. Written in an unusual stream of consciousness style, this story is a reimagining of Julian of Norwich’s Revelations of Divine Love—a recounting of the explicit visions of Christ crucified as Norwich lay dying of an undisclosed illness. Adults only. 90 pages. We Heard You Like Books Pub. at $17.95

$13.95

LOST & FOUND By Brooke Davis. Millie Bird, seven, is abandoned by her grieving widow mother. Agatha Pantha, 62, lives a lonely, strictly regimented life in the wake of her husband’s passing. Karl the Touch Typist, 87, eccentric and alone, escapes his nursing home. United at a fateful moment, these three embark on a road trip to find young Millie’s mother. 310 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.95

$9.95

Women in Fiction

THE CAMEL BOOKMOBILE By Masha Hamilton. Wanting to make a difference in Kenya, Fiona Sweeney helps to start a traveling library. But in the impoverished small community of Middletown, tensions mount when the bookmobile’s presence sparks a dangerous feud between proponents of modernization and adherents to tradition. 308 pages. HarperPerennial Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

 Item #659735

$3.95

THE ENCHANTED APRIL By Elizabeth von Arnim. Originally published in 1922. Drawn by promise of wisteria and sunshine, four English ladies exchange their damp and dreary surroundings for a month on the Italian Riviera. Their holiday not only refashions their spirits but also reintroduces them to their true natures and reopens their hearts to love and friendship. 361 pages. Dover. Paperbound.

 Item #591721

$5.95

SUMMER AT THE CORNISH CAFE By Philippa Ashley. Demi doesn’t expect her summer in Cornwall to be anything out of the ordinary. As a waitress working all hours, serving ice cream is as exciting as the holiday season is likely to get. That is until she meets Cal Penwith. An outsider like her, Cal is persuaded to let Demi help him renovate his holiday resort. 306 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

 Item #6874819

$9.95

THE SUMMERTIME GIRLS By Laura Hankin. When a family crisis prompts Beth to contact Ally out of the blue, the friends come together again in Maine. But the distance between them is overwhelming. To save their friendship, Ally and Beth must confront painful moments from their past and redefine who they are, before their incredible connection fades away for good. 300 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

 Item #6815639

$3.95

PEOPLE WHO KNEW ME By Kim Hooper. Emily Morris got her “happily ever after” earlier than most. Married at a young age to a man she loved passionately, she was building the life she always wanted. But when enormous stress threatened her marriage, Emily made some rash decisions. 296 pages. St. Martin’s Pub. at $25.99

 Item #6841457

$2.95

Women in Fiction

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS By Alison Sweeney. Alex Cleary, an ingenious make-up artist, finds her talents are valued by a ill-tempered lifestyle-empire mogul. Hillary P. An opportunity Alex can’t pass up. Then a frank word puts Alex’s position on the line and she has only 48 hours to repair the damage done with a vengeful Hillary P watching the clock. 244 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

 Item #6587445

$4.95

THE VINTAGE TEACUP CLUB By Vanessa Greene. When three women fall in love with the same vintage tea set at an English market, they agree to share it, and in doing so, establish a newfound friendship that will last a lifetime. 391 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

 Item #5914701

$4.95


 Item #2800614

$3.95

LOVELIER THAN DAYLIGHT By Rosslyn Elliott. 1875. Susanna discovers that her sister Rachel and her children have disappeared, and she suspects that Rachel’s alcoholic husband knows more than he’s saying. When Susanna learns the children have been indentured to orphans in the city, she despairs that their family will be fractured forever. 360 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

 Item #6560350

$3.95

THE CHRISTMAS SISTERS By Sarah Morgan. As Suzanne’s dreams of the perfect McBride Christmas unravel, she must rely on the magic of the season to bring her daughters together. But will this newfound togetherness teach the sisters that their close knit bond is strong enough to withstand anything, including a family Christmas? 410 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

 Item #6582559

$11.95

FRENCH COAST By Anina Hughes. Serena’s career and love life seem perfect, and she’s headed for the Cote d’Azur to interview the former editor of French Vogue when things begin to go awry. After a mixup with reservations, a quirky stranger offers to share her room, and Serena learns a shocking secret about her parents’ marriage. With pressure mounting, she needs to get her life back on track. 287 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

 Item #5915066

$9.45
### Women in Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6600395</td>
<td><em>Memoirs of a Geisha</em> By Arthur Golden. Nitta Sayuri tells the story of her life as a geisha, conjuring up a world where appearances are paramount, where a girl's virginity is auctioned to the highest bidder, where women are trained to beguile the most powerful men, and where love is scorned as an illusion. 434 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600396</td>
<td><em>The Assistants</em> By Camille Perri. When a technical error with her boss's expense report presents Tina Fontana with the opportunity to pay off the entire balance of her student loan debt with what would be pocket change for her boss, she hesitates. She's always played by the rules, but this would be a life-changer. When other assistants find out, they want in too. 382 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600398</td>
<td><em>Their Eyes Were Watching God, 75th Anniversary Edition</em> By Zora Neale Hurston. First published in 1937, the haunting story of Janie Crawford and her evolving selfhood through three marriages and her meeting with Tea Cake, a younger man who engages her heart and spirit. 219 pages. Harper Perennial. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600400</td>
<td><em>The Girl with No Shadow</em> By Joanne Harris. The wind has always dictated Vianee Harris's life, as she takes on jobs for them and joins their glamorous inner circle. She meets Elliot, a quiet accountant, but the Havillands disapprove causing her to distrust him entirely. Then tragedy strikes and Helen must pay up for the generosity of her new friends or pay dearly. 327 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600401</td>
<td><em>Under the Influence</em> By Joyce Maynard. The friendship of Ava and Swift Haviland has changed Helen's life, as she takes on jobs for them and joins their glamorous inner circle. She meets Elliot, a quiet accountant, but the Havillands disapprove causing her to distrust him entirely. Then tragedy strikes and Helen must pay up for the generosity of her new friends or pay dearly. 327 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600402</td>
<td><em>Nicotine</em> By Nell Zink. Unemployed and un-moorable by her father's death, Penny decides to fix up her dad's childhood home in New Jersey. Instead, she finds it occupied by a group of friendly anarchist squatters who have renamed the property “Nicotine” and Penny soon becomes enmeshed in the political fervor of these have-not squatters. 288 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600403</td>
<td><em>The Marriage Pact</em> By M.J. Pullen. Marci Thompson always knew what her life would be by her 30th birthday. Instead, she lives alone, hundreds of miles away from family and working a lousy job. Then the reappearance of an old friend with whom she made a drunken marriage pact ten years earlier opens a long forbidden door, forcing Marci to face the most difficult choices of her life. 349 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Women in Nonfiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6600395</td>
<td><em>Memoirs of a Geisha</em> By Arthur Golden. Nitta Sayuri tells the story of her life as a geisha, conjuring up a world where appearances are paramount, where a girl's virginity is auctioned to the highest bidder, where women are trained to beguile the most powerful men, and where love is scorned as an illusion. 434 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600396</td>
<td><em>The Assistants</em> By Camille Perri. When a technical error with her boss's expense report presents Tina Fontana with the opportunity to pay off the entire balance of her student loan debt with what would be pocket change for her boss, she hesitates. She's always played by the rules, but this would be a life-changer. When other assistants find out, they want in too. 382 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600398</td>
<td><em>Their Eyes Were Watching God, 75th Anniversary Edition</em> By Zora Neale Hurston. First published in 1937, the haunting story of Janie Crawford and her evolving selfhood through three marriages and her meeting with Tea Cake, a younger man who engages her heart and spirit. 219 pages. Harper Perennial. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600400</td>
<td><em>The Girl with No Shadow</em> By Joanne Harris. The wind has always dictated Vianee Harris's life, as she takes on jobs for them and joins their glamorous inner circle. She meets Elliot, a quiet accountant, but the Havillands disapprove causing her to distrust him entirely. Then tragedy strikes and Helen must pay up for the generosity of her new friends or pay dearly. 327 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600401</td>
<td><em>Under the Influence</em> By Joyce Maynard. The friendship of Ava and Swift Haviland has changed Helen's life, as she takes on jobs for them and joins their glamorous inner circle. She meets Elliot, a quiet accountant, but the Havillands disapprove causing her to distrust him entirely. Then tragedy strikes and Helen must pay up for the generosity of her new friends or pay dearly. 327 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600402</td>
<td><em>Nicotine</em> By Nell Zink. Unemployed and un-moorable by her father's death, Penny decides to fix up her dad's childhood home in New Jersey. Instead, she finds it occupied by a group of friendly anarchist squatters who have renamed the property “Nicotine” and Penny soon becomes enmeshed in the political fervor of these have-not squatters. 288 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6600403</td>
<td><em>The Marriage Pact</em> By M.J. Pullen. Marci Thompson always knew what her life would be by her 30th birthday. Instead, she lives alone, hundreds of miles away from family and working a lousy job. Then the reappearance of an old friend with whom she made a drunken marriage pact ten years earlier opens a long forbidden door, forcing Marci to face the most difficult choices of her life. 349 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE DIVER’S CLOTHES LIE EMPTY By Vendela Vida. A woman traveling to Casablanca on mysterious business has her wallet and passport stolen. Stripped of her identity, she feels burdened by the crime yet strangely liberated by her sudden freedom to be anyone she chooses. 216 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. Item #6765893 $4.95

LUCKY US By Amy Bloom. Disappointed by their families, Iris, the hopeful star, and Eva, the sideline, journey through 1940s America in search of fame and fortune, from small town Ohio to an unexpected and sensuous Hollywood, and to the jazz clubs and gold mansions of Long Island. 240 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00. Item #6700136 $4.95

* LOVE ME MALDY By M. Elizabeth Lee. When two best friends fall for the same guy at college, they decide to “share” him. Glo, not wanting to jeopardize their friendship with Cyn, only reluctantly agrees. But does Glo really know her BFF? When Cyn disappears into the jungle on a study abroad trip to Costa Rica, Glo is left searching for answers. And then one day seven years later in New York City—Is it really Aria? Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. Item #5785022 $3.95

PRINTS CHARMING By Rebecca Seltiz. With the help of her scrapbooking girlfriends, Jane is putting the pieces of her life back together since her divorce. With her friends going through trials of their own, they come together over the scrapping table to make sense of their crazy lives. 312 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. Item #6694134 $4.95

GONZO GIRL By Cheryl Della Pietra. Alley Russo is a recent college grad desperately trying to make it in the grueling world of New York publishing. Hungry for a chance to get her manuscript onto the desk of an experienced editor she jumps at the chance to work for the infamous Walker Roads, but the job soon begins to take a toll on her psyche. 263 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $24.99. Item #6726569 $4.95

ONE STEP TOO FAR By Tina Seskis. A happy marriage, a beautiful family, a dream home. So what makes lawyer Emily Coleman get up one morning and walk right out of her life to start again as someone new? But as the days turn into months in her new identity, thoughts of all she’s left behind begin to consume her. Soon she’ll have to face the truth of what she’s done—a shocking revelation that may push her one step too far. 285 pages. Item #5812496 $4.95

THE CRIME WRITER By Jill Dawson. In 1964, the eccentric American novelist Patricia Highsmith is hiding out in a cottage in Suffolk, England, to concentrate on her writing and escape her fans. She has another motive too—a secret romance with a married lover based in London. 246 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6825028 $4.95

FRANCE: STORY OF A CHILDHOOD By Zahia Rahmani. An intimate, heartbreakingly autobiographical novel of an Algerian Muslim family’s exile from home and an unwelcoming reception in France. The author offers a fictionalized version of her family’s struggles of uprooting and resettlement, imprisonment and escape, and persecution and loss. 180 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. Item #6933696 $4.95

ISBN 0-596-88861-3


ISBN 0-381-26799-7

ONE STEP TOO FAR
Item #5812496 $4.95

ISBN 0-312-5927544

A RAINBOW IN THE DARK
Item #5812496 $4.95

ISBN 0-381-26799-7

THE CRIME WRITER
Item #6825028 $4.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6873340</td>
<td><strong>LONE STAR BLUES</strong> By Delores Fossen</td>
<td>Raising a baby with Dylan is a life, Jordan might've had years ago, but she doesn't want regrets. She wants what’s best for the child, and to find out if there’s something deeper between her and Dylan than blazing hot chemistry. Getting closer means letting down her guard, but will he be able to accept the emotional scars on her heart? 376 pages. Harlequin. Pseudonym. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6868161</td>
<td><strong>MARY WAKEFIELD</strong> By Mazo de la Roche</td>
<td>First published in 1943. In the well-ordered, spacious 1890s, Mary Wakefield came to Jalne as governess to the motherless children of Philip Wakefield, for whom the lovely Miss Wakefield became an object of infatuation. This is the charming story of their courtship. 316 pages. Dun坚持. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6745415</td>
<td><strong>WHAT THE BRIDE WORE</strong> By Scarlett Dunn</td>
<td>Brave and spirited Rose needs support to keep her family farm from going under, and a marriage of convenience to Morgan LeMasters will provide that. Morgan longs for a deeper, truer union with Rose, but her brother’s grudge against him is bringing danger back to Whispering Pines. 389 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6818161</td>
<td><strong>THE KITCHEN MARRIAGE</strong> By G. Welborn &amp; B. Whitham</td>
<td>Isaac Ganderson is one of Helena, Montana’s most eligible bachelors, but he’s too focused on running for mayor and his family’s business to think about a family. His twin brother, Jakob, is supposed to be too busy too, but he’s sent for a mail-order bride. If only she’d come to Helena a different way—and loving her wasn’t a betrayal. 355 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6745415</td>
<td><strong>HEARTS UNBOUND</strong> By Delores Fossen</td>
<td>The restless ladies’ man, physician Bart Wilson, notices Basque beauty Ma Carranza, he knows the exotic newcomer is off-limits. It’s Basque custom to marry inside the culture. But the trials of life soon pull Bart and Pia into a forbidden love that calls them to listen only to their hearts. 342 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6784305</td>
<td><strong>EXILED</strong> By Jasinda Wilder</td>
<td>Caleb is everything to X, lover, caretaker, the man who gave her life meaning when she had none. But as she seeks the truth about herself and her past, she discovers that unraveling Caleb’s web of lies might very well be impossible. Adults only. 296 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6827776</td>
<td><strong>WHISPERING PINES</strong> By Scarlett Dunn</td>
<td>Brave and spirited Rose needs support to keep her family farm from going under, and a marriage of convenience to Morgan LeMasters will provide that. Morgan longs for a deeper, truer union with Rose, but her brother’s grudge against him is bringing danger back to Whispering Pines. 389 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6784550</td>
<td><strong>RETURN TO PARADISE</strong> By Barbara Cameron</td>
<td>When Amber Hill, a young widow, and her daughter Bee go to see their friend Cody race and narrowly escape a devastating crash, Amber realizes she can’t lose another person in her life. When the unthinkable happens, she finally cries out to God for help, and she is forced to decide between the broken road she knows so well and trusting that God will provide a new path. 325 pages. Howard. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6818751</td>
<td><strong>FOUR WEDDINGS AND A KISS</strong> By Camille Brownley &amp; friends</td>
<td>Four weddings and a kiss that remind us that love often takes us by surprise. Titles include: Spiltire Sweetheart, by Mary Connolly; A Love Letter to the Editor, by Robin Lee Hatcher; A Cowboy for Katie, by Debra Clopton; and Counting Trouble, by Margaret Brownley. 386 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6701167</td>
<td><strong>RETURN TO PARADISE</strong> By Barbara Cameron</td>
<td>When Amber Hill, a young widow, and her daughter Bee go to see their friend Cody race and narrowly escape a devastating crash, Amber realizes she can’t lose another person in her life. When the unthinkable happens, she finally cries out to God for help, and she is forced to decide between the broken road she knows so well and trusting that God will provide a new path. 325 pages. Howard. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6707688</td>
<td><strong>GOD BLESS THE BROKEN ROAD</strong> By Jennifer Dornbush</td>
<td>When Amber Hill, a young widow, and her daughter Bee go to see their friend Cody race and narrowly escape a devastating crash, Amber realizes she can’t lose another person in her life. When the unthinkable happens, she finally cries out to God for help, and she is forced to decide between the broken road she knows so well and trusting that God will provide a new path. 325 pages. Howard. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6815480</td>
<td><strong>WHISPERING PINES</strong> By Scarlett Dunn</td>
<td>Brave and spirited Rose needs support to keep her family farm from going under, and a marriage of convenience to Morgan LeMasters will provide that. Morgan longs for a deeper, truer union with Rose, but her brother’s grudge against him is bringing danger back to Whispering Pines. 389 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6815659</td>
<td><strong>RULES OF CONTACT</strong> By Jaci Burton</td>
<td>A defensive end for the San Francisco Sabers, Flynn Cassidy is not enamored with being in front of the camera, but he’ll do it to help his restaurant succeed. After her divorce, Amelia Lawrence is thrilled to start over as head chef at the restaurant. The chemistry between the two is sizzling hot. Are they willing to risk their hearts to win at the game of love? 341 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6866061</td>
<td><strong>RUNAWAY VAMPIRE</strong> By Lynsay Sands</td>
<td>The naked, injured, insanely gorgeous younger man who clambered into her RV insists they belong together. If Mary wasn’t feeling their incredible impetuosity of her youngest sister, Horatia, who knows she is the one to lure David back, even though she may not be able to forgive him. 282 pages. Abingdon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6784305</td>
<td><strong>EXILED</strong> By Jasinda Wilder</td>
<td>Caleb is everything to X, lover, caretaker, the man who gave her life meaning when she had none. But as she seeks the truth about herself and her past, she discovers that unraveling Caleb’s web of lies might very well be impossible. Adults only. 296 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6827776</td>
<td><strong>WHISPERING PINES</strong> By Scarlett Dunn</td>
<td>Brave and spirited Rose needs support to keep her family farm from going under, and a marriage of convenience to Morgan LeMasters will provide that. Morgan longs for a deeper, truer union with Rose, but her brother’s grudge against him is bringing danger back to Whispering Pines. 389 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6784550</td>
<td><strong>RETURN TO PARADISE</strong> By Barbara Cameron</td>
<td>When Amber Hill, a young widow, and her daughter Bee go to see their friend Cody race and narrowly escape a devastating crash, Amber realizes she can’t lose another person in her life. When the unthinkable happens, she finally cries out to God for help, and she is forced to decide between the broken road she knows so well and trusting that God will provide a new path. 325 pages. Howard. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6913253</td>
<td><strong>EMMA</strong> by Alexander McCall Smith. The author of the No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency series escorts Jane Austen's beloved, middle-aged heroine into the 21st century with this delightfully inventive retelling, reuniting Emma as a young interior designer with a penchant for matchmaking. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6860133</td>
<td><strong>THE DEEPEST WATERS</strong> by Dan Walsh. What began as a fairy-tale honeymoon for John and Laura Foster aboard the SS Vanderveen, soon becomes a nightmare. A hurricane strikes and the ship is lost at sea. Laura is rescued but suspecting her John is gone for good, Laura must face the possibility of life alone. 300 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6960243</td>
<td><strong>THE TOTAL PACKAGE</strong> by Stephanie Evanovich. Heartthrob star quarterback Tyson Palmer has it all, the ultimate come-back kid. But one person remains unimpressed: Dani Carr, a sports commentator with high ratings and a following of her own. She can't forgive Tyson's transgressions—or a single passionate night with him back in college. Can Tyson use his million-dollar moves to get past Dani's defenses, or will she sideline him for good? 399 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6856437</td>
<td><strong>IN A COWBOY'S BED</strong> by Cat Johnson et al. Novellas. In Two for the Road, Heather is tired of the squeaky clean acting roles that keep coming her way. In Soul of a Cowboy, one thing cowboys don't take kindly to is city girls sneaking around the ranch investigating environmental concerns. And in Trouble in Boots, an unforgettable high school graduation night has kept Keely and Nick apart for far too long. 280 pages. Aphrodita. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6806941</td>
<td><strong>THE LAVENDER HOUSE</strong> by Hilary Boyd. The glue that holds her family together, it seems Nancy's fate is to go on shouldering the burden for all the generations. Then she meets Jim. Country singer and not her type at all. And yet, there's a spark. Will Nancy remain stuck to her family's side and walk away from one last chance for love? 422 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6945193</td>
<td><strong>THE LAVENDER HOUSE</strong> by Hilary Boyd. The glue that holds her family together, it seems Nancy's fate is to go on shouldering the burden for all the generations. Then she meets Jim. Country singer and not her type at all. And yet, there's a spark. Will Nancy remain stuck to her family's side and walk away from one last chance for love? 422 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68941259</td>
<td><strong>DELIGHTFUL</strong> by Adrienne Lee. Ice Erickson has “one-night stand” written all over him. After shooting the Big Sky Pie reality show, he’s high-falutin’ out of Montana and returns to his glamorous life in L.A. Andrea Loverett, the manager of the pie shop, knows in her heart ice is not marriage material. Then why does this bad boy still seem like such a good idea? 252 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $6.00</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6839029</td>
<td><strong>SONG OF THE BROKENHEARTED</strong> by S. Walsh &amp; C.M. Coloma. Ava has a loving family, a beautiful house, and a solid faith when it suddenly all falls apart. She’s forced to face the childhood she’s run away from her entire life as she sets out on a journey that takes her back home. Along the way, she encounters God in new and unexpected ways. 308 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68941259</td>
<td><strong>THE LINWOODS</strong> by Catherine Marie Sedgwick. Originally written in 1835. At the dawn of the American Revolution, young Isabella Linwood’s true love, Elliot Lee, has just joined George Washington’s army. A classic tale of two families torn apart by war, the loyalist Linwoods and revolutionary uses must reckon with their beliefs and desires in a young republic still defining itself. 452 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6850662</td>
<td><strong>MORNINGS ON MAIN</strong> by Jodi Thomas. When Jillian lands in the sleepy Texas town of Laurel Springs, she is done with attachments. But the closer she gets to Connor, a single dad, and Eugenia his grandmother who has Alzheimer’s, the higher the stakes of her leaving get. Can she give up the only life she’s ever known for a future with those who need her? 308 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6865934</td>
<td><strong>THE DEEPEST WATERS</strong> by Dan Walsh. What began as a fairy-tale honeymoon for John and Laura Foster aboard the SS Vanderveen, soon becomes a nightmare. A hurricane strikes and the ship is lost at sea. Laura is rescued but suspecting her John is gone for good, Laura must face the possibility of life alone. 300 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6876745</td>
<td><strong>SUGAR ON TOP</strong> by Marina Adair. When Glory Maran has “one-night stand” written all over him. After shooting the Big Sky Pie reality show, he’s high-falutin’ out of Montana and returns to his glamorous life in L.A. Andrea Loverett, the manager of the pie shop, knows in her heart ice is not marriage material. Then why does this bad boy still seem like such a good idea? 252 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $6.00</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6964176</td>
<td><strong>DELIGHTFUL</strong> by Adrienne Lee. Ice Erickson has “one-night stand” written all over him. After shooting the Big Sky Pie reality show, he’s high-falutin’ out of Montana and returns to his glamorous life in L.A. Andrea Loverett, the manager of the pie shop, knows in her heart ice is not marriage material. Then why does this bad boy still seem like such a good idea? 252 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $6.00</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6869133</td>
<td><strong>THE DEEPEST WATERS</strong> by Dan Walsh. What began as a fairy-tale honeymoon for John and Laura Foster aboard the SS Vanderveen, soon becomes a nightmare. A hurricane strikes and the ship is lost at sea. Laura is rescued but suspecting her John is gone for good, Laura must face the possibility of life alone. 300 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6806941</td>
<td><strong>DELIGHTFUL</strong> by Adrienne Lee. Ice Erickson has “one-night stand” written all over him. After shooting the Big Sky Pie reality show, he’s high-falutin’ out of Montana and returns to his glamorous life in L.A. Andrea Loverett, the manager of the pie shop, knows in her heart ice is not marriage material. Then why does this bad boy still seem like such a good idea? 252 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $6.00</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6796745</td>
<td><strong>SUGAR ON TOP</strong> by Marina Adair. When Glory Maran has “one-night stand” written all over him. After shooting the Big Sky Pie reality show, he’s high-falutin’ out of Montana and returns to his glamorous life in L.A. Andrea Loverett, the manager of the pie shop, knows in her heart ice is not marriage material. Then why does this bad boy still seem like such a good idea? 252 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $6.00</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6776765</td>
<td><strong>SUGAR ON TOP</strong> by Marina Adair. When Glory Maran has “one-night stand” written all over him. After shooting the Big Sky Pie reality show, he’s high-falutin’ out of Montana and returns to his glamorous life in L.A. Andrea Loverett, the manager of the pie shop, knows in her heart ice is not marriage material. Then why does this bad boy still seem like such a good idea? 252 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $6.00</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #</td>
<td>Romance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6680410</td>
<td>A PATH TOWARD LOVE By Cara Lynn James. Katherine has hidden the details of her unsuccessful marriage. When past sins come to light, she must turn to God for the courage to be honest. When she meets Andrew and confides in him, their relationship takes a dramatic turn into uncharted territory. 312 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6865546</td>
<td>DEJA NEW By MaryJanice Davidson. As an insomniac, it's Leah's job to delve into the murky and often deadly former lives of her patients. And she knows a thing or two about danger and often deadly former lives of her patients.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6292444</td>
<td>★PORTRAIT OF A SISTER By Laura Bradford. Ever since Katie's twin sister, Hannah, left her Amish upbringing and moved to New York City, Katie's only joy is in her portraits. Visiting Hannah in New York, Katie suddenly experiences a freedom she's never had, in a world she never imagined. When a gallery owner sees her drawings, Katie faces a life changing decision. 274 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6634909</td>
<td>★THE BOSS OF HER By Julie Cannon et al. Novellas. Dress for success takes on a very different meaning in For Your Eyes Only when the stripper Riley's fallen for shows up at her office as her new employee. In Lead Counsel, attorney Elisa Gonzalez's life is upended when two worlds, Eastern and Western, old and new, struggle to define itself against the vivid elements of Siem's past that threaten to upend the peace and stability that he has achieved.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6677419</td>
<td>★THE PERFECT LETTER By Chris Harrison. A talented young book editor in NYC, Leigh leads a rich life full of writing, parties, and romance, far from the dust of her grandfather's horse farm in Texas. And she is engaged to Joseph, a brilliant, generous man who adores her. Still, when she's sent to Austin, Texas, she can't help but feel that Texas, with all its tangled secrets, is calling her home. 305 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6810721</td>
<td>NOOKETOWN By V.C. Chichering. Lucy's married friend Nancy begs her to sleep with her husband to save her marriage. The plan is scandalous, but it works like a charm. The two women are soon subcontracting horny divorcee friends to sleep with their sex-starved husbands so the wives don't have to as often. It's a foolproof system until feelings get hurt and loyalties are tested. 358 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Family Saga Novels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>575044X</td>
<td>THE ROAD FROM GAP CREEK By Robert Morgan. A compelling weaving of fact and fiction that introduces a family's captivating story, set during WWII and the Great Depression. Driven by the uncertainties of the future, the family struggles to define itself against the vivid Appalachian landscape. 331 pages. Algonquin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5752892</td>
<td>MAMBO IN CHINATOWN By John Kwok. When Charlie, and American-born Chinese woman, surprises herself by landing a job as a receptionist at a ballroom dance studio uptown from Manhattan's Chinatown, her expectations are upended. Charlie is forced to reconcile her two worlds, Eastern and Western, old and new, to help her sister who is ill, without sacrificing her newfound confidence and identity. 373 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5825431</td>
<td>BONITA AVENUE By Peter Buwalda. Siem Sigerius is a beloved, brilliant professor of mathematics with a promising future in politics. His family, which includes a loving wife, two gorgeous, intelligent step-daughters; and a successful future son-in-law; are the portrait of a morally upright household. But there are elements of Siem's past that threaten to upend the peace and stability that he has achieved. 536 pages. Hogarth. Pub. at $26.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Family Saga Novels

**AT THE CORNER OF KING STREET**  By Mary Ellen Taylor. Addie has left her past behind and forged a happy new life, but when she gets called home to help her troubled family, she realizes that she isn’t truly let go of her former life. Addie will have to choose between her picture-perfect future and the family roots she thought she’d left behind. 362 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.

**ALONE IN THE CLASSROOM**  By Elizabeth Hay. This spellbinding tale probe how the roots of obsessive love and the hurts and desires of childhood endure, even across generations. Spurred by curiosity about her adventurous aunt and her more conventional mother, Ann revisits Connie’s past and her mother’s broken childhood. In the process, she unravels a longstanding enigma. 240 pages. Macmillan Press. Pub. at $24.99.

Coming-Of-Age Novels

**GOD’S KINGDOM**  By Howard Frank Mosher. The Kinneson family has a rich and complicated history. Jim, who is the family heir and is coming of age, has grown curious about the unnamed “trouble in the family” that haunts his father and grandfather. Jim explores the layers of those secrets, culminating in a discovery that forever changes his life. 228 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99.

**FRIDAYS AT ENRICO’S**  By Don Carpenter with J. Lethem. The story of four writers living in Northern California and Portland during the early, heady days of the Beat scene—a time of youth and opportunity. 325 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $25.00.

**BITTERSWEET**  By Miranda Beverly-Whittemore. Ordinary Mabel is befriended by her colleague roommate, a blue-blooded wild child who invites her to spend the summer on the family estate. Mabel is seduced by Eve’s wealthy world, until a shocking discovery forces her to choose between expulsion from paradise or keeping a family’s dark secrets. Book Club Edition. Orig. Pub. at $25.00.

**MONGRELS**  By Stephen Graham Jones. He was born an outsider like the rest of his family. Poor yet resilient, he lives in the shadows with his aunt and uncle, folk who stubbornly make their way in a society that does not understand or want them. The close calls they’ve been running from are about to catch up with them—and everything is about to change. 300 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $24.99.

**IF I FALL, IF I DIE**  By Michael Christie. Will has never been outside since he can remember. His mother, an eccentric agoraphobe, and he live in a small upper-class neighborhood where Jill’s family lives. 228 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99.

**THE EXCELLENT LOMBARDS**  By Jane Hamilton. Content to spend her days planning capers with her brother William, competing with her brainy cousin Amanda, and expertly tending the orchard with her father, Frankie Lombard desires nothing more than for the rhythm of life to continue undisturbed. Eventually Frankie wonders if leaving home means losing a part of yourself? 273 pages. Pub. at $26.00.

**THE LATE MR. SHAKESPEARE**  By Robert Nye. Larger than life, irascible and still lecherous at the advanced age of eighty-one, Falstaff recounts his outrageously bawdy tales as an antidote to popular legend. The Middle Ages come alive as we romp through history with the most entertaining of guides. 607 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback.

Comedy & Farce in Fiction

**FALSTAFF**  By Robert Nye. Larger than life, irascible and still lecherous at the advanced age of eighty-one, Falstaff recounts his outrageously bawdy tales as an antidote to popular legend. The Middle Ages come alive as we romp through history with the most entertaining of guides. 607 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback.

**AMERICAN BABE: A White Girl Problems Book**  By Babe Walker. Babe thought she had done it all: She’s thrived in the highly exclusive social hierarchies of Bel–Air, survived kidnapping by a Russian schizophrenic frenzy, totaled several Teslas, and is generous-spirited enough to repeat them all. 574 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback.
**Comedy & Farce in Fiction**

**THE JESUS COW** By Michael Perry. Inside Harley's barn lies a calf bearing the image of Jesus Christ. When the news of his "miracle" calf goes viral, Harley goes all in. A major Hollywood agent transforms his little farm into an international spiritual theme park. Soon Harley has lots of money and more trouble than he ever dreamed. 283 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $25.99 Item #6940714 $3.95

**LOVE & FRIENDSHIP** By Whitt Stillman. With a pitch-perfect Austenian sensibility and wry social commentary, filmmaker and writer Whitt Stillman cleverly reimagines and completes one of our greatest writers' unfinished works. An homage to Austen's perennial influence, a sharp comedy of manners, and a fiendishly funny treat for Austen and Stillman fans alike. 216 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 Item #6768598 $5.95

**AN IRISH DOCTOR IN LOVE AND AT SEA** By Patrick Taylor. Shifting effortlessly between two singular eras—the tumult of WWII and the simmering peace decades later—Taylor continues the story of Fingal O'Reilly's wartime experiences, while vividly regaling us with the daily joys and struggles of Irish country life in Ballybucklebo once more. 617 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 Item #684147 $3.95

**THE RELIC MASTER** By Christopher Buckley. In 1517, Dismas is a relish hunter: one who procures religious relics—authentic and not so authentic. When his client, Cardinal Alrecht of Mainz, calls for more impressive relics, Dismas decides to manufacture a fake of Elma Jesup, a white sharecropper's daughter. 356 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 Item #685929 $3.95

**THE TWELVE-MILE STRAIGHT** By Eleanor Henderson. Cotton County, Georgia, 1930. In a house full of secrets, two babies—one light-skinned, and the other dark—are born to Elma Jesup, a white sharecropper's daughter. Accused of raping Elma, field hand Genus Jackson is lynched and dragged behind a truck. In the aftermath, the farm's inhabitants are forced to contend with their complicity. 543 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99 Item #685924 $5.95

**THE END** By Fernanda Torres. Five macho friends in Rio's Copacabana reflect on their hedonistic glory days, now supplanted by the indignities of aging, in what turn out to be their final moments. 253 pages. Restless. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 Item #683907X $7.95

**THE LATE GREAT CREATURE** By Brock Brower. Simon Moro, an aging star, is making his last picture, an adaptation of Poe's The Raven. As Moro's life teeters toward its macabre end, the narrative reels back to show its surprising beginning and becomes a brilliant portrait of artistic losers run amok. 256 pages. Overlook. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 Item #6768598 $5.95

**MRS. LINCOLN’S DRESSMAKER** By Jennifer Chiaverini. Chiaverini unveils the private lives of Abraham and Mary Lincoln through the perspective of the First Lady's most trusted confidante and friend—her dressmaker, Elizabeth Keckley, a former slave. 356 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 Item #6859077 $4.95

**THE HALF-DROWN KING** By Linnea Hartsuyker. Sailing home from a raiding trip to Ireland, Ragnvald Eysteinsson is betrayed and left for dead by the men in the pay of his greedy stepfather. Rescued by a fisherman, Ragnvald is determined to avenge his stepfather's betrayal, claim his birthright and the woman he loves, and rescue his beloved sister. 431 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 Item #685926 $5.95

**THE BOOK OF ARON** By Jim Shepard. The story of what happened to children in the Holocaust is not for the fainthearted. A fictional, first-person narrative from the point of view of a Jewish child in Warsaw. 280 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $23.95 Item #6859216 $5.95

**THE COMING** By David Osborne. An epic story of native-white relations in North America, intimately told through the life of Daytime Smoke, the real-life red-haired son of William Clark and a Nez Pierce woman. Spanning the seven decades between first contact and the last great Indian war, it captures the drama of one man's remarkable life. 520 pages. Bloomsbury Pub. at $32.00 Item #6708528 $7.95

**A PRISONER IN MALTA** By Philip DePoy. In 1853, amid rumors of a scheme against Queen Elizabeth, young Christopher Marlowe is charged with rescuing a prisoner who possesses critical knowledge. But the prisoner is at Malta, the most heavily guarded prison in the world—and his rescue is just the first step in what is sure to be a treacherous journey. 310 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 Item #6859891 $4.95

**THE MANSERVANT** By Michael Harwood. In desperation, Anthony takes a position in the countryside as personal butler to Lord Shanderson. As a former royal footman, he is well versed in the peerage's peculiar ways. But Castle Beadale conceals an abundance of intrigue behind its stately doors. 248 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 Item #6859891 $3.95

**THOMAS JEFFERSON DREAMS OF SALLY HEMINGS** By Stephen O'Connor. In this story of the conflict between the American ideal of equality and the realities of slavery and racism, Sally Hemings struggles to make a radical assertion of her freedom from Founding Father Thomas Jefferson, and fears her rape might destroy her life. 610 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00 Item #6859891 $4.95

**THE OLD RELIGION** By David Mamet. A young woman in 1913 was found murdered in the National Pencil Factory in Atlanta. The investigation focused on the Jewish manager of the factory, Leo Frank, who was forced to stand trial for a crime he didn't commit and sentenced to life in prison. He was soon abducted from his cell and lynched in front of a gleeful mob. 194 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $15.95 Item #6859891 $4.95

**THE DIG** By John Preston. On the eve of WWI, the widowed owner of a Suffolk farm discovers mounds of buried treasure on her land. Preston's re-envisioning of the famed Sutton Hoo dig follows three life-changing months when locals fought outsiders, professionals thwarted amateurs, and infatuation and rivalry flourished in equal measure. 261 pages. Other Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 Item #6859891 $4.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Historical Fiction</strong></th>
<th><strong>Historical Fiction</strong></th>
<th><strong>Historical Fiction</strong></th>
<th><strong>Historical Fiction</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE CURSE OF ANNE BOLYNY</td>
<td>THE DROWNING KING</td>
<td>A CHILD OF THE JAGO</td>
<td>VICTUS: The Fall of Barcelona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By C.C. Humphreys</td>
<td>By Emily Holieman</td>
<td>By Arthur Morrison</td>
<td>By Albert Sanchez Pinol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originally published in 1896. The Jago is a London slum where crime and violence are the</td>
<td>In this dramatic companion to Cleopatra's Shadows, the next generation of</td>
<td>Originally published in 1896. The Jago is a London slum where crime and violence are the</td>
<td>The Catalan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Historical Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6941559</td>
<td>OLLIE MISS</td>
<td>By George Wylie Henderson. Men are paralyzed in the presence of Ollie Miss, stunned by her vivid sensuality. Combining beauty, strength, composure, and self-sufficiency, she emerges from nowhere to take an all-black backwoods settlement in Marion County, Georgia, by storm. A republication of the edition originally published in 1935. 276 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567872</td>
<td>SAVAGE LIBERTY</td>
<td>By Eliot Pattison. When a ship arriving from London explodes in Boston Harbor, both the peace of the colonial city and Duncan McCallum’s life are shattered. Summoned by his friend John Hancock to a beach awash with the bodies of the victims, Duncan discovers that the ship was deliberately sabotaged and he begins a mission in pursuit of the truth. 387 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>687382</td>
<td>THE LION AND THE LAMB</td>
<td>By John Henry Clay. The Roman province of Britannia is poised on the brink of the Dark Ages as barbarian armies threaten the northern territories. Her fate lies in the unlikely hands of a fugitive. To save his family from the gathering hordes, Paul must face up to his past and undertake a hazardous journey across a rapidly disintegrating Roman Britain. 468 pages. Hodder &amp; Stoughton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>669462</td>
<td>THE SECRET BOOK OF KINGS</td>
<td>By Yochi Brandes. Upending the conventions of the biblical novel genre, Brandes unfolds the concealed stories of the struggles of King David and King Saul in the early Kingdom of Israel, as seen through the eyes of Michal, Saul’s daughter and David’s abandoned queen. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6767249</td>
<td>KATHERINE OF ARAGON, THE TRUE QUEEN</td>
<td>By Alison Weir. The affection between Katherine and Henry VIII is genuine, but forces beyond her control threaten to rend her marriage, and indeed the nation, apart. Henry has fallen under the spell of Katherine’s maid of honor, Anne Boleyn. Now Katherine must be prepared to fight to the end for her faith, her legitimacy, and her heart. 639 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2838745</td>
<td>THE BLIND ASTRONOMER’S DAUGHTER</td>
<td>By John Pipkin. In late eighteenth-century Ireland, Caroline learns that her life is not what it seems when her astronomer father throws himself from his rooftop observatory. Grief-stricken, Caroline reluctantly resumes her father’s work and confronts her own longings as Ireland is swept into rebellion, and she and the man she loves for are plunged into its violence. 461 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6803785</td>
<td>CITY OF PROMISE</td>
<td>By Beverly Swerling. An epic saga continues as New York emerges from the Civil War to the Gilded Age. Returning from the war Joshua Tatum has a daring vision that will make him a real estate titan. When Möllie comes into his life she finds a world of possibilities. A captivating love story of two people struggling to forge their own destiny. 422 pages. S&amp;S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695945</td>
<td>FOG IN THE CITY</td>
<td>By Kristy Kruger. It is 1953. Stalin’s final pogrom is in full swing, and Jewish actor Solomon Levinson is a target who’s fighting back with a zany, mad-brilliant assassination plan. The setting is Soviet Russia, but the backdrop is Shakespeare with Stalin in the role of the mad king. And wandering through the narrative are real-life figures like Paul Robeson and Marc Chagall. 307 pages. Picador. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6894486</td>
<td>THE JUDGE HUNTER</td>
<td>By Christopher Buckley. London 1664. Bally de St. Michel is twenty-four and has no skills, no employment, and no prospects. He gets by on handouts from his brother in law, an administrator in the Navy Office. Fed up with his needy relative, he sends Bally on an assignment in the colonies—track down and capture two judges who signed the death warrant of Charles I. 348 pages. S&amp;S. Pub. at $26.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6894486</td>
<td>THE ROAD TO PARADISE</td>
<td>By Karen Barnett. 1927 Washington. When avid naturalist Margie Lane’s former fiance sets his mind on developing the Paradise Inn and its surroundings into a tourist playground, the plans might put more than Mount Rainier at risk. Park’s pristine beauty in danger. What will Margie and Ranger Ford Bayden sacrifice to preserve the splendor and simplicity of the wilderness they both love? 344 pages. WaterBrook. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TALES OF ENSHN, THE RELUCTANT SAVAGE, BOOK 2: Stories of Old Japan**

By Roald Knutsen. A skilled swordman in late 15th-century Japan sets out to wander across Japan, accompanied by a former employee and a black ox. Their adventures present a fascinating picture of life at a time in the centuries of unrest before the Tokugawa subjected the country to their iron grip at the beginning of the 16th century. Illus. 238 pages. Renaissance Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

**ORHAN’S INHERITANCE**

By Aline Ohanesian. When Orhan’s grandfather, who built a dynasty out of making kilim rugs, is found dead in a vat of dye, Orhan inherits the business. There’s just one bizarre wrinkle: the family estate has been left to an aging woman in a Los Angeles. Incensed, Orhan sets out to get answers. But the ones that await him could undo his family’s entire legacy. 540 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $25.95

**UNCERTAIN COLORS**

By Joan Sales. Spain, 1937. Posted to the Aragonese front, Lieutenant Luis Ruscalleda eschews the drunken antics of his comrades and goes in search of intrigue. But the lady of Castel de Olivo—a beautiful widow with a black ox. Their adventures present a fascinating picture of life at a time in the centuries of unrest before the Tokugawa subjected the country to their iron grip at the beginning of the 16th century. Illus. 238 pages. Renaissance Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

**NO PLACE FOR AN ANGEL**

By Elizabeth Spencer. Spencer tells the story of two fracturing marriages: Catherine and Jerry Sasser, a Texas couple whose marriage is arranged with American policymaking in Italy, and their lives during Cold War America. 342 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**THE REBELLION OF MISS LUCY AN LODBELL**

By William Klaber. Lucy lived at a time when women did not commonly travel unescorted, carry a rifle, sit down in bars, or have romantic liaisons with other women. Lucy did these things in a personal quest to work and be paid, to wear what she wanted, and to love whomver she cared to. Her promised memoir, captured a century later. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

---

**FEAST OF SORROW**

By Crystal King. It is the twenty-sixth year of Augustus Caesar’s reign. Marcus Gavius Apicius has a singular ambition—to serve as culinary adviser to Caesar. To cement his legacy, the wealthy Apicius acquires a young chef for the exorbitant price of twenty thousand denarii. But his dangerous single-mindedness places his family at the mercy of the most powerful forces in Rome. 408 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $26.99

**SAVAGE LIBERTY**

By Eliot Pattison. When a ship arriving from London explodes in Boston Harbor, both the peace of the colonial city and Duncan McCallum’s life are shattered. Summoned by his friend John Hancock to a beach awash with the bodies of the victims, Duncan discovers that the ship was deliberately sabotaged and he begins a mission in pursuit of the truth. 387 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $26.00

**THE LION AND THE LAMB**

By John Henry Clay. The Roman province of Britannia is poised on the brink of the Dark Ages as barbarian armies threaten the northern territories. Her fate lies in the unlikely hands of a fugitive. To save his family from the gathering hordes, Paul must face up to his past and undertake a hazardous journey across a rapidly disintegrating Roman Britain. 468 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**THE SECRET BOOK OF KINGS**

By Yochi Brandes. Upending the conventions of the biblical novel genre, Brandes unfolds the concealed stories of the struggles of King David and King Saul in the early Kingdom of Israel, as seen through the eyes of Michal, Saul’s daughter and David’s abandoned queen. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**ON HAMBURG STATION**

By Dave Dougherty. The 513th INTG Group was headquartered at Camp King, Oberursel, West Germany, with three operating stations: Berlin, Bremerhaven, and Hamburg. This story traces the lives of several people who defended America during the height of the Cold War. 343 pages. Viking. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

---

**HEROES OF THE WEST**

By George Wylie Henderson. Men are paralyzed in the presence of Ollie Miss, stunned by her vivid sensuality. Combining beauty, strength, composure, and self-sufficiency, she emerges from nowhere to take an all-black backwoods settlement in Marion County, Georgia, by storm. A republication of the edition originally published in 1935. 276 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**THE ROAD TO PARADISE**

By Karen Barnett. 1927 Washington. When avid naturalist Margie Lane’s former fiance sets his mind on developing the Paradise Inn and its surroundings into a tourist playground, the plans might put more than Mount Rainier at risk. Park’s pristine beauty in danger. What will Margie and Ranger Ford Bayden sacrifice to preserve the splendor and simplicity of the wilderness they both love? 344 pages. WaterBrook. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

---

**THE JUDGE HUNTER**

By Christopher Buckley. London 1664. Bally de St. Michel is twenty-four and has no skills, no employment, and no prospects. He gets by on handouts from his brother in law, an administrator in the Navy Office. Fed up with his needy relative, he sends Bally on an assignment in the colonies—track down and capture two judges who signed the death warrant of Charles I. 348 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.95

---

**A TASTE FOR NIGHTSHADE**

By Martine Bailey. Manchester 1787. When budding young criminal Mary Jebb meets handsome Michael Croxton’s brother with a blank pound note, he gathers her into the night and sets in motion a train of sinister events. Mary Jebb will have her revenge. 458 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

---

**CLASSICS OF WORLD WAR II II**

By George Wylie Henderson. Men are paralyzed in the presence of Ollie Miss, stunned by her vivid sensuality. Combining beauty, strength, composure, and self-sufficiency, she emerges from nowhere to take an all-black backwoods settlement in Marion County, Georgia, by storm. A republication of the edition originally published in 1935. 276 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
**Historical Fiction**

**A SOLDIER’S TALE** By Meil Bryan. Mary, widow of a young son of a Wiltshire landed family who married beneath him, decides to sail for a better life in India and becomes mixed up in the war between the Indian and British regiments and is forced to flee for her life. 354 pages. Austin Macauley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
- Item #: 6601596  
  **$7.95**

**SWEET CARESS: The Many Lives of Amory Clay** By William Boyd. Amory Clay takes on an apprenticeship that sparks a passion for photography that inevitably shapes her future. That passion takes her to the demi monde of Berlin in the 1920’s, the Blackshirt riots in London and to France in WWII where she becomes one of the first women war photographers. Illus. 449 pages. Bloomsbury. Hardcover.  
- Item #: 5985500  
  **$6.95**

**SPORTING GUIDE: Los Angeles, 1897** By Liz Goldwyn. In a series of haunting, interlaced stories set in the Los Angeles of 1897, Goldwyn incorporates historical photos and illustrations to re-create a “sporting guide”–a secret diary and guidebook of the best brothels and prostitutes in the city. Inspired by real historical characters, these tales reveal the history of the period, from the rage for corsets to the awful cures for syphilis. Well illus., some in color. 239 pages. Regan Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99
- Item #: 5985505  
  **$6.95**

**ORHAN’S INHERITANCE** By Aline Ohanesian. When Orhan’s grandfather, who built a dynasty out of making kilim rugs, is found dead in a vat of dye, Orhan inherits the business. There’s just one bizarre wrinkle—his family estate has been left to an aging woman. There’s just one bizarre wrinkle: the found dead in a vat of dye, Orhan inherits the family’s past. 273 pages. Harper. Pub. at $24.99
- Item #: 6815111  
  **$19.95**

**A PLACE WE KNEW WELL** By Susan Carol McCarthy. Late October, 1962. Wes Avery, loving husband to Sarah and doting father to seventeen-year-old Charlotte, is living the American dream, until President Kennedy announces that the Soviets have nuclear missiles in Cuba. Trying to keep his family’s time, though, it is he who falls in love, and with an elusive quarry. 308 pages. Scepter. Paperback. 
- Item #: 6837596  
  **$6.95**

**THE JERUSALEM PARCHMENT** By Tuvia Fogel. Set in the 13th century on the island of Torcello, the Crusaders have just lost possession of Jerusalem. A young yet revered island of Torcello, the Crusaders have just lost possession of Jerusalem. A young yet revered
- Item #: 6578349  
  **$5.95**

**THE LIGHT AND THE DARK** By Mikhail Shishkin. Two young lovers are separated when one, a soldier, has gone off to quell the Boxer Rebellion. They keep their love alive through a passionate exchange of letters. As their correspondence continues, it becomes clear that the couple’s separation is chronological as well as geographical—their epistolary exchange defies both space and time. 312 pages. Blue Bird. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
- Item #: 583063X  
  **$4.95**

**1492, REVISED EDITION** By Newton Frohlich. This vivid tapestry of passion and political intrigue, fanaticism and economic ambition, depicts a crucial moment in world history with sobering parallels to today, when human tragedy and human triumph are inextricably intertwined. 391 pages. Blue Bird. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95
- Item #: 5817420  
  **$4.95**

**JUSTINIAN: The Sleepless One** By Ross Laidlaw. Against a tumultuous backdrop of earthquakes, plague, and civil unrest, Emperor Justinian I is determined to take back the lost Western Roman Empire from the Vandals and the Goths. At any cost. 321 pages. Polygon. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00
- Item #: 6662633  
  **$7.95**

**THE AMERICAN** By Henry James. Republication of the work first published in 1907. When Christopher Newman’s acquaintance with a young widow blossoms into romance, he finds that he must also court her family. Rich in pride but short on money, her relatives objects strongly to her suitor even as they consider the sale of their dignity. 540 pages. Dover. Paperback. 
- Item #: 2776502  
  **$6.95**

**THE FINAL SACRAMENT** By James Forrester. 1566. Driven by revenge and zealotry, Catholic rebels kidnap the family of William Harley, Clarenceux King of Arms and heraldr to her majesty. In exchange for his wife and daughter’s release, they demand the one document that has the potential to topple Queen Elizabeth and thrust England into civil war. 488 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
- Item #: 593849X  
  **$4.95**

**GREENVILLE** By Dale Peck. Raised in poverty with seven brothers and sisters in suburban Long Island and terrorized by an abusive mother, Dale Peck Sr.’s life changes when his alcoholic father dumps him at his uncle’s dairy farm in upstate New York. There he begins to thrive, finding real love and connection with his Uncle Wallace and Aunt Bess, but he is unable to outrun the chaos and violence of his old life. 292 pages. Soho. 
- Item #: 5821983  
  **$16.00**

**WASH** By Margaret Wrinkle. Along the Tennessee frontier in the early 1800s, Richardson, a troubled Revolutionary War veteran, sets Washington, a young slave to work as his breeding sire. Richardson, Washington and his spiritual healer find themselves at the crossroads when they are pushed to the brink during their intimate power struggles. 408 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $25.00
- Item #: 6523245  
  **$5.95**
**HISTORICAL FICTION**

**VISIBLY STRUCK** By Steve Kubiczek. George Washington's belief about the many signs, mercies, and favorable interventions of God during the founding of America inspired this mesmerizing tale based on Washington's true experiences and his faith in the invisible hand of God protecting him and fashioning the country. 358 pages. Summit. Paperbound. Item #9514026 Pub. at $14.95

**VISIBLY STRUCK** Item #9775390 $3.95

**THE FRONTIERSMAN** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Because the trouble 17-year-old Breckenridge Wallace left behind in Tennessee won’t let him go, a killer stalks his every move. And by the time he joins a dangerous expedition, Breckenridge has only had a small taste of the blood, horror and violence he must face next–to make his way to a new frontier. 361 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50

**THE FRONTIERSMAN** Item #680548 $3.95

**BOYS’ BOOK OF FRONTIER FIGHTERS** By Edwin L. Sabin. First published in 1918. This thrilling collection of stories covers the legacy of American fighters and their successes in defending themselves and their country. With stories spanning from the 1600s to the 1800s, the author takes us through the country’s founding and into the days of the Wild West. 373 pages. Skyscraper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**BOYS’ BOOK OF FRONTIER FIGHTERS** Item #6986210 $4.95

**SINGING WIRES** By L.P. Holmes. When word of the Pony Express being formed reached Clay Roswell in Texas, he decided to get a job as a rider in the Nevada Territory. Meeting the two Pickard brothers along the trail, they rob and leave him for dead. But the fight with the Pickards is not over and conflict with the Indians and an organized gang of hijackers only add to his challenges. 198 pages. Skyscraper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**SINGING WIRES** Item #727294 $4.95


**THE SNOWY RANGES GANG/VENDETTA GOLD** Item #591132X $5.95

**ANATOMY OF A SOLDIER** By Todd Tucker. Pete Hamlin regains consciousness deep inside the nuclear submarine Polaris. He’s got a gun in his hand, a fire raging outside his door, and a dead man at his feet. Battling amnesia, Pete quickly discovers that the ship is in the middle of a mutiny—and he has no idea which side he’s on. 307 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

**ANATOMY OF A SOLDIER** Item #6764185 $6.95

**TRUE ALLEGIANCE** By Ben Shapiro. An immigration crisis, riots in Detroit, a vengeful militia leader targeting the president—and a notorious terrorist are all swirling together into a concoction that could destroy America. Will General Brent Hawthorne be able to stop his nation’s collapse? 236 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**TRUE ALLEGIANCE** Item #6949746 $4.95

**TERMINAL IMPACT** By Charles Henderson. At age twenty, Marine Scout Sniper Jack Valentine had his first kill in Iraq at the start of the Persian Gulf War. Now it’s 2006, and he’s back in Baghdad, obsessed with taking down al-Qaeda terrorist Abu Musab al-Zarawi. He missed his first shot at him and it’s haunted him ever since. 458 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00

**TERMINAL IMPACT** Item #8068948 $4.95

**POLARIS** By Ben Hamlin. After the end of WWII, Kenneth Brill, a camouflage officer, is suspected of putting coded information in his paintings about the new military airfield being built there. But who is the real Kenneth Brill? 497 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95

**POLARIS** Item #6845460 $4.95

**AND SOME FELL ON STONY GROUND: A Day in the Life of an RAF Bomber Pilot** By Leslie Mann. Novella. After the end of WWII, Flight Sergeant Leslie Mann brought his experiences to life in this fictionalized account. Visceral, shocking, and unglamorous, it vividly re-creates the horrors of aerial warfare, the corrosive effects of fear, and the psychological torment of the young men involved. Photos. 192 pages, icon. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**AND SOME FELL ON STONY GROUND: A Day in the Life of an RAF Bomber Pilot** Item #6551483 $5.95

**DAY OF THE MISSILE** By Ed Linn. During the 1960s and 1970s, America was on the cusp of an atomic arms race. The author takes us through the development of the missile and the politics surrounding it. 476 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $29.95

**DAY OF THE MISSILE** Item #6974748 $4.95

**VANISHING** By Gerard Woodward. Arrested for painting landscapes near Heathrow Village towards the end of WWII, Kenneth Brill, a camouflage officer, is suspected of putting coded information in his paintings about the new military airfield being built there. But who is the real Kenneth Brill? 497 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95

**VANISHING** Item #6764185 $4.95

**ANATOMY OF A SOLDIER** By Todd Tucker. Pete Hamlin regains consciousness deep inside the nuclear submarine Polaris. He’s got a gun in his hand, a fire raging outside his door, and a dead man at his feet. Battling amnesia, Pete quickly discovers that the ship is in the middle of a mutiny—and he has no idea which side he’s on. 307 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

**ANATOMY OF A SOLDIER** Item #6764185 $6.95

**TRUE ALLEGIANCE** By Ben Shapiro. An immigration crisis, riots in Detroit, a vengeful militia leader targeting the president—and a notorious terrorist are all swirling together into a concoction that could destroy America. Will General Brent Hawthorne be able to stop his nation’s collapse? 236 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**TRUE ALLEGIANCE** Item #6949746 $4.95

**TERMINAL IMPACT** By Charles Henderson. At age twenty, Marine Scout Sniper Jack Valentine had his first kill in Iraq at the start of the Persian Gulf War. Now it’s 2006, and he’s back in Baghdad, obsessed with taking down al-Qaeda terrorist Abu Musab al-Zarawi. He missed his first shot at him and it’s haunted him ever since. 458 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00

**TERMINAL IMPACT** Item #8068948 $4.95

**POLARIS** By Ben Hamlin. After the end of WWII, Flight Sergeant Leslie Mann brought his experiences to life in this fictionalized account. Visceral, shocking, and unglamorous, it vividly re-creates the horrors of aerial warfare, the corrosive effects of fear, and the psychological torment of the young men involved. Photos. 192 pages, icon. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**POLARIS** Item #6551483 $5.95
### Military Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CROOKED HEART</strong></td>
<td>By Lissa Evans. When Noel Bostock is evacuated from London to escape the Nazi bombardment, he lands in a suburb northwest of the city with Vera Sedge, a widow drowning in debts and dependents. The war’s provided unprecedented opportunities for making money, but what Vera needs is a cool head and the ability to make a plan. Together, they cook up a scheme.</td>
<td>282 pages. Harper.</td>
<td>Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>Item #5885406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE KAISER’S LAST KISS</strong></td>
<td>By Alan Judd. It is 1940 and the exiled monarch Kaiser Wilhelm is living in his Dutch chateau, Huis Doorn. SS officer Martin Krebbs is assigned to guard the Kaiser and to probe his attitudes toward the Third Reich. But as the threads of history conspire with the recklessness of the heart, the Kaiser, Krebbs, and the mysterious Akki, find themselves conflicted.</td>
<td>221 pages.</td>
<td>Touchstone.</td>
<td>Pub. at $16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRESENT DEAD</strong></td>
<td>By Howard Eugene Alley. Merges family legend with historical fact in a speculative account of the events that preceded Cornelia Norton’s mysterious disappearance during the Civil War, as well as the fate of Cornelia herself. How much of the author’s fiction might well have been fact?</td>
<td>241 pages. Historical Images.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GOOD PILOT PETER WOODHOUSE</strong></td>
<td>By Alexander McCall Smith. Val is a young woman working on an English farm during the war, where she meets Mike, a U.S. Air Force pilot stationed nearby. When she rescues an abused Border Collie, she takes him to Mike and Peter Woodhouse where the collie finds a new home.</td>
<td>247 pages. Pantheon.</td>
<td>Pub. at $25.95</td>
<td>Item #6874436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fictional Biographies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD</strong></td>
<td>By fyodor dostoevsky. Republicom the work first published in 1915. As a young man, Dostoyevsky was sentenced to four years of hard labor at a Siberian prison camp—a horrifying experience from which he developed this astounding semi-autobiographical memoir of a man condemned to ten years of servitude for murdering his wife.</td>
<td>248 pages.</td>
<td>Dover.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Military Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEAM YANKEE</strong></td>
<td>By Harold W. Coyle. Set in a conflict that never happened, but which very well might have. A U.S. tank commander is vastly outnumbered during the initial onslaught, as the Russians pull out all the cards learned in their successful war against Germany.</td>
<td>274 pages. Cassamere.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FALLEN LAND</strong></td>
<td>By Taylor Brown. In the final year of the Civil War, a young couple on horseback flees a dangerous band of marauders from the outlaw country of the Blue Ridge Mountains, making their way through the burned wreckage that Sherman’s March has left behind.</td>
<td>276 pages.</td>
<td>St. Martin’s.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Military Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HELL’S GATE</strong></td>
<td>By B. Schutt &amp; J.R. Finch. As war rages in Europe and the Pacific, Army intel makes a shocking discovery: a 300-foot Japanese sub marooned and empty, deep in the Brazilian interior. Sent to learn why the Japanese are there, Captain R.J. MacCreary must also uncover the source of an emerging biological crisis and foil the enemy’s plans to destroy the U.S. and its allies.</td>
<td>373 pages.</td>
<td>Morrow.</td>
<td>Pub. at $26.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fictional Biographies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD</strong></td>
<td>By fyodor dostoevsky. Republicom the work first published in 1915. As a young man, Dostoyevsky was sentenced to four years of hard labor at a Siberian prison camp—a horrifying experience from which he developed this astounding semi-autobiographical memoir of a man condemned to ten years of servitude for murdering his wife.</td>
<td>248 pages.</td>
<td>Dover.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fictional Biographies</td>
<td>Fictional Biographies</td>
<td>Adult &amp; Explicit Fiction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUE AT FIRST LIGHT By Ernest Hemingway. A blend of autobiography and fiction. Recounts a (0x0)</td>
<td>ALL TRUE NOT A LIE IN IT By Alix Hawley. Here is Daniel Boone as (0x0)</td>
<td>MISS By Sadie Blackeyes. First published in 1912, this story is about Lucette, a young lady of (0x0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A blend of autobiography and fiction. Recounts a safari in Kenya in (0x0)</td>
<td>(0x0)</td>
<td>quality, who is sent by her evil stepmother to a (0x0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953. His wife Mary pursues a black-maned lion that has become her (0x0)</td>
<td>(0x0)</td>
<td>strict boarding school in Flanders, which is run (0x0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obsession, and he becomes involved with an African girl as his (0x0)</td>
<td>(0x0)</td>
<td>by a passionate female flagellant. She relates her (0x0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marriage crumbles. 307 pages. Arrow. Paperback. Item #2784483 $5.95</td>
<td>(0x0)</td>
<td>recollections of boarding school discipline, and the (0x0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #5742552 $4.95</td>
<td>(0x0)</td>
<td>intimate details of her own chastisement. Adults only. Illus. 125 pages. AKS. Item #288299X $6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MIRACLE GIRL By Andrew Roe. Crowds gather on Shaker Street to see eight-year-old Anabelle Vincent, who (0x0)</td>
<td>(0x0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2801035</td>
<td>DRACUL</td>
<td>By D. Stoker &amp; J.O. Barker. It is 1868 and a twenty one year old Bram Stoker waits in a desolate tower to face an indescribable evil. Armed only with crucifixes, holy water, and a rifle, he prays to survive the longest day of his life. Desperate to record what he has witnessed, he scribbles down the events that led him here. 493 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5830567</td>
<td>DARK DEBTS</td>
<td>By Karen Hall. Hall masterfully combines southern gothic, romantic comedy, and mystery in a wildly original, irreverent, and surprisingly spiritual theological thriller. Randa, a reporter, does not believe her estranged lover capable of suicide. Michael a former Jesuit, has been exiled to the boondocks of Georgia. How these characters converge is part of the 403 pages. S&amp;S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6674827</td>
<td>MARLED</td>
<td>By Sue Tingey. Lucinda “Lucky” de Baker. Arthor Crandle, desperate for work, accepts a position as a live-in secretary/assistant for a reclusive author of disturbing, bizarre fiction. Soon peculiarities start occurring and the unsettling aura of the house pulls him into a world that increasingly cuts him off from reality and into black depths where an unspeakable secret lies waiting. 296 pages. Talos. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6580872</td>
<td>MARKED</td>
<td>By Sue Tingey. Lucinda “Lucky” de Baker. Arthor Crandle, desperate for work, accepts a position as a live-in secretary/assistant for a reclusive author of disturbing, bizarre fiction. Soon peculiarities start occurring and the unsettling aura of the house pulls him into a world that increasingly cuts him off from reality and into black depths where an unspeakable secret lies waiting. 296 pages. Talos. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5808782</td>
<td>BRING ME FLESH, I’LL BRING BELL</td>
<td>By Martin Rose. Vitus Adamsson is an undead fiend, fighting off his own decomposition as he takes on his most dangerous job yet. While searching for a couple’s missing child, Vitus realizes the boy is a spitting image of his own dead offspring. Could the son he thought he killed ten years ago in a zombie refuge state still be alive? 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2884887</td>
<td>HELLO MR. BONES &amp; GOODBOY MR. RAT</td>
<td>By Patrick McCabe. Novellas. Two dark tales told by two deceased narrators. In Hello Mr. Bones, two damaged souls’ love has turned their lives around, but their fates take a turn for the worse when raw evil runs riot on the night of an impossible hurricane. Goodbye Mr. Rat centers around the spirit of an IRA bomber watching over his ex-lover as she returns his ashes to his hometown. 279 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6687201</td>
<td>COMPULSORY GAMES</td>
<td>By Robert Aickman. These fifteen superbly written tales terrify not with standard thrills and gore, but through a radical overturning of the laws of nature and everyday life. The stories in this collection offer an unequalled introduction to a profoundly original modern master of the uncanny. 341 pages, New York Review of Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6686980</td>
<td>SUPERNATURAL SHORT STORIES</td>
<td>Ed. by Joshua Perry. In this collection, werewolves, vampires, and ghosts stalk their victims through the night. Both horror and fantasy, these tales are filled with extraordinary imaginative creations. Authors include Ambrose Bierce, M.R. James, Bram Stoker, Charlotte Perkins Gilman and others. 382 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6810535</td>
<td>THREE MEN IN THE DARK</td>
<td>By Jerome K. Jerome et al. Collected 24 of Jerome’s horror stories, together with a selection from two of his friends with whom he founded the magazines The Idler and Today, the journalist Robert Barr and the humorist Barry Pain. Also included is Jerome’s novella, The Mystery of Black Rock Creek. 311 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6962734</td>
<td>WE ARE WHERE THE NIGHTMARES GO: And Other Stories</td>
<td>By C. Robert Cargill. In this hair-raising collection of ten short stories, Cargill conjures shimmering tales of dark imagination that probe the deep fears dwelling beneath the surface of our ordinary lives. Angels and demons, the living and the dead—all are the stuff of these enticing and surreal tales. 284 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Horror Novels**

- *DRACUL* by D. Stoker & J.O. Barker. It is 1868 and a twenty one year old Bram Stoker waits in a desolate tower to face an indescribable evil. Armed only with crucifixes, holy water, and a rifle, he prays to survive the longest day of his life. Desperate to record what he has witnessed, he scribbles down the events that led him here. 493 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00
- *DARK DEBTS* by Karen Hall. Hall masterfully combines southern gothic, romantic comedy, and mystery in a wildly original, irreverent, and surprisingly spiritual theological thriller. Randa, a reporter, does not believe her estranged lover capable of suicide. Michael a former Jesuit, has been exiled to the boondocks of Georgia. How these characters converge is part of the 403 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99
- *MARKED* by Sue Tingey. Lucinda “Lucky” de Salle’s psychic ability has made her a sought-after paranormal investigator. But it’s also made her an outcast–her only friend is Kayla, the ghost girl who has followed her since birth. Lucky faces a challenge like never before when she’s summoned to the school she attended as a child. A demon has been made upon a primate research center outside of Croatia, an archaeologist discovers a labyrinth made upon a primate research center outside of Croatia, an archaeologist discov ers a labyrinth...and it wants Kayla. 342 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99
- *BRING ME FLESH, I’LL BRING BELL* by Martin Rose. Vitus Adamsson is an undead fiend, fighting off his own decomposition as he takes on his most dangerous job yet. While searching for a couple’s missing child, Vitus realizes the boy is a spitting image of his own dead offspring. Could the son he thought he killed ten years ago in a zombie refuge state still be alive? 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**Ghost & Horror Story Collections**

- *HELLO MR. BONES & GOODBOY MR. RAT* by Patrick McCabe. Novellas. Two dark tales told by two deceased narrators. In Hello Mr. Bones, two damaged souls’ love has turned their lives around, but their fates take a turn for the worse when raw evil runs riot on the night of an impossible hurricane. Goodbye Mr. Rat centers around the spirit of an IRA bomber watching over his ex-lover as she returns his ashes to his hometown. 279 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $24.99
- *WE ARE WHERE THE NIGHTMARES GO: And Other Stories* by C. Robert Cargill. In this hair-raising collection of ten short stories, Cargill conjures shimmering tales of dark imagination that probe the deep fears dwelling beneath the surface of our ordinary lives. Angels and demons, the living and the dead—all are the stuff of these enticing and surreal tales. 284 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**Adventure**

- *THE BONE Labyrinth* by James Rollins. In Croatia, an archaeologist discovers a subterranean chapel, the bones of a Neanderthal woman, and cave paintings that warn of shadowy figures. Suddenly, his team is attacked, while at the same time an assault is made upon a primate research center outside of Atlanta. How are these attacks connected? Who is responsible? The search for the truth will take Commander Gray Pierce 50,000 years into the past–and to the brink of humanity’s extinction. 471 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99
- *IVORY* by Tony Park. Alex is a pirate in trouble. He’s facing a mounting tide of debt, his crew of modern-day buccaneers is getting restless, and he has just been dumped by two women. Before he knows it, he is embroiled in two risky pursuits. 448 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>696074X</td>
<td>THE SCRIBE OF SIENA</td>
<td>Melodie Winawer</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6986892</td>
<td>WINTER OF THE GODS</td>
<td>Jordanna Max Brodsky</td>
<td>Orbit</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65910773</td>
<td>THE LOST SONGS SYMPHONY</td>
<td>Mark Andrew Ferguson</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5910773</td>
<td>BAY OF SIGNS</td>
<td>Nora Roberts</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6707322</td>
<td>THE TAIL OF THE DAGGER</td>
<td>Glenda Larke</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69868682</td>
<td>WINTER OF THE GODS</td>
<td>Jordanna Max Brodsky</td>
<td>Orbit</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686947X</td>
<td>LITTLE GOD BEN</td>
<td>J. Jefferson Farjeon</td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295947X</td>
<td>THE PREY OF GODS</td>
<td>Nicky Drayden</td>
<td>Ember</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695947X</td>
<td>WINTER TIDE</td>
<td>Ruthanna Emrys</td>
<td>Tor</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2871807</td>
<td>THE WITCH: AND OTHER TALES RE-TOLED</td>
<td>Jean Thompson</td>
<td>Touchstone</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5910773</td>
<td>BAY OF SIGNS</td>
<td>Nora Roberts</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6707322</td>
<td>THE TAIL OF THE DAGGER</td>
<td>Glenda Larke</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686947X</td>
<td>LITTLE GOD BEN</td>
<td>J. Jefferson Farjeon</td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295947X</td>
<td>THE PREY OF GODS</td>
<td>Nicky Drayden</td>
<td>Ember</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695947X</td>
<td>WINTER TIDE</td>
<td>Ruthanna Emrys</td>
<td>Tor</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2871807</td>
<td>THE WITCH: AND OTHER TALES RE-TOLED</td>
<td>Jean Thompson</td>
<td>Touchstone</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adventures

**THE ROAD TO GRACE**
- By Richard Paul Evans

**THE NEW WORLD**
- By Andrew Motion
- Washed ashore after escaping Treasure Island, young Jim Hawkins and his companion, Natty, find themselves stranded on the Gulf Coast of Texas. When a band of Native Americans kills their crew and kidnaps Jim and Natty, the two escapees, setting off on a daring search for a way back home. 356 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.95

**THE TUSK THAT DID THE DAMAGE**
- By Tania James
- Set in South India, this story plumbs the moral complexities of the ivory trade through the eyes of a poacher, a documentary filmmaker, and in a feat of audacious imagination, an infamous elephant known as the Gravedigger. 225 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $24.95

**LITTLE GOD BEN**
- By J. Jefferson Farjeon
- Originally published in 1935. Tired of being homeless and down on his luck, the incorrigible Ben has taken a job as a stoker on a cruise ship, but his luck doesn’t last long when they are all shipwrecked in the Pacific. 250 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**SENCE & SENSIBILITY**
- By Jane Austen
- In 1949, Jane Austen's most beloved novel takes on a new life as a modern-day adventure. 366 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.99

**THE SCRIBE OF SIENA**
- By Melodie Winawer
- In the wake of her brother’s death, Beatrice has inherited his historic house in Siena and also his research into the secret history of this Tuscan city. The mystery she left behind draws her from the safety of her century to a Siena on the eve of the Plague’s arrival. 452 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**WINTER OF THE GODS**
- By Jordanna Max Brodsky
- When a dead body is discovered sprawled atop Wall Street’s iconic Charging Bull statue, it’s up to Selene DiSilva to hunt down the perpetrators. Her ancient skills make her the only one who can track a conspiracy that threatens the very existence of the gods, including Selene, once known as Artemis. 493 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**THE PREY OF GODS**
- By Nicky Drayden
- It’s up to a young Zulu girl powerful enough to destroy her entire township, a queer teen plagued with the ability to control minds, a pop diva with serious daddy issues, and a politician with even more serious mommy issues to band together to ensure there’s a future left for South Africans in this elaborate tale. 381 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**WINTER TIDE**
- By Ruthanna Emrys
- Two decades ago the U.S. government rounded up the people of Innsbrook and took them to a desert prison far from their ocean, their Deep One ancestors, and their sleeping god, Cthulhu. Only Aphra and Caleb Marsh survived the camps, emerging without a past or a future. Now it’s 1949, and the government that stole Aphra’s life needs her for. Pub. at $25.99

**THE WITCH: AND OTHER TALES RE-TOLED**
- By Jean Thompson
- In this captivating collection, Thompson takes the classic fairy tale and brings it into the modern age with stories that capture the magic and horror in everyday life. The down trodden preval, appearances deceive, and humility and virtue triumph. 256 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $25.95

**WINGS OF FIRE**
- By. J. Maddison and M.S. Janbon
- Collects twenty-six of the best short stories about dragons from some of the best known authors including E.J. Cerryth, George R.R. Martin, Holly Black, Roger Zelazny, and many others. 499 pages. Night Shade. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**DRIFTERS**
- By John L. Campbell
- Helicopter pilot Vladimir Yurish is a man of his word. The pilot Vladimir Yurish is a man of his word. The

**THE SCRIBE OF SIENA**
- By Melodie Winawer
- In the wake of her brother’s death, Beatrice has inherited his historic house in Siena and also his research into the secret history of this Tuscan city. The mystery she left behind draws her from the safety of her century to a Siena on the eve of the Plague’s arrival. 452 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**WINTER OF THE GODS**
- By Jordanna Max Brodsky
- When a dead body is discovered sprawled atop Wall Street’s iconic Charging Bull statue, it’s up to Selene DiSilva to hunt down the perpetrators. Her ancient skills make her the only one who can track a conspiracy that threatens the very existence of the gods, including Selene, once known as Artemis. 493 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**THE PREY OF GODS**
- By Nicky Drayden
- It’s up to a young Zulu girl powerful enough to destroy her entire township, a queer teen plagued with the ability to control minds, a pop diva with serious daddy issues, and a politician with even more serious mommy issues to band together to ensure there’s a future left for South Africans in this elaborate tale. 381 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**WINTER TIDE**
- By Ruthanna Emrys
- Two decades ago the U.S. government rounded up the people of Innsbrook and took them to a desert prison far from their ocean, their Deep One ancestors, and their sleeping god, Cthulhu. Only Aphra and Caleb Marsh survived the camps, emerging without a past or a future. Now it’s 1949, and the government that stole Aphra’s life needs her for. Pub. at $25.99

**THE WITCH: AND OTHER TALES RE-TOLED**
- By Jean Thompson
- In this captivating collection, Thompson takes the classic fairy tale and brings it into the modern age with stories that capture the magic and horror in everyday life. The down trodden preval, appearances deceive, and humility and virtue triumph. 256 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $25.95

**WINGS OF FIRE**
- By. J. Maddison and M.S. Janbon
- Collects twenty-six of the best short stories about dragons from some of the best known authors including E.J. Cerryth, George R.R. Martin, Holly Black, Roger Zelazny, and many others. 499 pages. Night Shade. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**DRIFTERS**
- By John L. Campbell
- Helicopter pilot Vladimir Yurish is a man of his word. The pilot Vladimir Yurish is a man of his word. The
**Fantasy Novels & Story Collections**

**SIREN’S SONG** By Mary Weber. After a fierce battle with Draewulf, Nyx barely escaped with her life. Nyx scrambles to gather an army, but even if she can, will she be able to uncover the secret to defeating Draewulf? It has eluded her people for generations? With a legion of monsters approaching, the stage is set for a battle that will decide the fate of the world. 371 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $15.95. Item #6864058 $6.95

**THE LYRE THIEF** By Jennifer Fallon. Ten years after the events of the Dargon Child series, a new saga is about to begin in the kingdom of the south. Upon learning she is not of royal birth, Princess Rakia of Ferdonhyia flees with her half-sister and slave Charisee, only to encounter the Dargon Child himself, Ri’Shiel. 445 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99. Item #682179 $6.95

**UNDEAD AND DONE** By MaryJanice Davidson. The existence of vampires is all over the news, thanks to Betsy Taylor’s half-sister, Laura. Life for the undead will never be the same, and it’s up to Betsy to do some damage control. But her interview on the local news doesn’t exactly put out the fire. It more or less pours kerosene on it. 285 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. Item #6955094 $3.95

**THE WICKED WILL RISE** By Danielle Paige. Any must find Fox and the rest of the Order, protect the true ruler of Oz, take Dorothy and her henchmen down—and try to figure out what she’s really doing there. But in a place where the line between good and evil shifts with a strong gust of wind, who is she supposed to trust? 295 pages. Harper. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6917096 $3.95

**URBAN ALLIES** Ed. by Joseph Nassise. Twenty of today’s hottest urban fantasy authors pair up to write ten new stories featuring beloved characters from their own series. Peter Octavian and Dahlia Lynley-Chivers are imprisoned in a dungeon together; Joanne Walker and Harper Blaine tangle sister-sisters in a haunted house; Joe Ledger and Agent Franks team up to annihilate a demon; and more. 410 pages. Item #6662244 $4.95

**URBAN ALLIES** Ed. by Joseph Nassise. Twenty of today’s hottest urban fantasy authors pair up to write ten new stories featuring beloved characters from their own series. Peter Octavian and Dahlia Lynley-Chivers are imprisoned in a dungeon together; Joanne Walker and Harper Blaine tangle sister-sisters in a haunted house; Joe Ledger and Agent Franks team up to annihilate a demon; and more. 410 pages. Item #7844989 $4.95

**THE CACKLE OF CTHULHU** Ed. by Alex Shvartsman. Collects twenty-three mischievous manifestations within the Cthulhu Mythos from best-selling and award winning authors such as Neil Gaiman, Mike Resnick, Esther Friesner, Ken Liu, and many more. 265 pages. Baen. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. Item #6783927 $11.95

**TALES OF THE PECULIAR** By Ransom Riggs. Brilliant and haunting stories of the peculiar world, first introduced by Ransom Riggs in his bestselling Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children series. Share the secrets of peculiar history in tales that feature wealthy cannnibals who dine on the discarded limbs of peculiara, a fork-tongued princess, and the origins of the first ymbryne. Illus. 160 pages. Item #5896184 $3.95

**CORMORANT RUN** By Lilith Saintcrow. After the event, the Rifts opened up, and everyone caught inside died. Now the authorities offer Svinga one last shot at freedom: she must go into the Rifts and retrieve the mysterious technology that killed her mentor. But Svin has other plans. 388 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6917096 $3.95

**PIRATE’S ALLEY** By Suzanne Johnson. Caught in the middle of a rising struggle between the major power in the supernatural world, the wizards, elves, vampires, and the fae, DJ Jaco finds her loyalties torn and her mettle tested in matters both professional and personal. 349 pages. Tor. Pub. at $26.99. Item #6936185 $4.95

**FEEDBACK** By Mira Grant. Now, twenty years after the Rising, a team of scrappy underdog reporters relentlessly pursue the facts while competing against the brother and sister blog superstars, the Masons. Surrounded by the infected, they must hit the presidential campaign trail and uncover dangerous truths—or die trying. 489 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $26.00. Item #6602088 $3.95

**CONSPIRACY OF RAVENS** By Lila Bowen. A powerful alchemist is leaving a trail of death across the prairie and Nettie Lonesome must face the ultimate challenge—side with her friends and the badge on her chest or take off alone on a dangerous mission that may cost her life. 359 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $25.00. Item #682179 $3.95

**SPIRIT OF THE WOLVES** By Dorothy Hearst. Kaala has one last chance to unite wolves and humans. Only by calling on all her strength, and on the bonds of love with her human, ravens, and wolf companions, can Kaala hope to succeed. How far will she go for peace? 356 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.99. Item #6786435 $5.95

**TIME AND TIME AGAIN** By Ben Elton. After a fierce battle to save the world, a team of scrappy underdogs must evade pursuit both by betrayal and political intrigue, Issac and a ragtag group of allies must evade pursuit both magical and mundane. 344 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $26.00. Item #682179 $4.95

**THE TOWER BROKEN** By Mazarkis Williams. Third book of the Tower and Knife trilogy. Destruction is spreading toward Cerana, and the city is filling with refugees. Emperor Sarmin is also threatened by the Yrkten armies, which will spare Sarmin’s people only if they convert to the Mo gyrk faith. The Mage’s Tower is cracked, the last mage has vanished, and the walls are crumbling around them. 320 pages. Night Shade. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6921929 $4.95

**REVISIONARY** By Jim C. Hines. When Isaac Vantino helped to reveal magic to the world, he dreamed of a Utopian future, a new millennium of magical prosperity. One year later, things aren’t going quite as he’d hoped. Surrounded by betrayal and political intrigue, Issac and a ragtag group of allies must pursue both magical and mundane. 344 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $26.00. Item #682179 $4.95

**CONSPIRACY OF RAVENS** By Lila Bowen. A powerful alchemist is leaving a trail of death across the prairie and Nettie Lonesome must face the ultimate challenge—side with her friends and the badge on her chest or take off alone on a dangerous mission that may cost her life. 671 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. Item #6810993 $3.95

**TRIAL OF INTENTIONS** By Peter Orullian. One young man remembers. He remembers friends who despised in a place left barren by war. Friends who did self-slaughter. But he also remembers years in a society of science. A gentler place. So he leaves the rest, daring to think he can lead not in battle, but by finding a way to prevent self-slaughter, prevent war. The heart of grief is a trial of intentions. Item #6896647 $4.95

**THE STONE SKY** By N.K. Jemisin. Essun has mastered the Oblisk Gate and halfway across the Stillness a pretender rises—Nassus. As the icy white eye of the Moon opens above the world, ancient battle lines are redrawn between mother and daughter, stone eater and ongore, slave and rebel. The destruction of humankind looms nigh. 445 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6896647 $12.95

**REVOLUTION** By Lilith Saintcrow. After a battle against the enemy of their world, a ragtag group of allies must evade pursuit both magical and mundane. 344 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $26.00. Item #682179 $4.95

**FEEDBACK** By Mira Grant. Now, twenty years after the Rising, a team of scrappy underdog reporters relentlessly pursue the facts while competing against the brother and sister blog superstars, the Masons. Surrounded by the infected, they must hit the presidential campaign trail and uncover dangerous truths—or die trying. 489 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $26.00. Item #6602088 $3.95

**TIME AND TIME AGAIN** By Ben Elton. After a fierce battle to save the world, a team of scrappy underdogs must evade pursuit both by betrayal and political intrigue, Issac and a ragtag group of allies must evade pursuit both magical and mundane. 344 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $26.00. Item #682179 $4.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#4845746</td>
<td>FALSE HEARTS</td>
<td>9780857664574</td>
<td>Orbit</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6057576</td>
<td>LUMINOUS</td>
<td>9780857665075</td>
<td>Orbit</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6633854</td>
<td>GEMSIGNS</td>
<td>9780857663854</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#694989X</td>
<td>ANCILLARY JUSTICE</td>
<td>9780857664156</td>
<td>Seven Seas</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6915159</td>
<td>SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY SHORT STORIES</td>
<td>9781506717963</td>
<td>Seven Seas</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6814942</td>
<td>MAGIA THE NINTH, VOLUME 1</td>
<td>9781506716058</td>
<td>Seven Seas</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6849892</td>
<td>MAYO CHIKI! OMNIBUS COLLECTION, VOLUMES 6-7</td>
<td>9781506716089</td>
<td>Seven Seas</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6878221</td>
<td>A CERTAIN SCIENTIFIC ACCELERATOR, VOLUME 3</td>
<td>9781506716041</td>
<td>Seven Seas</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6870691</td>
<td>FALSE HEARTS</td>
<td>9780345458834</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6848982</td>
<td>MOON KNIGHT, VOL. 1: From the Dead</td>
<td>9780345458841</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6777368</td>
<td>SIMPSONS COMIC KNOCKOUT</td>
<td>9781506709261</td>
<td>Harper Design</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6926193</td>
<td>BATMAN: Blink</td>
<td>9781506716027</td>
<td>DC Comics</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6914942</td>
<td>MAGIC THE NINTH, VOLUME 1</td>
<td>9781506716014</td>
<td>Seven Seas</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Science Fiction**

- DAN DARE–PILOT OF THE FUTURE: Space Fleet Operations Manual by Rod Barzilay. Based on the classic Dan Dare comic strip that appeared in Eagle magazine during the 1950s and 1960s, this manual features a personal introduction by the Controller of Space Fleet, Dan Dare; a history of spacecraft, propulsion systems and our first steps to the Moon and Mars; profiles of ISF personnel, and the aliens they have faced over the years, and Space Fleet history. Fully illus. in color, 125 pages. Haynes. 8 x 10 x 1. Publ. at $27.95

- FALSE HEARTS by Laura Larm. One night Tila stumbles home, terrified and covered in blood. She’s arrested for murder and the San Francisco police suspect involvement with Verve, a powerful drug, and offer her twin sister Taema a chilling deal. Taema must assume Tila’s identity and gather information—and if she brings down the drug syndicate, the police may let her sister live. 365 pages. Tor. Publ. at $24.99

- LUMINOUS by Luke Alteiri. It’s the end of universe. The stars have flickered out and now the few remaining black holes—the last source of energy in the cosmos are dying. For the people of Lucis in their enormous floating city trouble is brewing. 327 pages. Aust in. Publ. at $18.99

- GEMSIGNS by Stephanie Saulter. When a deadly syndrome threatened to decimate the human race, one corporation solved the problem with a cure that altered the human genome. That revelation bred another new innovation: “Gems,” genetically modified humans designed to serve. Now, decades later, the Gems are fighting for their rights and freedom. But justice won’t come easy. 339 pages. Quercus. Publ. at $14.99

- ANCILLARY JUSTICE by Ann Leckie. On a remote, icy planet, the soldier known as Breq is drawing closer to completing her quest. Once she was a colossal starship, but after an act of treachery, she has been left with a fragile human body, unanswered questions, and a burning desire for vengeance. 422 pages. Orbit. Publ. at $16.00

- SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY SHORT STORIES ed. by Andrew Erikson. Wondrous worlds abound in these stories. Heroes go on great adventures through magical realms, encounter alien races, and use their ingenuity to overcome impossible difficulties. This collection features such authors as W.L. Alden, Francis Flagg, H.G. Wells, William Morris and more. 384 pages. Sirius. Publ. at $14.99

- FALSE HEARTS by Laura Larm. One night Tila stumbles home, terrified and covered in blood. She’s arrested for murder and the San Francisco police suspect involvement with Verve, a powerful drug, and offer her twin sister Taema a chilling deal. Taema must assume Tila’s identity and gather information—and if she brings down the drug syndicate, the police may let her sister live. 365 pages. Tor. Publ. at $24.99

- MOON KNIGHT, VOL. 1: From the Dead by Warren Ellis. Be there as Moon Knight punches ghosts, investigates a sleep experiment that’s driving patients insane, travels to the mushroom graveyard planet, faces the Black Spectre and takes on 20 mob enforcers to save an abductee–alone. Collects Moon Knight (2014) #1-6. Marvel. Paperbound. Publ. at $17.99

- MAYO CHIKI! OMNIBUS COLLECTION, VOLUMES 6-7 by Hajime Asano. Conclusion to the wacky, sexy manga hit. Sakamichi Kinjirou expected life in the Suzutsuki household to be bizarre, but nothing prepared him for Suzutsuki Kanade using self-hypnosis to regress back to the mind of an eight-year-old Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Publ. at $19.99

- A CERTAIN SCIENTIFIC ACCELERATOR, VOLUME 3 by Kazuma Kamachi, illus. by A. Yamaji. While Accelerator recuperates, the battle in Academy City rages on. As Estelle rushes to the fray, Yorikawa Aiko and the soldiers of Anti-Skill struggle to subdue their extremist splinter group known as DA. Their stockpile of secret weapons threatens to crush Anti-Skill–until the powerful Scavenger arrives. 365 pages. Tor. Publ. at $24.99

- FALSE HEARTS by Laura Larm. One night Tila stumbles home, terrified and covered in blood. She’s arrested for murder and the San Francisco police suspect involvement with Verve, a powerful drug, and offer her twin sister Taema a chilling deal. Taema must assume Tila’s identity and gather information—and if she brings down the drug syndicate, the police may let her sister live. 365 pages. Tor. Publ. at $24.99

- MOON KNIGHT, VOL. 1: From the Dead by Warren Ellis. Be there as Moon Knight punches ghosts, investigates a sleep experiment that’s driving patients insane, travels to the mushroom graveyard planet, faces the Black Spectre and takes on 20 mob enforcers to save an abductee–alone. Collects Moon Knight (2014) #1-6. Marvel. Paperbound. Publ. at $17.99

- MAYO CHIKI! OMNIBUS COLLECTION, VOLUMES 6-7 by Hajime Asano. Conclusion to the wacky, sexy manga hit. Sakamichi Kinjirou expected life in the Suzutsuki household to be bizarre, but nothing prepared him for Suzutsuki Kanade using self-hypnosis to regress back to the mind of an eight-year-old Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Publ. at $19.99

- A CERTAIN SCIENTIFIC ACCELERATOR, VOLUME 3 by Kazuma Kamachi, illus. by A. Yamaji. While Accelerator recuperates, the battle in Academy City rages on. As Estelle rushes to the fray, Yorikawa Aiko and the soldiers of Anti-Skill struggle to subdue their extremist splinter group known as DA. Their stockpile of secret weapons threatens to crush Anti-Skill–until the powerful Scavenger arrives. 365 pages. Tor. Publ. at $24.99

- FALSE HEARTS by Laura Larm. One night Tila stumbles home, terrified and covered in blood. She’s arrested for murder and the San Francisco police suspect involvement with Verve, a powerful drug, and offer her twin sister Taema a chilling deal. Taema must assume Tila’s identity and gather information—and if she brings down the drug syndicate, the police may let her sister live. 365 pages. Tor. Publ. at $24.99
MY MONSTER SECRET, VOLUME 4
By Eiji Masuda
Azawa-san faces a cheek-flushing, heart-pounding summer festival, a monstrous family makes their big entrance during a camping trip, and a girl with a dangerous air approaches Ashai and his friends. This manga love comedy with its ditzy heroines is packed with fun times! In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

AVENGERS, VOL. 4: Infinity
By Jonathan Hickman
Deep in space, the Avengers join the intergalactic fight against cosmic invaders on a collision course with Earth. The Builders have already decimated the forces of the warlike Skrull Empire—what chance do even Earth’s Mightiest Heroes stand? Collects Avengers (2012) #18-23. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99

NEW AVENGERS, VOL. 3: Other Worlds
By Jonathan Hickman. The Multiverse is collapsing. Due to an unknown event, the early death of an alternate Earth has triggered the slow collapse of multiple universes. The Illuminati gathers to study the Incursion points where multiple Universes meet on collision paths—how many worlds can the heroes save? Collects New Avengers (2013) #13-17. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99

DEADPOOL, VOL. 5: Civil War II
By Gerry Duggan. Deadpool and the Mercs for Money are clearly the best super group in the Marvel Universe. So when there’s a cosmic-level threat, they’ll be there. It’s all about team work and getting along! Oh no, wait, it’s a civil war and heroes falling out is the order of the day. Collects Deadpool (2015) #1-14. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

MADARI GARA, VOLUME 1
By Takumi Morimoto
Eiji Masuda. Human, vampire, wolfman, alien—everyone goes wild for the school’s athletic meet in this manga adventure. Ashai and his friends must deal with the appearance of Rin, the girl from the future. And will Ashai’s romance take a giant leap? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

NEW AVENGERS, VOL. 3: Other Worlds
By Jonathan Hickman. The Multiverse is collapsing. Due to an unknown event, the early death of an alternate Earth has triggered the slow collapse of multiple universes. The Illuminati gathers to study the Incursion points where multiple Universes meet on collision paths—how many worlds can the heroes save? Collects New Avengers (2013) #13-17. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99

DEADPOOL, VOL. 5: Civil War II
By Gerry Duggan. Deadpool and the Mercs for Money are clearly the best super group in the Marvel Universe. So when there’s a cosmic-level threat, they’ll be there. It’s all about team work and getting along! Oh no, wait, it’s a civil war and heroes falling out is the order of the day. Collects Deadpool (2015) #1-14. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

THE MACHINE: A Visual History
By Roy Thomas et al. This vibrant chronicle contains five archival gems that you can hold in your hand while reading about the artists, writers, and heroes who make up the Marvel Universe. You’ll be thrilled by the genius of Marvel that springs off the pages of these dynamic updated editions. 208 pages. Ian. 11 x10.75. Pub. at $39.95

HATSUNE MIKU, VOLUME 3: Rin-Chan
By Sei. Spend the holidays with Vocaloid Kagamine as Rin-chin, brings her own style to each special occasion, be it Halloween, Christmas, New Year’s, or Valentine’s Day! In B&W. 131 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99

BATMAN, VOLUME 3: Legends of the Dark Knight
By Paul Jenkins et al. An overlooked enemy decides to teach Gotham City a history lesson it will never forget; an aged hero is haunted by the glories of the past; a crimelighter with billions of dollars and wonderful toys finds himself stripped of it all, and more. Collects Legends of the Dark Knight #11-13 and Legends of the Dark Knight Super Spectacular #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

DEADPOOL, VOL. 5: Civil War II
By Gerry Duggan. Deadpool and the Mercs for Money are clearly the best super group in the Marvel Universe. So when there’s a cosmic-level threat, they’ll be there. It’s all about team work and getting along! Oh no, wait, it’s a civil war and heroes falling out is the order of the day. Collects Deadpool (2015) #1-14. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

DEADPOOL, VOL. 5: Civil War II
By Gerry Duggan. Deadpool and the Mercs for Money are clearly the best super group in the Marvel Universe. So when there’s a cosmic-level threat, they’ll be there. It’s all about team work and getting along! Oh no, wait, it’s a civil war and heroes falling out is the order of the day. Collects Deadpool (2015) #1-14. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

DEADPOOL, VOL. 5: Civil War II
By Gerry Duggan. Deadpool and the Mercs for Money are clearly the best super group in the Marvel Universe. So when there’s a cosmic-level threat, they’ll be there. It’s all about team work and getting along! Oh no, wait, it’s a civil war and heroes falling out is the order of the day. Collects Deadpool (2015) #1-14. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

DEADPOOL, VOL. 5: Civil War II
By Gerry Duggan. Deadpool and the Mercs for Money are clearly the best super group in the Marvel Universe. So when there’s a cosmic-level threat, they’ll be there. It’s all about team work and getting along! Oh no, wait, it’s a civil war and heroes falling out is the order of the day. Collects Deadpool (2015) #1-14. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Page Count</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOLVERINE: Japan’s Most Wanted By J. Aaron &amp; J. Latour. Wolverine becomes big in Japan for all the wrong reasons when a cell phone camera records him sticking his claws somewhere he shouldn’t and the footage goes viral. As the manhunt begins for the country’s new most wanted, Logan must battle to prove there’s more to this than meets the iPhone. Collects Wolverine: Japan’s Most Wanted Infinite Comic #1-13.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marvel. Pub. at $34.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6885675</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #2826658</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #208919</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6849087</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6895068</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6957781</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #689394X</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6958647</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6924533</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6849113</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6890504</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6842860</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6907411</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6850369</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #6895576</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**GRAPHIC NOVELS & COMICS**

**HELLBOY, VOLUME 1: The Complete Short Stories**

Item #6932355
$17.95

**A TALE OF TWO CITIES: Classics Illustrated**
Illustrated No. 35 by Charles Dickens. Set in London Paris and before and during the French Revolution. Dickens' epic tale explores the plight of the French peasants, demoralized by the abuse of the aristocracy. It goes on to explore the brutally exploited on the former aristocracy by the revolutionaries during the revolt, and suggests some unfaltering social parallels with London at the same time. 48 pages. Classic Comic Store. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.
Item #280042X
$7.95

**DOOMED**
By Scott Lobdell. College freshman Reiser was a student intern at S.T.A.R. Labs Metropolis until he was accidentally exposed to the doomed Doomsday bones. Now Reiser can mutate into a killing monsterity, and everyone from the Man of Steel to Alpha Centurion wants to capture or kill him. Collects Doomed #1-6 and DC Sneak Peek: Doomed #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.
Item #6928501
$9.95

**FINDER, VOLUME 3: On One Wing**
By Ayano Yamane. Young photographer Ashito Takaba has something Fei Long wants, and this Hong Kong crime boss will stop at nothing to get it, including kidnap Ashito's friends. Only one person can help Ashito–Fei Long's former lover and current rival, Ryuchi Asami. A steamy manga of gay erotica. Adults only. In B&W.

Item #6776817
$5.95

**ARPEGGIO OF BLUE STEEL, VOL. 7**
By Ark Performance. Having joined Gunzou and the 401's side in the struggle between humanity and the Fog. Takao is eager to prove her worth–and her strength and experience are about to be put to a true test. When the take "407" taken by Japan's military is no small task, even for her. In B&W.
Item #6915582
$4.95

**TRINITY OF SIN–THE PHANTOM STRANGER, VOLUME 2: God of War**
By D. Di Dio & J.M. DeMatteis. Someone has kidnapped the Phantom Stranger's family, and there isn't a force in the universe that can stop him from reclaiming them. He will face demons, defy the Voice of the Master, and storm Heaven and Hell in his quest–but could an encounter with the Question put an end to his eternal curse? 48 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.
Item #6802716
$5.95

**DONALD DUCK: Kingdom Under the Sea**
By Rodolfo Cimino et al. Donald Duck meets two royal ladies who break the mold–and just might break Donald First. He meets Queen Reginalia in an awesome but dangerous subaquatic world. Then, Princess Oona of the Stone Age Duckburg pays a visit to modern times, and Donald pays the price. Collects Donald Duck #19–21. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.
Item #6779107
$7.95

**WONDER WOMAN: Forgotten Legends**
By Kurt Busiek et al. In the aftermath of a universe-shattering crisis, an inanimate clay figure is all that remains of Wonder Woman, defender of Paradise Island–until Queen Hippolyta uses a magic sphere to look back into time and remind the Amazons of the fortitude of their fallen princess. Collects The Legend of Wonder Woman #1-4 (1996); Wonder Woman Annual #2 and Wonder Woman Gallery #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.
Item #6843093
$4.95

**DIAL H, VOLUME 2: Exchange**
By China Miéville. Nelson Jen and Roxie Hodder are getting used to being heroes–even if they're a different one every time. Taking turns with the H-Dial whose mysterious technology gives them incredible new identities and powers every time they dial 4376-H-E-R-O this odd couple is fighting evil and searching for answers. Collects Dial H #7–15 and Justice DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.
Item #6619819
$19.95

**EMPIRE OF THE DEAD**
By George A. Romero. George A. Romero unleashes the next chapter in his epic zombie saga with this gripping, gritty and gory graphic novel. When zombies and vampires collide and prey upon New York City, is there any hope for the remnants of humanity? Collects George Romero's Empire of the Dead: Act One #1-5, Act Two #1-5, and Act Three #1-5. Marvel. Pub. at $50.00.
Item #6619619
$9.95

**VINCENT: Art Masters Series**
By Barbara Stok. Van Gogh was passionate about his art. His ideas about success, setbacks and how to create a meaningful life provide an interesting counterpart to our age of individualism and commercialism. Stok has succeeded in turning the life story of this 19th century artist into a graphic novel that is relevant to our own times. 142 pages.
Item #690498X
$7.95

**THE BIONIC MAN, VOLUME ONE: Some Assembly Required**
Item #2779005
$7.95

**THE CALL OF CTHULHU: Dark Tales**
By H.P. Lovecraft. A vibrant retelling of H. P. Lovecraft's most iconic story. There is a cult that will never die, its members hidden in dark places all over the world. They wait until their great priest rises again. When the stars are right, Cthulhu will call and bring the Earth to its灭亡. 112 pages. Papusa/Guy. Pub. at $25.95.
Item #6670571
$17.95

**ARPEGGIO OF BLUE STEEL, VOLUME 8**
By Ark Performance. Takao is sailing and keeping a good distance from Dummy to assist Maki Ueno's safe arrival at the Army in Yokosuka, where he was suddenly attacked by U-2501. 402' on a covert mission, saved Takao from this surprise attack. Meanwhile, Haruna, Maya, and Kirishima have gone to Hakodate, where Maki was rescued. In Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.
Item #6915590
$4.95

**THE COMIC OF CTHULHU: More And More Of You And Other Stories**
By Takeshi Matsu. At last, Japan's favorite artist in gay manga is available in English! From the illicit romances of high school seniors in More And More Of You to a comical parody of Go West and four-frame gag comics in Tales from the Kitchen, these explicit, hentai stories are some of Matsu's best. Adults only. In B&W.
Item #6806961
$17.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6750850</td>
<td>Graphic Novels &amp; Comics</td>
<td>2780283</td>
<td>Seven Seas.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6847013</td>
<td>Graphic Novels &amp; Comics</td>
<td>6861989</td>
<td>Seven Seas.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6804758</td>
<td>Graphic Novels &amp; Comics</td>
<td>6884164</td>
<td>Seven Seas.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6841614</td>
<td>Graphic Novels &amp; Comics</td>
<td>6729614</td>
<td>Seven Seas.</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6839598</td>
<td>Graphic Novels &amp; Comics</td>
<td>6729614</td>
<td>Seven Seas.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5861989</td>
<td>Graphic Novels &amp; Comics</td>
<td>6731260</td>
<td>Seven Seas.</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7802683</td>
<td>Cartoon Strips</td>
<td>6922104</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>691494X</td>
<td>Cartoon Strips</td>
<td>6922104</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3630781</td>
<td>Cartoon Strips</td>
<td>6565874</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3627381</td>
<td>Cartoon Strips</td>
<td>6565874</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695172X</td>
<td>Cartoon Strips</td>
<td>6565874</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695172X</td>
<td>Cartoon Strips</td>
<td>6565874</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695172X</td>
<td>Cartoon Strips</td>
<td>6565874</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695172X</td>
<td>Cartoon Strips</td>
<td>6565874</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695172X</td>
<td>Cartoon Strips</td>
<td>6565874</td>
<td>Titan.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Graphic Novels & Comics**

**MERMAN IN MY TUB, VOLUME 4**

By Itoikichi. The popular comedy manga reaches a boiling point! A handsome merman named Wakisaka has made his home in the bathtub of Tatsumi, a high school student who otherwise lives alone. It’s all fun and games until Tatsumi’s sketchy uncle, Hisatora, appears, along with his self-formulated bath salts! Most in B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound.

---

**CAPTIVE HEARTS OF OZ, VOLUME 1**

By Ryo Muraya. Dorothy, along with her beloved dog Toto, finds herself whisked away by a cyclone to the mysterious land of Oz. Something about the strange place feels oddly familiar, but Dorothy just wants to go home. Buried secrets and fantastical adventure await Dorothy as she travels through the wonderful land of Oz. In B&W.

---

**THE ART OF RAMONA FRADON**

Ed. by Robert Greenberger. Provides an in-depth, fascinating retrospective of one of the most prolific and high-profile female comic book artists of her time. Fradon’s work is featured in new color, alongside character biographies and highlights from her career.

---

**THE BAKER STREET FOUR, VOLUME 4**

By J.B. Dickey & O. Legrand. It’s time for Sherlock Holmes to emerge from the shadows and once again inhabit Baker Street. While Holmes moves his paws, the cold-blooded killer Colonel Morath releases his dogs, a pack of assassins led by the sinister Deadely. Will Billy, Charlie, and Tom—and Watson the cat—be able to stop them before it’s too late?

---

**INTROVERT DOODLES**

By Maureen "Marzi" Wilson. Follow "Marzi" through the early and intimate development of the character. Her struggles with making it as an artist and the personal moments that shaped her are all here.

---

**MERL'S STORY: Surviving Military Sexual Assault**

By G.B. Trudeau. The first time B.D. encounters command rape survivor Melissa Wheeler at the VA Center, he has no idea what to make of the scowling former chopper mechanic. In the months that follow, witnessing Merl’s pain and her healing process helps him with his own, and B.D. ends up a staunch and encouraging ally.

---

**THE GOLDEN HELMET: Walt Disney’s Donald Duck**

By Carl Barks. Donald Duck and his nephews hoist sail on their most momentous quest ever! In a race full of twists, turns, and ups and downs, they bound across treacherous seas and get waylaid by treacherous opponents. The prize: A fabulous Viking artifact that will make its finder King of North America. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fantagraphics. 7x5½. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99.

---

**THE BEST OF HAGAR THE HORRIBLE**

By Dik Browne. Strap on your waterwings and get ready to set sail with the world’s mildest marauding Viking and his hapless sidekick, Lucky Eddie, as they encounter myriad misadventures. Fully Illus. in color. 235 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.

---

**INTROVERT DOODLES**

By Maureen "Marzi" Wilson. Follow "Marzi" through the early and intimate development of the character. Her struggles with making it as an artist and the personal moments that shaped her are all here.

---

**THE ART OF RAMONA FRADON**

Ed. by Robert Greenberger. Provides an in-depth, fascinating retrospective of one of the most prolific and high-profile female comic book artists of her time. Fradon’s work is featured in new color, alongside character biographies and highlights from her career.

---

**THE BAKER STREET FOUR, VOLUME 4**

By J.B. Dickey & O. Legrand. It’s time for Sherlock Holmes to emerge from the shadows and once again inhabit Baker Street. While Holmes moves his paws, the cold-blooded killer Colonel Morath releases his dogs, a pack of assassins led by the sinister Deadely. Will Billy, Charlie, and Tom—and Watson the cat—be able to stop them before it’s too late?

---

**INTROVERT DOODLES**

By Maureen "Marzi" Wilson. Follow "Marzi" through the early and intimate development of the character. Her struggles with making it as an artist and the personal moments that shaped her are all here.

---

**MERL'S STORY: Surviving Military Sexual Assault**

By G.B. Trudeau. The first time B.D. encounters command rape survivor Melissa Wheeler at the VA Center, he has no idea what to make of the scowling former chopper mechanic. In the months that follow, witnessing Merl’s pain and her healing process helps him with his own, and B.D. ends up a staunch and encouraging ally.

---

**THE GOLDEN HELMET: Walt Disney’s Donald Duck**

By Carl Barks. Donald Duck and his nephews hoist sail on their most momentous quest ever! In a race full of twists, turns, and ups and downs, they bound across treacherous seas and get waylaid by treacherous opponents. The prize: A fabulous Viking artifact that will make its finder King of North America. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fantagraphics. 7x5½. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99.

---

**THE BEST OF HAGAR THE HORRIBLE**

By Dik Browne. Strap on your waterwings and get ready to set sail with the world’s mildest marauding Viking and his hapless sidekick, Lucky Eddie, as they encounter myriad misadventures. Fully Illus. in color. 235 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.
**Children's Books**

- **SKIPPY, VOLUME 3: Daily Comics 1931-1933** by Percy Crosby. The spiritual successor to Peanuts, Calvin and Hobbes, and more. Skippy debuted in LIFE magazine in 1929, before becoming a nationwide comic strip sensation. Collected here are three years of daily comic strips from the series, plus an entry in the continuing biography of its creator. Fully illus. 320 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x8¼. Pub. at $49.99.
  - Item #5717160

  - Item #5891140

- **FRECKLES** by Victoria Roberts. Irresistibly original, elegant, and humorous, this volume brings you a menagerie of amazing felines—writing, dancing, painting, and always up to a little mischief. Dreamed up by one of The New Yorker's finest cartoonists, it will make you smile, laugh, and wonder just what your cat is up to. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Imagine!. 96 pages. Imagine!. Pub. at $12.95.
  - Item #3668468

- **LANZLONDS** by Katrina McHale. A little girl hears her father mowing the lawn one day, in the process destroying her favorite flowers—the dandelions! Read about her father's love for her, the resilience of nature, and the importance of hope. Ages 5–8. Fully illus. in color. EK. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.
  - Item #2942038

  - Item #6944701

- **LOVE FOREVER** by Robert Munsch, illus. by S. McCraw. A touching classic you'll return to again and again. A young woman holds her newborn son, softly singing a song of her enduring love. As the boy grows, that song's meaning remains, highlighting the nature of a parent's love and its crosses generations. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Firefly. Paperback.
  - Item #6732011

  - Item #6776787

- **PADDINGTON MARCHES ON** By Michael Bond. Paddington is just the kind of bear to volunteer for a tough job. Whether it's trying his paw at plumbing, cleaning the Browns' chimney, or visiting a marmalade factory, Paddington always manages to seek out the unexpected. Ages 8–12. Illus. 176 pages. Harper. Pub. at $9.99.
  - Item #2911035

- **AMERICAN PHARAOH: Triple Crown Champion** by Shelley Fraser Mickle. He was an impressive three-year old horse, but no way would American Pharoah win three races, the Kentucky Derby, the Preakness, and the Belmont in five weeks, becoming America's twelfth Triple Crown winner, a feat that hadn't been achieved since 1978. He could and he did. This is the inspiring story. Ages 8–12. Photos. 215 pages. Aladdin. Pub. at $17.95.
  - Item #6946224

  - Item #6941567

- **AVA AND TACO CAT** by Carol Weston. When Ava Wren rescues a yellow tabby with mismatched ears, she names him TacoCat. But when he joins the family, he only hides, and worse, Ava's best friend starts hanging out with Zara, a new girl in fifth grade. How can Ava make things right? And what about sweet, scared little Taco? Ages 10 & up. 215 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $15.99.
  - Item #5732506

- **THE LAST OLYMPIAN** by Rick Riordan. The half-bloods have been preparing for battle against the Titans, knowing that the odds of victory are grim. Now it's up to Percy Jackson and an army of young demigods to stop the Lord of Time. As the battle for Western Civilization rages on the streets of Manhattan, Percy faces a terrifying suspicion that he may be fighting against his own fate. Ages 10–14. 361 pages. Disney. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.
  - Item #6944144

  - Item #6728209

- **DURARRAR!! VOLUME 1** by Ryohgo Narita. The good, the bad, and the downright weird. The Ibeukuro district in Tokyo is full of interesting people from a boy longing for the extraordinary to a headless rider on a pitch black motorcycle, and many others. Their story may not be a heartwarming one, but as it turns out, even weirdos like these sometimes fall in love. Ages 13 & up. Illus. 219 pages. Classic Comic Store. Paperback.
  - Item #6904373

- **THE THRONE OF FIRE** by Rick Riordan. In this exciting second installment of the three-book series, Carter and Sadie, offspring of the brilliant Egyptologist Dr. Julius Kane, embark on a worldwide search for the Book of Ra, but the House of Life and the gods of chaos are determined to stop them. Ages 10 & up. 452 pages. Hyperion. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.
  - Item #6801471

  - Item #6728278

  - Item #5724112


THE TALE OF KITTY-IN-BOOTS | By Beatrix Potter, illus. by Q. Blake. What Kitty’s owner doesn’t know is that Kitty sneaks out at night to go hunting. But unfortunately, she’s not a very good hunter and she gets into all sorts of scrapes while prowling around the countryside. Ages 3-7. 77 pages. illus. in color. Alfred A. Knopf. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.00.

THE COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN’S BIBLE | By Janice Emmerson. This stunning Bible is written in straightforward and engaging language and is filled with beautiful and imaginative illustrations. Very young children will love the colorful pictures, and older children will enjoy reading the stories for themselves. Ages 5 & up. 607 pages. Harvest House. Pub. at $24.99.


LITTLE AMISH LIZZIE | By Linda Byler. Lizzie is a five-year-old Amish girl who is spunky, sensitive, and not nearly as pious as her older sister. Her wild spirit often gets her into trouble and she wonders why she can’t be as sweet and kind as her goody-two-shoes big sister. Ages 8-12. 279 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

THE BLACK WITCH | By Laurie Forest. Elloren Gardner is the spitting image of her famous grandmother, Carnissa Gardner, who drove back the enemy forces in the last Realm War. While her family believes she will follow in her grandmother’s footsteps as the new Black Witch, Elloren wants to pursue her lifelong dream of becoming an apothecary. Ages 12 & up. 665 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.


THE SLEEPING BEAUTY | By Charles Perrault. A cherished fairy tale you know and love is brought to life once more with this enchanting graphic novel adaptation. It tells the story of Ariel, the free-spirited mermaid princess who bravely strikes a bargain with sea witch Ursula in order to free her lover, Prince Eric. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. Holt. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $17.99.

THE CROWN AFFAIR | By Joe Dumpty as told to J.F. Ransom. When Jack and Jill go to fetch a pail of water, Jack falls down and loses his crown. But is it lost or stolen? In this funny mystery for kids, hard-boiled detective Joe Dumpty won’t rest until he’s bagged the bandit. Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $16.95.


THE CROWN AFFAIR | By Joe Dumpty as told to J.F. Ransom. When Jack and Jill go to fetch a pail of water, Jack falls down and loses his crown. But is it lost or stolen? In this funny mystery for kids, hard-boiled detective Joe Dumpty won’t rest until he’s bagged the bandit. Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $16.95.


THE SLEEPING BEAUTY | By Charles Perrault. A cherished fairy tale you know and love is brought to life once more with this enchanting graphic novel adaptation. It tells the story of Ariel, the free-spirited mermaid princess who bravely strikes a bargain with sea witch Ursula in order to free her lover, Prince Eric. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. Holt. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $17.99.

THE CROWN AFFAIR | By Joe Dumpty as told to J.F. Ransom. When Jack and Jill go to fetch a pail of water, Jack falls down and loses his crown. But is it lost or stolen? In this funny mystery for kids, hard-boiled detective Joe Dumpty won’t rest until he’s bagged the bandit. Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. Charlesbridge. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $16.95.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6727069</td>
<td>THE CREATION: Lift &amp; Look</td>
<td>David Miles</td>
<td>Candlewick</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6740308</td>
<td>THE CORAL ISLAND</td>
<td>R.M. Ballantine</td>
<td>Dial</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6738346</td>
<td>ICE RACE!</td>
<td>Amy Weingartner</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6737854</td>
<td>HORRIBLE HARRY AND THE WEDDING SPIES</td>
<td>Suzy Kline</td>
<td>Penguin</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6781055</td>
<td>GOOD NIGHT, BADDIES</td>
<td>Diane Stimmings</td>
<td>S&amp;S</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6789349</td>
<td>THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS: Classics Illustrated No. 34</td>
<td>By James Fenimore Cooper</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5881218</td>
<td>KRIS KRINGLE’S MAGIC</td>
<td>Diane Stimmings</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5820999</td>
<td>MY BROTHER IS A SUPERHERO</td>
<td>By David Solomons</td>
<td>S&amp;S</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5768911</td>
<td>THE MYSTERY MARGARET</td>
<td>Tor Seidler</td>
<td>Aleneum</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5893431</td>
<td>MEAN MARGARET</td>
<td>Tor Seidler</td>
<td>Aleneum</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6737161</td>
<td>JEMMY BUTTON</td>
<td>By J. Uman &amp; V. Vidali.</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6740421</td>
<td>OLDCAR!</td>
<td>By Deborah Underwood</td>
<td>S&amp;S</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6740308</td>
<td>MEAN MARGARET</td>
<td>Tor Seidler</td>
<td>Aleneum</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6737854</td>
<td>HORRIBLE HARRY AND THE WEDDING SPIES</td>
<td>Suzy Kline</td>
<td>Penguin</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6781055</td>
<td>GOOD NIGHT, BADDIES</td>
<td>Diane Stimmings</td>
<td>S&amp;S</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5881218</td>
<td>KRIS KRINGLE’S MAGIC</td>
<td>Diane Stimmings</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5820999</td>
<td>MY BROTHER IS A SUPERHERO</td>
<td>By David Solomons</td>
<td>S&amp;S</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Children’s Books

CINDERELLA’S STEPSISTER AND THE BIG BAD WOLF By Lorraine Carey, illus. by M. Bianco. Did you know Cinderella really has three stepisters and that she actually isn’t that nice? The youngest Ugly sister, Corte, is very kind, though she’s told she’ll have to act mean like the rest of her family if she wants to go to the ball. Will she learn to act like a true Ugly for the Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Nosy Crow. 10x11½. Pub. at $15.99

CRYBABY By Karen Beammount, illus. by E. Yelchin. When Baby cries, everyone around her tries everything imaginable to stop the tears. But it will take a special someone to help Baby fall asleep in this fun read-aloud picture book. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Holt. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $17.99


MR. PANTS—IT’S GO TIME! By Scott McCormick, illus. by R.H. Lazzell. On the last day of summer vacation, all Mr. Pants wants to do is play laser tag, but Mom and his sisters, Foot Foo and Grommy, have other ideas. Ages 6-8. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Dial. Pub. at $14.99


MY FIRST KWANZAA By Karen Katz. During the seven days of Kwanzaa, we celebrate the importance of family, friends, and community. This warm and lively introduction to a special holiday will help even the youngest of children join the festivities! Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. Square Fish. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

THE LITTLE PRINCE By Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, illus. by M. Andreani. One of the most celebrated and beloved literary works of the twentieth century, is evoked by the illustrations of Manuela Andreani. With rare sensitivity, Andreani follows the tale of a downed pilot who meets a remarkable little boy in the dessert, and learns lessons about the nature of life, love, and the universe. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. White Star. 9¼x12. Pub. at $16.95

WHEN AUNT MATTIE GOT HER WINGS By Petra Mathers. When Aunt Mattie dies, best friends Lottie and Helen console each other and celebrate Aunt Mattie’s life by scattering her ashes and preparing her favorite snack: peanut butter and jelly sandwiches (with bananas). Ages 4-8. Pub. at $17.99

THE CHRISTMAS ORANGE By Don Gilmore. illus. by M.L. Gay. Anton’s Christmas list was 16 pages long. On Christmas morning, there was one thing under the tree. It was an orange. Anton was not pleased. He and his lawyer decided to sue Santa Claus and everyone came and it was the trial of the century. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Fitzherry & Whiteside. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

THE RED SLIPPERS: Nancy Drew Diaries By Carolyn Keene. Maggie Rogers is a promising young detective and leads a role in Stepping Beauty. When it appears that someone is out to sabotage her career, younger sleuth Nancy Drew waltzes in to find the culprit and protect her friend. Ages 8-12. 163 pages. Aladdin. Pub. at $17.99

ALWAYS REMEMBER By Cece Meng, illus. by Jago. When Old fortune dies and is taken back by the sea, his friends remember how he made the world a better place by being such a wonderful teacher and friend. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Philomel. Pub. at $17.99

GOODNIGHT WHISPERS By Michael Leannah, illus. By D. Torrent. Lulled to sleep by her father’s whispered affirmation, the baby girl grows into a fun-loving child, a confident teen, and then a courageous young woman. A heartwarming story about a father’s love and the power of affirmation. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $16.95

EEK! HALLOWEEN! By Sandra Boynton. There’s a big round moon in a dark, dark sky. The cuckrens are nervous. Do you know why? Find out the answer in this fabulous big sized, sturdy, Halloweend, board book perfect for little fingers. Ages 1-4. Fully illus. in color. Workman. Pub. at $11.95

THE HIDDEN ORACLE By Rick Riordan. Apollo, the once glorious god of the sun, music, poetry and more, has been cast down to Earth in punishment by Zeus. In order to regain his place on Mount Olympus, Lester must restore five Oracles that have gone dark. But how is he supposed to accomplish this without having any godly powers? Items. 373 pages. Disney. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

CINDERELLA By Retold by Kath Jewitt, illus. by D. Kolanovic. When Cinderella goes to the ball, all her dreams come true—but what happens when the magic runs out? Find out in this charming picture-book retelling of a fairy tale classic, Preschoolers. Parragon. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $4.95


Children’s Books


HOW MURRAY SAVED CHRISTMAS By Mike Reiss. With the help of a pushy elf and an eager to believe young boy, doll-owner Murray Klein finds out that even though he’s not big enough to fill Santa’s suit, he’s got enough heart to take the injured Santa’s place and get the job done! Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. Puffin Books. 10x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99


VALIANT DAMSEL: Nancy Drew Diaries By Carolyn Keene. Maggie Rogers is a promising young detective and leads a role in Stepping Beauty. When it appears that someone is out to sabotage her career, younger sleuth Nancy Drew waltzes in to find the culprit and protect her friend. Ages 8-12. 163 pages. Aladdin. Pub. at $17.99

ALWAYS REMEMBER By Cece Meng, illus. by Jago. When Old fortune dies and is taken back by the sea, his friends remember how he made the world a better place by being such a wonderful teacher and friend. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Philomel. Pub. at $17.99 Item #6636373 $7.95
RETURN TO EARTH! Galaxy Zack  by Ray O’Ryan. Illus. by J. Kraft. Zack is headed back to Earth for the first time since moving to Nebulon. He can’t wait to see Bert and show his new friend, Seth, all around his old stomping grounds. Ages 5-9. Well illus. 124 pages. Little Simon. Pub. at $16.99 Item #6782825 $4.95

RANGO: The Movie Storybook  by Justine & Ron Fontes. Strangers don’t last long in Dirt and neither does water which is too precious to drink. Luckily Dirt’s got a new sheriff, a fast-talking chameleon named Rango. Includes behind the scenes artwork used to create the movie. Ages 5-10. Fully illus. in color. Sterling. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $9.99 Item #6792789 $3.95

UNDER THE SEA HOLY BIBLE  This sparkly and fun Bible contains the complete text of the New International Reader’s Version and is perfect for children. Sparkling fish grace the exterior while inside whimsical underwater illustrations surround important Bible themes to help kids dive deep into God’s Word. Ages 7-10. 1144 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $24.99 Item #3869498 $5.95

QUESTION BOY MEETS LITTLE MISS KNOW-IT-ALL  by Peter Catalanotto. A curious boy with non-stop questions meets a girl who seems to know all the answers. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $12.99 Item #6739709 $4.95

HUMPTY DUMPTY CLIMBS AGAIN  by Dave Horowitz. Humpty Dumpty has not served in her school cafeteria—and one look makes them ask “what’s that!” Ages 4-6. Fully illus. in color. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 Item #3653576 $7.95

MY FIRST BOOK OF BIBLE VERSES  by Susan Jones. An interactive guide to introduce your child to your favorite scripture, one colorful page at a time. Kids will love earning a sticker each time a new verse is memorized and placing it on the page to complete the scene illustrated on the back in faith in a way that’s both fun and meaningful. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 Item #6739944 $4.95

DISNEY PIXAR COCO: The Essential Guide  by Glenn Dakin. A captivating companion to the movie, packed with thrilling stills and character art. The lively, informative text captures the excitement of the colorful world and tells children everything they want to know about this amazing story. Ages 5-8. 61 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $12.99 Item #6782701 $4.95

PRINCESS ZELDA AND THE FROG  by Carol Gardner, photos by S. Young. When princess Zelda dropped her golden ball in the mud she wondered how she would ever get it out. Princesses don’t go in the mud! Along comes a greedy frog who hears her on the condition she be his best friend forever. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Atheneum. 11½x8¼. Pub. at $17.99 Item #6782760 $3.95

HYPNOSIS HARRY  by Catherine Bailey, illus. by S. Rich. No pajamas at the park. No toys in the toaster. Harry’s parents say no to everything! That is until Harry learns about hypnosis. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Sky Pony. 9x11¼. Pub. at $16.99 Item #6956203 $5.95

HYPNOSIS HARRY  by Catherine Bailey, Illus. by S. Rich. No pajamas at the park. No toys in the toaster. Harry’s parents say no to everything! That is until Harry learns about hypnosis. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Sky Pony. 9x11¼. Pub. at $16.99 Item #6956203 $5.95

THE BOY WHO LOVED THE MOON  by Rino Alaimo. A beautiful picture book adaptation of Alaimo’s award-winning independent film, telling the story of a boy who swims the deepest seas and slays the mightiest dragons to win true love. Ages 4-8. Familius. 9x9x¾. Pub. at $16.95 Item #6727050 $13.95

TOTO TROUBLE: A Deadly Jokester  by Thierry Coppée. Written in graphic novel form, Toto may not be charming, smart, or polite, but he knows how to relax! This mischievous miscreant treats every day like a day at the beach. Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 62 pages. Papercutz. Pub at $12.99 Item #5794919 $3.95

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

**A HUNGRY LION, OR A DWINDLING ASSORTMENT OF ANIMALS** By Lucy Ruth Cummins. Once upon a time there was a very hungry lion and some adorable little animals. What do you think happened next? Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $16.99.


**HALL OF SMALL MAMMALS: Stories** By Thomas Pierce. Heralding the debut of an original and extraordinary new talent, these imaginative and at times surreal tales explore the absurdity and magnitude of what it means to be good, to be part of a family, to exist in today’s world—indeed, to exist at all. 294 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $27.95.


**I JUST HITCHED IN FROM THE COAST:** The Ed McClanahan Reader Ed. by Tom Marksby. Comprises fourteen stories by McClanahan. In these stories he parleys his Southern sensibilities and California experiences with a mastery of language, and offers his musings that are absurd, whimsical, outrageous, and wickedly sharp. 283 pages. Counterpoint. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.
UNDER THE RED FLAG By Ha Jin. Features twelve stories which take place during China’s Cultural Revolution—stories which display the earnestness and grandeur of human folly and form a moral history of a time and place. 207 pages. Steerforth. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6580041 $4.95

BOTH WAYS IS THE ONLY WAY I WANT IT By Male Meloy. These eleven stories have both the emotional impact and the clean, assured style that have earned Meloy praise from critics. Set mostly in the American West, the stories explore the moral quandaries of love, family, and friendship, as small-town lawyers, ranchers, doctors, parents, and children try to keep hold of opposing forces in their lives. 232 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. Item #6552145 $3.95

THE FAT ARTIST AND OTHER STORIES By Benjamin Hale. In prose alternately stark, lush, and hallucinatory, occasionally nightmarish and often absurd, the seven stories in this collection are suffused with fear and desire, introducing us to a company of indelible characters reeling with love, jealousy, megalomania, and despair. 274 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00. Item #6578110 $4.95

THE LADY IN THE VAN: And Other Stories By Alan Bennett. Drawing from the author’s wide-ranging career, this collection features some of Bennett’s finest work. The title story (the basis for a film starring Maggie Smith) is joined by the comic masterpiece “The Laying On of Hands” and the bittersweet “Father! Burning Bright.” 193 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00. Item #5780217 $5.95

THE GREATEST STORIES OF ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON Showcasing Stevenson’s brilliant and lucid prose, his dramatic skill, and his perfect sense of pace that made him a landmark author in the history of English literature, these ten enduring stories continue to capture the imagination of the contemporary reader and rightly belong to popular mythology today. 450 pages. Item #2817632 $12.95

*UNCOMMON TYPE: Some Stories By Tom Hanks. Known for his honesty and sensitivity as an actor, Tom Hanks brings both characteristics to his writing in this short story collection. From a hectic, funny sexual affair between two best friends to a WWII veteran dealing with emotional and physical scars, these tales establish him as a wonderful new voice in contemporary fiction. 405 pages. Item #677864X $5.95


BRIEF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE ENEMY By Said Sayrafiezadeh. This collection of eight fiercely original stories show their author employing his considerable gifts to offer a lens on our collective dreams and anxieties, casting them in a revelatory new light. 223 pages. Dial. Pub. at $25.00. Item #6578610 $2.95


PAPER LANTERN: Love Stories By Stuart Dybek. Operatically dramatic and intimately lyrical, urban and impressionistic, the varied love stories in this short story collection all focus on the turmoil of love as only Dybek can portray it. Nine tales include Tosca, Blowing Shades, Waiting; The Caller; If Vanished; and more. 207 pages. FSG. Pub. at $24.00. Item #6555829 $4.95

MISS GRIEF AND OTHER STORIES By Constance Fenimore Woolson. This collection of seven short stories features Woolson’s strong characters, indelible settings, and concerns with passion, creativity, and the demands of society. Whether portraying the keeper of a Union soldiers’ cemetery in the defeated South or a woman writer whose genius goes unrecognized, Woolson wrote with remarkable observation. 409 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. Item #6576373 $4.95

SEA LOVERS: Selected Stories By Valerie Martin. The twelve stories in this collection showcase Martin’s precision, and grace and are organized around the three obsessions that drive her fiction—the power of nature, the human price of art, and the enduring appeal of mythic transformations, while exploring the themes of obsession, justice, passion, and duplicity. 315 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $25.95. Item #6576078 $5.95

IF YOU EAT, YOU NEVER DIE: Chicago Tales By Tony Romano. The acclaimed author brings the Camingos, a first-generation Italian American family, vividly and poignantly to life. Two dozen closely related stories that are by turns joyous, heartbreaking, and honest combine to create a stunning, cohesive family history. 257 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5824974 $4.95

THE CHARLIE CHAPLIN BOOK: Ten Stories Adapted from Classic Shorts By Robert Kenee Thompson Originally published in 1915, the famed Hollywood screenwriter adapts the scripts of ten Chaplin classics into charming short stories. Includes The Bank; A Woman; Work; The Champion; His New Job; By the Sea; A Night Out; The Tramp; In the Park; and A Jilted Eloping. 130 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. Item #5767245 $7.95

CHEKHOV: Stories for Our Time By Anton Chekhov. Presents a must-have collection of fifteen stories by the great 19th century Russian author and playwright who wrote nearly one thousand stories in his lifetime. Titles include The Darling; Anna on the Neck; About Love; The Kiss; Gooseberries; On Official Business; The Siren; The letter; and more. 350 pages. Restless. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. Item #6964095 $9.95

GREAT AMERICAN ADVENTURE STORIES Ed. by Tom McCarthy. Fifteen stories celebrate America’s thirst for excitement, capturing the grit and spirit of adventure that made America what it is today. Contains page turning accounts of the Galveston Hurricane, the Alaska Gold Rush, a robbery featuring Jesse James, and much more. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #666553X $6.95

IT OCCURS TO ME THAT I AM AMERICA: New Stories and Art Ed. by Jonathan Santlofer. More than fifty of today’s most acclaimed writers and artists consider the fundamental ideals of a free, just, and compassionate democracy through heart-stirring and provocative fiction and art. Some authors include Mary Higgens Clark, Charles W. Chesnutt, and many others. Illus., many in color. 374 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. Item #6804721 $6.95


DEBRIEFING: Collected Stories By Susana Sontag. Collects all of Sontag’s shorter fiction, a form she turned to intermittently throughout her writing life. Ranging from allegory to parable to autobiography, these tales represent an invaluable record of the creative output of one of the most inquisitive and analytically thinkers of the 20th century. 320 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00. Item #6751911 $19.95

THE LARIAT AND OTHER WRITINGS By Jaime de Angulo. A collection of seven short stories by one of the most colorful and captivating writers of the twentieth century, who came to America to be a cowboy, not an author. However, it was as a writer that he ultimately found his true calling. 190 pages. Counterpoint. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6630227 $5.95

* indicates new edition; ** indicates backlist title
SHORT STORY ANTHOLOGIES

I WANT TO SHOW YOU MORE By Jamie Quatro. These fifteen linked stories present readers with dark theological complexities, fractured marriages, and mercurial temptations. 206 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00
Item #5920442 $3.95

HONEYDEW By Edith Pearlman. A stunning collection of twenty short stories about the predicaments of being human. Whether the characters encounter are a special pond with pentastomachian vision or a group of displaced Somali women adjusting to life in suburban Boston, Pearlman knows each of them intimately and reveals them to us with unsurpassed generosity. 279 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $25.00
Item #5911052 $4.95

PROBLEMS WITH PEOPLE: Stories By David Guterson. Ten sharply observed, funny, and wise new stories from the bestselling author of Snow Falling on Cedars, explore the mysteries of love and our complex desire for connection and celebrate the ordinary yet brightening surprises that lurk within the dramas of our daily lives. 163 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95
Item #675161X $15.95

FLINGS: Stories By Justin Taylor. In a new suite of powerful and incisive stories, Taylor captures the lives of restless men and women unmoored from their pasts and uncertain of their futures. A commanding collection that captures the contemporary search for identity, connection, and a place to call home. 222 pages. Harper. Pub. at $23.99
Item #4617347 $4.95

Item #743571X $4.95

MAGNETS AND OTHER STORIES, VOLUME II By Vijaydan Detha. Lively, lyrical, subversive yet deeply humane, these stories from the Indian region of Rajasthan offer searing insights into the human predicament. They entertain, enrich, and endure, paying tribute to the power and magic of regional folklore and storytelling traditions. Illus. 183 pages. Fordham.

FLINGS: Stories By Justin Taylor. In a new suite of powerful and incisive stories, Taylor captures the lives of restless men and women unmoored from their pasts and uncertain of their futures. A commanding collection that captures the contemporary search for identity, connection, and a place to call home. 222 pages. Harper. Pub. at $23.99
Item #4617347 $4.95

SHORT STORIES

SPOILED BRATS: Stories By Simon Rich. A novel collection of short stories that brings to life the fractured marriages and the well-meaning boomers who made them that way. Sudden, shrill, and surprisingly warm, these stories are as resonant as they are hilarious. 209 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $25.00
Item #5911052 $4.95

THE STORY OF WORLD RELIGIONS: From Indigenous Tales to Classical Legends By Terri-ann White. Brings to life tales from more than thirty diverse cultures, stories that have been told from the dawn of humanity and handed down over millennia to the present day. Each of these stories reflects familiar and universal themes such as humor, fear, lust, love, mortality, a reverence for the divine, and the meaning of life. Fully illus. in color. 9 1/4 x 1/4. Pub. at $29.99
Item #693181X $15.95

I WANT TO SHOW YOU MORE By Jamie Quatro. These fifteen linked stories present readers with dark theological complexities, fractured marriages, and mercurial temptations. 206 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00
Item #5920442 $3.95

THE RIDDLE IN THE TALE By Taffy Thomas. Features both magical riddle tales and simple challenges. Discover how the farmer saved his daughter by solving the fairies’ riddles or how the old hen-wife helped the two brothers solve the mystery of their father’s will. Illus. 176 pages. History Press. Pub. at $16.95
Item #6846807 $9.95

THE DEAD LANDS By Benjamin Percy. St. Louis, now called the Sanctuary, has survived 150 years since the apocalypse as a walled military fortress. A rider from beyond its walls reports that civilization is thriving west of the Cascades, but that a pillaging army is out there too, bent on enslaving every community it finds. A small group from the Sanctuary begins an epic quest for expansion—but is opposed from within. 403 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00
Item #66951 $4.95

THE STORY OF WORLD RELIGIONS: From Indigenous Tales to Classical Legends By Terri-ann White. Brings to life tales from more than thirty diverse cultures, stories that have been told from the dawn of humanity and handed down over millennia to the present day. Each of these stories reflects familiar and universal themes such as humor, fear, lust, love, mortality, a reverence for the divine, and the meaning of life. Fully illus. in color. 9 1/4 x 1/4. Pub. at $29.99
Item #693181X $15.95

More Fiction

PROBLEMS WITH PEOPLE: Stories By David Guterson. Ten sharply observed, funny, and wise new stories from the bestselling author of Snow Falling on Cedars, explore the mysteries of love and our complex desire for connection and celebrate the ordinary yet brightening surprises that lurk within the dramas of our daily lives. 163 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95
Item #675161X $15.95

THE STORY OF WORLD RELIGIONS: From Indigenous Tales to Classical Legends By Terri-ann White. Brings to life tales from more than thirty diverse cultures, stories that have been told from the dawn of humanity and handed down over millennia to the present day. Each of these stories reflects familiar and universal themes such as humor, fear, lust, love, mortality, a reverence for the divine, and the meaning of life. Fully illus. in color. 9 1/4 x 1/4. Pub. at $29.99
Item #693181X $15.95

THE STORY OF WORLD RELIGIONS: From Indigenous Tales to Classical Legends By Terri-ann White. Brings to life tales from more than thirty diverse cultures, stories that have been told from the dawn of humanity and handed down over millennia to the present day. Each of these stories reflects familiar and universal themes such as humor, fear, lust, love, mortality, a reverence for the divine, and the meaning of life. Fully illus. in color. 9 1/4 x 1/4. Pub. at $29.99
Item #693181X $15.95

THE STORY OF WORLD RELIGIONS: From Indigenous Tales to Classical Legends By Terri-ann White. Brings to life tales from more than thirty diverse cultures, stories that have been told from the dawn of humanity and handed down over millennia to the present day. Each of these stories reflects familiar and universal themes such as humor, fear, lust, love, mortality, a reverence for the divine, and the meaning of life. Fully illus. in color. 9 1/4 x 1/4. Pub. at $29.99
Item #693181X $15.95
More Fiction

**ESTHER** By Rebecca Kammer. Based on The Book of Esther, it is a riveting tale that starts with a young Esther, an enslaved harem girl, that takes us along on her journey to becoming a powerful queen that leads her people from annihilation. 381 pages. Howard. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6609570 $4.95

**★ HUCKLEBERRY HARVEST** By Jennifer Beckstrand. Anna and Felty Helmuth's zest for matchmaking is unstoppable, and with grown-up grandchild Mandy on her way to their home in lovely Huckleberry Hill, and Noah Mischler helping Felty with home repairs, what better reason to put their talents to work once more? 362 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Item #4587650 $5.95

**★ A GIFT OF GRACE** By Amy Clipston. Rebecca Kauffman's tranquil Old Order Amish life is transformed when she suddenly becomes guardian to her two teenage nieces after her English sister and brother-in-law are killed in an automobile accident. Will she be able to reconcile differences in her home—or will the clash of cultures tear her world apart? 336 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Item #6814476 $5.95

**XX V: The Final World War** By Christina Gibaja. The final world war won't be fought with machines—it will be fought with people. And when the women of West America wage war with men in the East, it'll be anything but unimaginative. 206 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

Item #6949797 $4.95

**CITY ON FIRE** By Tracy L. Higley. Ariella, a runaway Jewish slave girl disguised as a young boy, is determined to triumph in the arena knowing her life will end should anyone uncover the truth. Cato, a wealthy politician, moved to Pompeii tired of the corruption in Rome only to find it in Pompei also. When the two meet they must act quickly to save their loved ones. 380 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6562486 $3.95

---

More Fiction

**THE RESCUED** By Marta Perry. As an Amish wife and mother struggles to hold her family together, a story from the past teaches her how to face her daily challenges with strength and love. As the stories of Judith and Maddie converge, both must learn to stand up for their beliefs and love again. 330 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

Item #6718986 $4.95

**★ HUCKLEBERRY HEARTS** By Jennifer Beckstrand. Young at heart octogenarians Anna and Felty Helmuth never miss the chance to find a perfect match for one of their grandchildren. When their beloved Cassie, on a college break, returns to Huckleberry Hill, Anna has a feeling they might soon have a doctor in the family—the young and handsome doctor who takes care of her. 392 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Item #6949797 $4.95

**THERE WILL BE STARS** By Billy Coffey. Upon his untimely death, Bobby's final thought is a curious one—There will be stars. Yet it is not death that greets him beyond the veil. Instead, he returns to the day he has just lived and finds he is not alone in this strange new world. Six others are trapped with him. 403 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6701221 $3.95

**★ DEATH OF A TOY SOLDIER** By Barbara Early. Homicide is not what Liz McCall had in mind for the holidays after returning home to manage her father’s vintage toy shop. But after a man is found dead in the shop, Liz and her father must confront their past to defend themselves against it. 313 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6711336 $11.95

**MURDER IN MIAMI** By Noel Hynd. In the second installment of the Cuban Trilogy, U.S. Treasury Agent Alexandra LaDuca travels to Miami to continue her investigations into the murder and money laundering activities of the Dosi cartel. Can Alex emerge from this world with her life—and her faith—intact? 360 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

Item #6949716 $9.95

---

More Fiction

**THE PAINTED TABLE** By Suzanne Field. After a childhood spent watching her mother slide steadily into insanity, painting and re-painting the ancient table. Saffie has come to fear that seeds of psychosis may lie dormant within her. She must confront her mother’s torment if she wants to defend herself against it. 313 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6711140 $3.95

**SHOELESS JOE** By W.P. Kinsella. “If you build it, he will come.” The mysterious words of an Iowa baseball announcer lead Ray Kinsella to cave a baseball diamond in his cornfield in honor of his hero, the baseball legend Shoeless Joe Jackson. What follows is a timeless story about dreams, magic, life, and what is quintessentially American. 265 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

Item #6890792 $5.95

**★ LEGENDS OF THE FALL** By Jim Harrison. Novellas. This collection paints an unforgettable portrait of an American century and confirms Jim Harrison’s reputation as one of the finest voices of his generation. Titles include Legends of the Fall; Revenge; and The Man Who Gave Up His Name. 270 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

Item #6912192 $7.95

**THE FLYING CIRCUS** By Susan Crandall. They were daredevil flyers whose airbone stunts were a thrilling spectacle. Cora, a privileged girl who’s playing for keeps. 309 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6783848 $11.95

**THE NIGHTINGALE BEFORE CHRISTMAS** By Donna Andrews. Meg Langslow’s mother is one of 12 designers participating in a Christmas-themed show house competition. When the most curious of the designers is found dead, Meg must balance her own holiday preparations with sniffing out a killer who is poised to strike again. 295 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99

Item #4530152 $5.95

---

More Fiction

**AWAY IN A MANGER** By Rhye Bowen. It’s Christmas time in 1905 New York City. Molly Murphy Sullivan is enchanted by a carding beggar girl and her older brother. But Molly quickly realizes that these well-spoken children from England are not your typical city folks. Who are they? And what happened to their mother? 247 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6803734 $6.95

**ROBOT OVERLORDS** By Mark Stay. Based on the motion picture. Determined to find his father, Sean Flynn and his gang break curfew on the robot overlords instilled. Setting them on a journey pitting them against robots that could easily vaporize them, if they’re not incinerated by the vast Cubie first. Includes The Mediator Prototyope, an all-new short story. 376 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

Item #6874294 $2.95

**SAMSON: A Savior Will Rise** By Shawn Huffman. In 1941, Samson Abrams and his family are sent to Auschwitz concentration camp. When he is recognized as a former boxing champion he is forced to box for food with the loser going to the gas chambers. When Samson meets a Polish priest, he examines what little is left of his faith—but will it give him the strength he needs it the most? 16 pages of photos. 329 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6883458 $4.95

**HEAVEN HELP HELEN SLOANE** By J.R. Lucas. Written as a series of journal entries, this story is refreshingly honest, and often hilarious, documenting the daily struggles a young Christian woman faces. As a busy social worker and leader of a Christian church group, she deals with faith, doubt, and love. Can her faith be strong in the midst of a chaotic life? 247 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

Item #6841597 $2.95

**BEAUTIFUL STAR OF BETHLEHEM** By Lori Copeland. Novella. How did Arlene Santana—happy wife, successful business owner, young grandmother—get here, a rehabilitation center surrounded by old people? Her days speed by with new friends and visits from her sons, but when will her husband come to see her? Then one Christmas the confusing pieces of Arlene’s life start to click into place, but will her sons like the reality they face? 190 pages. Shiloh Run. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

Item #6832326 $4.95
struggle and discover that hope can rise out of coninces his she’s on the right path. They church in flames and evidence shows that the Faith Briar Church they arrive to see their new Kate and Paul Hanlon take over the pastorate of THROUGH THE FIRE
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 Ritwik is lookin g for . 371 pages. N orton. finds the chance to  start a new life w hen he doublespeak to tell a story both classic and immersive novel about sixteen sisters in a walled good– seems d etermined t o win L iesl’s STONES FOR BREAD By Christa Parrish. Liest McNamara spends every day up to her elbows in dough, but her simple life is becoming complicated. Her head baker brings his troubled grandson into the bakeshop as an apprentice; her waters bills, and even her adoptions seem to be falling apart. Liesl’s life seems to be unraveling, and only VIDA By Marge Piercy. Back in the 60’s, Vida Asch was a political star of the exuberant antiwar movement. Now, a decade later, she’s on the run, her star-quality replaced by stubborn courage. She comes briefly to rest in a safe house on Cape Cod, where another fugitive is already residing. Initially annoyed, Vida ultimately finds herself warming toward a man for the first time in years. 411 pages. PM PRESS. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 VATICAN WALTZ By Roland Merullo. Cynthia Plantedos lives a quiet life outside Boston, guided by her faith. Her parish priest encourages Cynthia to explore her faith, but when he is killed in a mysterious accident, a message begins to iner flowing through the ocean waves in what was New York City before the polar ice caps melted. Simone Pierce who is one of them has a routine surveillance job–cheating husband, attractive blonde. When the husband turns up dead, and she is suspected for the murder, she has to find the real killer. 264 pages. Regan Arts. Pub. at $24.95 *CONSERVATIVE INSURGENCY: The Struggle to Take America Back 2009-2041 By Kurt Schlichter. An oral history of a successful struggle against progressive dominance from the perspective of the year 2041. A rallying cry and a battle plan for constitutional conservatives who feel the black struggle in the town, or does his first responsibility lie with his wife and children? 233 pages. By Charles W. Chesnutt. Originally published in 1901. When a black man is wrongly accused of the murder of a white woman, a gifted black doctor struggles with what to do–take on the mantle of leading the black struggle in the town, or does his first responsibility lie with his wife and children? 233 pages. The X Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95
**CD WOLFSBANE AND MISTLETOE** Ed. by T.L.P. Kelner & C. Harris. Read by MacLeod Andrews and Tanya Eby. Whether wolfing down a holiday feast or craving some hair of the dog on New Year's morning, the werewolves in these fifteen frighteningly original stories will surprise, delight, amuse, and scare the pants off you! Over thirteen hours on 12 CDs. Brilliance Audio. Pub. at $29.99

Item #5854806

$7.95

**CD TARGET LANCER** By Max Allan Collins. Read by Dan John Miller. 1963. Nathan Heller is Chicago's most celebrated private detective, enjoying the fruits of a long career. When he does a small favor for a friend, he runs into an old West Side mob crony named Jack Ruby. And when his friend is found dead, warning signals start to flash. Over eight hours on 7 CDs. Brilliance. Pub. at $14.99

Item #6894232

$4.95

**CD THE STALKER** By Bill Pronzini. Read by Ray Sizemore. Men who participated in a never solved robbery of an armored truck are being picked off one by one—eleven years after the crime. Six hours on 5 CDs. Speaking Volumes. Pub. at $24.95

Item #6894143

$4.95